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I. FOREWORD
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
It's an often observed but disquieting fact that the concentration
of man's activities in a limited area can result in conditions which tend
toward environmental degradation and, in some cases, a public health concern.
It is not unusual for this process to be magnified in the fragile and extreme
conditions found in Alaska, and only through a proper balance of man's
activities and the natural environment can long-term, healthy and prosperous
community development take place.
Notwithstanding a genuine desire to achieve the optimum balance with
nature, a major problem arises when dealing with large-scale prototype
systems such as an urban area. This condition is due to the complexity
and scale of physical situation and the diverse and interacting character of
the processes which cause problems. The need for more regions and compre-
hensive planning and analysis become essential if an understanding of, let
alone control over, urban problems is to be achieved.
Modern technology is moving forward in a number of areas, however,
and the techniques of mathematical modeling and simulation are seen as one of
the most promising in being able to supply the information necessary to make
intelligent and proper decisions for environmental control. The description
of such a mathematical model, this one for simulation of carbon monoxide (CO)
in the atmosphere, is the subject of this report.
The chief motivation for the development of the model described herein
arises from carbon monoxide problems observed in and near Fairbanks, Alaska.
In the winter months (generally November through March) a highly stable,
near-surface temperature inversion often exists in the area. One adverse
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result of this inversion is to induce high levels of carbon monoxide in
response to the various local CO inputs (automobiles, stationary sources,
etc.). If the public safety is to be assured there seems little question
that control measures will have to be instituted at some time. The question
is, of course, what is the best policy, and what impact will potential
control alternatives have on the quality of the airshed7 Such questions
are not easily answered and it is hoped tbat with proper use and interpreta-
tion this model will aid in the decision process.
MODEL OVERVIEW
The model described herein represents the efforts associated with
the first phase of a really complete modeling building effort. lfhat is
meant by this is that the current version of the model has been formulated
and structured within the state-of-the-art, and reflects the best available
information on how CO is generated and distributed in the atmosphere in an
Alaskan air shed; the model is now at the stage where it can, and should, be
tested and compared to actual CO behavior in the atmosphere. This exercise
will have the dual purpose of improving our understanding of how CO moves in
the atmosphere, and also of identifying =y weaknesses or deficiencies m
the model which c= be strengthened by some combination of research and/or
model modification. The point is that one should not view this version of
the model as the ultimate development, for only with use and experience
will the real worth of the technique be understood.
Along a more technical line, the CO model described in the following
paragraphs, named ACOSP (!tmospheric CO ~imulation Rrogram) predicts expected
CO concentrations within a specified geographical area for an arbitrarily
defined set of CO sources. At the present time the model is programmed to
consider automobile emissions as the major source of CO, and estimates CO
inputs as either automobile emissions or specified sources.
The user must supply the basic physical description of the airshed
(aerial extent, height of the inversion layer, wind velocities, etc.), along
with expected movement and concentration of automobiles. The model will
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then calculate the CO input to the airshed and route it spatially and
temporally in accordance with the principle of conservation of mass. The
output from the model consists of tabulated values of CO concentrations
throughout the airshed over the time period of simulation.
The model is coded for computer solution in the FORTRAN programming
language, and uses the so-called Finite Element Method (Fm1) of numerical
solution. The program has a large number of user options (explained in
following sections) and can be operated in either the steady state or
dynamic mode. With its present formulation, the model holds the potential
for real-time analysis and control of CO problems, although this will not
be achieved without significant additional work. Currently the model will
be most valuable for investigation and understanding the physical processes
which are responsible for the production and distribution of CO in the airshed,
and for testing the effectiveness of remedial control measures in the abstract
at high speed and low cost. It is hoped that this capability will aid in
the eventual solution to a serious and important problem.
REPORT FORMAT AND OBJECTIVES
The objective of this report is to bring together, in a single docu-
ment, a self contained description of the theory, assumptions, mathematics,
and computer code which make up the mathematical model ACOSP. Additionally,
several example problems are presented which, together with the information
on program input and output, should allow one unfamiliar with the program to
be able to set up and operate the computer program for simulation of CO. In
other words, this report is directed both at the theory of the mathematical
model and to its practical application. The user is cautioned to fully
appreciate both features of the presentation, for it is only with a clear
understanding of what goes into the model that one can expect to get useful
and meaningful results as output.
In format, this report is comprised of five chapters and two appendices.
This chapter, Chapter I, is simply a brief introduction to the model and
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describes its status and expected uses. A brief summary of the mathe-
matical background for the model and its solution technique (the FEM) ,
is given in Chapter II. Chapter III outlines the procedure for implementing
the model and presents several example problems to demonstrate the way
problems are structured and solved; comparisons between analytical and
numerical solutions to the same problem are presented for two problems.
In Chapter IV the details of input data preparation are presented, and the
formats for each card used as program input is explained in detail. Also,
there is an explanation of what program output looks like, which user options
control what program functions, and how to interpret the computer output.
The actual documentation of the computer program ACOSP is the subject of
Chapter V. Overall program organizations is indicated, and is followed
by a fairly complete description of each program routine and its function in
the scheme of solution. Finally, there are two appendices. The first,
Appendix A, is used to develop the complete mathematical and numeric basis
for the model and includes all details of the model's formulation and solution.
This will be of concern chiefly to those who are involved in model building or
who have an interest in applied mathematics. Appendix B is included to comple-
ment the example problems of Chapter III, and reproduce the computer output
generated by the example problems. This output should be fully studied by
anyone attempting to reproduce the example problems or to p~rform original
simulations.
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II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Every mathematical model must have as its basis some relationship or
expression which interrelates system variables in a way such that they may
be formulated into a consistent problem statement. The model may be very
simple or quite complicated, but it is important to remember that a user
can never get more out of a model than the builder put in. For this reason
it is quite important that the details of the CO model, including both its
mathematical formulation and the technique used for its numerical solution,
be presented for review. Only by understanding the foundation of the model
will it be possible to use the technique to its fullest advantage.
Before moving to the technical discussion, it may be useful to clarify
several definitions. First, the model will be formulated in terms of known
inputs, such as prescribed CO loads, and unknown CO concentrations, which
must be solved for. In the jargon of the modeler, known or specified quanti-
ties are usually called "inputs," or "constants" even if they change over
time; in either case, the distinguishing feature is that the model does not
predict their behavior, but rather reacts to their specification. The values
for which the model solves are called the "system state variables," and
represent the unknowns of the problem. In the ACOSP model the only system
state variable, with one exception, is the carbon monoxide concentration.
With this brief introduction we shall now proceed to an explanation
of the governing equations, the CO input generator, and the finite element
method. Please recall that a more complete treatment of governing equations
and the solution technique can be found in Appendix A of this report.
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GOVERNING EQUATION--CONSERVATION OF MASS
The governing equation for the CO model is based on the principle of
conservation of mass. Basically, this relationship states that all mass
introduced into a system must be accounted for, and will be distributed
according to the processes of wind movement (convection) and turbulence
(diffusion). For this reason, governing equation is often referred to as
the convection-diffusion equation. The model assumes the wind field is known
and specified, and that the CO inputs are prescribed according to the rela-
tionships presented in the next section of this chapter. A summary of
the technical formulation of the mass transport equation is developed in
the following paragraphs.
Consider a control volume as shown graphically in Figure II-I.
z
(pcu) dydz _+->
y
dz
dx hh> PCLl + ?'a:c (oeLl) d:r. dydz
x
Figure II-I. CONTROL VOLUME FOR MASS TRANSPORT EQUATION
If carbon monoxide is a nonconservative substance which is transported
by convection and turbulent mixing, then a mass balance for a vertically
mixed control volume may be found by summing inflows and outflows. When this
is done the resulting expression is of the form
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o (Vc) + 1... (cuhdy) dx + 1... (cvhdx) dy
ot OX oy
where
V
c
u
v
h
D
x
D
Y
cr
K
the volume of the control volume, L3 ,
the concentration of carbon monoxide, HL- 3
= the average velocity in the X direction, LT- 1
the average velocity in the Y direction, LT- 1
the height of the inversion layer, L
the turbulent mixing (diffusion) coefficient associated
with the X direction, L'T- 1 ,
= the turbulent mixing (diffusion) coefficient associated
with the Y direction, L'T-1 ,
= a local term for sources or sinks of carbon monoxide,
~rr-IL-' , and
= the decay of CO from the control value (first order
rate reaction) T- 1 •
If we recognize the relationship V = hdxdy, Equation (II-I) can be
simplified to
oOt (he) + oOx (cuh) + }y (cvh) o (D h ~)
- ox x ox
o de
--(Dh-)
oy y oy - cr + Khc = 0 (11-2)
Further, if we consider the mixing coefficients, D and D to be approximately
x y
constant over time at a given location, and that h may vary spatially,
Equation (11-2) may be expanded to
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_ D h a 2 C _ D ~ ah _
x aX2 x ax ax
D h a2 C
y ay 2
D ac ah _ cr + Khc ~ 0
y ay ay
(!I-3)
From fluid mechanics the continuity equation for an incompressibZe fluid has
the form hau/ax + hav/ay + ah/at ~ O. Substituting in Equation (11-3) gives
vh ac D h a 2 c
ay - x ax 2
_ D ah ~ _ D ah de _ cr + Khc
x ax ax y ay ay o (II-4)
Equation (11-4) is the basic routing equation for conservative substances in
an incompressible fluid, and is the governing equation for the carbon
monoxide model.
CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSIONS
The above expression includes a term, cr, which represents the input
of CO to the airshed from local sources. For the purposes of this model
it has been assumed that the major source of CO is from automobile emissions,
and an expression has been developed to quantify this condition.
The CO emission from automobiles is broken down into three categories:
traveling, idling and cold starts. Mathematically, the formulation of the
daily input of carbon monoxide for a particular geographic area, corresponding
to an element in the finite element grid, is calculated from the expression
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(II-5)
where
a = the total mass rate of production of carbon
monoxide in a particular area, gm/day, and
o , 0., 0 ,0=
m 1. S C the rates of production of CO associated with travel,idling, starting, and other sources, respectively, gm/day.
where
a = M a S6m m
o. = a. T~ ~
a = a Ns s
and
(II-6)
(II-7)
(II-B)
= the number of automobile hours spent idling in
the local area, hr/day ,
= the number of automobile colds tarts in the local area,
starts/day.
= the mass of carbon monoxide produced by cold starting
an automobile, gm/start, and
the number of vehicle miles traveled per day, mi
the average speed of travel, mi/hr,
empirically determined emission coefficients
the mass of carbon monoxide produced by idling
automobiles, gm/hr ,
=
=
=
=M
S
am' 6
a.
~
T
as
N
The total daily CO emission for each separate area (element) in the
system is computed from Equation (11-5). As the model will generally be
operated on a one-hour time interval, the rate of emission for each area
at a particular hour of the day is found from the expression
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where
+ y.l.~ +
(II-9)
Gk = the total rate of carbon monoxide production in area k~ at hour ~, gm/day,
the rates of production of carbon monoxide in area k
associated with traveling, idling, starting and other sources,
respectively, gm/day, and
the fractions of the daily carbon monoxide production
associated with travel, idling, starting and other sources
which are released at hour 2, unitless.
As the model is now programmed, constant values are used for the factors
am' S, a i and as' while M, S, T, and N are geographically variable over the
study area. As more and better data become available it will be both
possible and desirable to expand and refine the specification of the factors
for estimating the input of carbon monoxide in urban areas.
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE--THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The Finite Element Method is a numerical technique suitable for
solving differential equations of the type derived for the mass balance
relationship. It differs from the finite difference method in that it
assumeS a continuous description of state variables as opposed to values
defined only at specific points. In a general sense, the finite element is
said to provide an "exact" answer to an approximation of the problem, whereas
finite differences provide an approximate answer to the "exact" problem.
From the user's point of view, the FEM offers significant simplication in
data input, provides a great deal of flexibility in problem setup, and seems
well suited to the CO problem to which it has been applied.
The method was first applied by structural analysts seeking the
solution to complex problems in stress analysis cfa continuum. The initial
applications were in the aerospace industry where the resistance capability
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of continuous aircraft skins had to be maximized in keeping with the overall
objective of weight minimization. The solution of such continuum systems
using traditional structural analysis methods would have required an
infinite number of joints, each connecting infinitesimally small elements.
In the FEfI, the continuum is represented by a series of discrete
polygons each interconnected at a finite number of locations called nodal
points. These nodal points are directly equivalent to joints in structural
problems and the elements are equivalent to beams and columns. In the first
applications, the elements were allowed to respond in only restricted and
simple displacement patterns such that continuity was maintained along element
faces, but force transfer was allowed only at the nodes. With the system thus
approximated, the method of assemblage of elements and solutions of the
governing equations was exactly that of conventional structural analysis.
The mid-1960's saw a rapid expansion of the finite element into many
structural problems such as plate bending, axisymmetric structures, solid
systems, and shell structures. The procedure was also generalized and
solutions were developed for nonstructural problems such as electric fields
and pore pressures. Simultaneously the method was applied to nonlinear and
time dependent problems in elasticity and from these problems experience was
built up allowing the systematic solution of nonlinear problems.
More recently, the method has been developed as a special form of
the method of weighted residuals in which the governing equations are satisfied
in an area integral sense. This process removes the need for a functional and
allows solution of equations such as the convection-diffusion equations for
which there are no convenient functionals.
The first step in the application of the FEM is the construction of
acceptable single element approximation to the physical system. A suitable
element will have an approximating function with the same number of indepen-
dent variables as the number of node points. The approximation must be such
that the variation of the approximating function along the boundary of an
element exactly matches that of an adjacent element.
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For example, a triangular element with nodal (corner) point degrees
of freedom at the vertices must have a linear approximating function. The
necessary condition is met because the function in linear along the sides of
the element and the adjacent elements match exactly. If mid-side nodes are
used, a quadratic approximating function may be used, as is the case in the
model ACOSP.
A necessary condition for solution of the equations with decreasing
element size is that the fundamental equations do not contain derivatives
two orders higher than those that match across the element boundary. Also
the function must be capable of representing a constant value of the function
or its derivatives which may be present in the integral equation describing
the element.
As an example, consider a region as shown in Figure II-2. Over each
triangular element the state variables of the governing equations are allowed
to vary in a prespecified form and elements are interconnected only at nodal
points.
,t__~7NodO/Points
Region Boundary
Figure II-2. FINITE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION OF A REGION
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In the conceptual representation of the region, let the nodal points
be the vertices of the triangles. Then for a typical triangle (i, j, k) a
linear approximation for a state variable, ~, may be '<Tit ten as
~ <Ni , Nj , Nk> ~i (II-1O)
~j
~k
or
~ = <N> {~e} (II-ll)
in which Ni is a linear function of the coordinate system such the Ni = unity
at node i and zero at nodes j and k. A similar relationship exists for N.
J
and Nk . Ni is the so-called "shape function." In all finite element applica-
tions the shape functions have the same definition, i.e.,
Ni is continuous over the element, and
{ I @ node iNi °@all other nodes
The coefficients of the linear expansions
functions of the element geometry. For example,
for N. etc. are all known
~
in an element with vertices
at locations (0,0) (2,0) (0,2) as shown in Figure 11-2. (A 45-degree triangle
with base length equal 2). The shape functions are
N 1/2 (2-x-y)
1
N = 1/2 x
2
N = 1/2 y (II-12)
3
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y
4\/
0,2
(2,O)~x
FUNCTION N3(e)
y
?
(2,0)~x
FUNCTION Nz(b)
(2,0)~x 0,0dL.~=~
FUNCTION N1
(a)
0,0
Figure 11-3. SHAPE FUNCTIONS FOR A 45° TRIANGLE
Similar functions may be written for the general linear triangle
i, j, k, i.e.,
= (II-D)
where a., b., c. are purely geometric constants.
~ ~ ~
In developing the solution to the problem, it may be said that the
continuous function has been replaced by a new, piecewise continuous function
which is defined in terms of the values at the nodal points.
Now, to obtain a solution to the equations, we make use of the method
of weighted residuaZs which restates the basic differential equation,
h = f (cjJ, x, y) in terms of an error function and weighting function, w.
Ideally, the error function should be identically zero at all points.
If this is the case, the integral for all weigbting functions will be zero, or
··II-IO
IIwhdA = 0 (II-14)
Then for a finite element approximation with n degrees of freedom, the single
integral may be replaced by n integrals with independent weighting functions
II w h dAn = o (II-IS)
where w represents the shape function associated with a degree of freedom.
n
If the weighting function is defined to be equal to the shape function (w N),
there results what is known as the Galerkin method of weighted residuals
which is the most accurate overall form.
In the complete formulation the contribution from a single finite
element will be to all degrees of freedom (nodes) for that element and the
total system will be a set of equations representing the sum of these contri-
butions. This contribution to the equations may be written II N h dA
where N is the vector of shape functions for all degrees of freedom of the
element.
The final step in the process is the assemblage and solution of the
set of simultaneous equations representing the system. The equations must
be integrated and summed for each nodal point.
Figure II-4(a) shows a typical system consisting of six elements.
The element is connected to the nodes as listed below.
ELEHENT NODES
1 1 4 3
2 1 2 4
3 4 2 S
4 3 4 6
S 4 7 6
6 4 S 7
II-ll
If the three contributions are formed in terms of global coordinates,
they can be added in the appropriate space of the global matrix. Figure
II-4(b) shows the form of the six elements before addition and Figure II-4(c)
the final form where non-zero elements are shaded.
After the equations are completely formed the boundary conditions must
be inserted. These usually consist of specifying values of ~ or its deriva-
tive at one or more nodes on the boundary of the region. Present values of ~
may be inserted as an overriding equation replacing the previously formed
equations or by eliminating the equation by direct substitution of the
specified value into the remaining equations. Values of the derivative
of ~ must be inserted by evaluating their influence on the right-hand side
vector. The final step is the solution of linear simultaneous equations
for the unknown nodal values of ~.
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Figure II-4. TYPICAL SIX-ELEMENT SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
III. PROGRAM OPERATION
An explanation of the mathematical basis for the carbon monoxide
model has been given in the previous chapter and is more fully developed
in Appendix A. The purpose of this chapter is to review the most significant
items of data which need be considered when using the computer program, and
to discuss ways of structuring problems for efficient and accurate simula-
tions. The concepts and procedures presented are equally applicable to
both dynamic and steady state simulations and should be considered in each
application of the program. Subsequent to the discussion of data prepara-
tion, the results from several example problems are presented to demonstrate
the method of solving problems with the model.
DATA REQUIREMENTS
One of the first questions which arises in the application of the
model is how much data are required to obtain useful results. Unfortunately
this question does not have a straightforward answer, as the data require-
ments, and the adequacy of the data base, depend on what the model's results
are to be used for. One overriding fact should always be kept in mind, how-
ever-the model supplies no independent information and the results it
produces are no better than the information it uses for input. This means
that one cannot expect the model to produce answers that are better than the
information from which they were derived. An example of this is found in
the case where an average daily velocity field is input to the model together
with hourly CO inputs. The model will calculate CO concentrations on an
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hourly basis, but the effects of wind shifts of less than daily frequency
will not be represented. If one ,,,ere actually interested in hourly occurrences,
it would be necessary to prepare all input data at an hourly frequency.
Regardless of their frequency of specification, the data for the
model can be broken down into six categories:
o Geographical Data
o Carbon Ilonoxide Source Data
o Wind Field Data
o Boundary Condition Data
o Mixing Coefficients
o Initial Conditions
A brief discussion of the importance and specification of each data item is
provided below.
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
The carbon monoxide model operates within finite and specified
geometric boundaries for a given problem. The user of the model is thus
confronted with the problem of interfacing the region to be modeled with
the rest of the world. The basic rule to use is to move the boundaries of
the model far enough from the area of major interest that if something is
happening at the boundary its effect will be insignificant in the area of
interest. For a typical urban problem, this means moving the limits of the
model into the suburban or rural regions where experience and/or observation
has demonstrated little or no system response to CO emissions.
A second geometrical consideration relates to surface topography
and CO source locations. If the area to be modeled has high surface relief,
or widely separated CO sources, the domain of the model should be extended
to cover all such features. Again, the extent of the model should include
a large enough area such that any features not included in the model will not
influence its results in the area of interest.
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CARBON MONOXIDE SOURCES DATA
The specification of the sources of carbon monoxide requires
four types of data:
o The unit rate of CO emission from a typical automobile during
starting, idling and traveling
o The geographical distribution and activity of automobiles on
a daily basis
o The hourly distributions of starting, idling and traveling
over a day
o The rate and distribution of CO emissions from sources other
than automobiles
It is up to the user to determine the magnitude of these data, and
typically they will come from a number of diverse sources. For purposes
of model validation or short-term operational control, the data should be
collected from field measurements and actual observations. For broad scale
studies, such as planning activities, typical operating schedules and
emission rates are appropriate. Especially for planning work, rates of
automobile emissions can be estimated from observed traffic patterns and
o and D surveys.
raND FIELD DATA
In most atmospheric situations the major factor in CO transport is
wind movement. Thus, the accuracy of the model's calculations is dependent
on the proper temporal and spatial estimate of the wind field. It is the
responsibility of the model's user to specify the magnitude of the wind field
at all nodal points within the region to be modeled. The effects of the wind
field are manifest in the terms of Equation (11-4) which contain the variables
u and v, and thus the magnitude of the wind velocity in the X and Y directions
at all node points is required.
At the present time no technology is available to accurately forecast
future wind behavior and just making consistent estimates from:observed data
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can be a difficult task. From the derivation of the equations it is apparent
that an error in the wind field will be carried through to the CO estimates,
and care must be exercised if overall mass is to be maintained.
For the purposes of this model, the user has three options for
specifying the wind field. First, he may simply estimate some representa-
tive wind behavior from his experience or by statistical analysis. This is
usually a fairly straightforward task, and may be suitable for planning work.
A second, and somewhat more sophisticated approach, can be taken with the
help of the model. In this case the user supplies to the model an estimate
of expected wind velocities along the boundaries of the model, and an internal
calculation is made which "estimates a smooth wind field over the entire region.
Be aware that this is not a physical simulation of the wind field, but rather
a simplified technique which satisfies only the specified boundary conditions
and the equation of continuity.
The final, and most difficult, method of estimating the wind field
is for the user to specify a mass consistent field at all points in time
and space over the model area. No general method of doing this is suggested,
but if any attempt is made, please recall that flow continuity must be
satisfied and that ~hanges in elevation of the ground surface must be
accounted for.
BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA
Boundary conditions refer to the conditions which interface the model
region with its surrounding area. The formulation of the model requires
that the user specify the concentration of CO along all external model
boundaries across which CO comes into the system. If the user does not
specify the value at these locations the model will assume the concentration
is zero, and proceed normally. Such specifications can be most easily
developed by use of observed data-or by extending the model area to a point
where CO concentrations are either known or can be assumed.
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MIXING COEFFICIENTS
The mathematical model developed in the previous chapter indicates
two "mixing coefficients" which reflect the influence of turbulent behavior
in the convective field. These coefficients are sometimes referred to as
dispersion coefficients or eddy diffusion coefficients. Due to their somewhat
artificial physical basis (the analogy to Fickian diffusion) these coefficients
should be estimated from observed data. For preliminary studies, or when
moving into areas w~ere no data exist, however, one is faced with estimating
appropriate values a priori. If this is the case, values known to be satis-
factory in similar physical locations, or those which are conservative in
regard to the objectives of the study, are most appropriate.
Before leaving the topic of mixing coefficients, two things should be
pointed out. First, the values chosen will be somewhat time dependent, with
larger values required as the detail in the wind field is diminished. This
comes directly from the definition of the coefficients. If the wind field
were known exactly on a very short-term basis, the "mixing" would approxi-
mate zero. At the other extreme the specification of a net zero wind field
(i.e., long term, steady state) would require all transport to take place via
the ftiffusion process. It is important, therefore, to keep time scales in
mind when estimating mixing coefficients.
The second point is that under short interval simulations of the type
usually required for the study of automobile emissions, convection is the
dominant transport process and that modeling results may be relatively insensi-
tive to the mixing coefficients. This being the case, it is often beneficial
to operate the model with the range of possible coefficients to determine how
sensitive the predicted levels of CO are to these values. If, within the
objectives of the study, the sensitivity is such that nominal values can be
used the modeling task is simplified. On the other hand if the sensitivity
to mixing coefficients is important a field study and model calibration
exercise will be necessary to evaluate the precise values.
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INITIAL CONDITIONS
In the time-dependent mode of operation the carbon monoxide model
moves forward in time from some beginning or initial condition. The CO
concentrations at the starting point are called "initial conditions.1I The
CO concentrations computed by the model are highly influenced by the initial
conditions at first, and to a lesser and lesser degree as time progresses.
Two options are open to overcome the problems associated with initial condi-
tions. First, if one has a good estimate of the system at a particular time,
this can be input to the model and the simulation started. Such detailed
information can usually be obtained from an extensive field program or from
the output of the computer program based on an earlier starting point.
A second, and sometimes more practical approach, is to start the
simulation from an arbitrary state and simply let it proceed with specified
inputs until the state of the system is independent of the starting condition.
With this approach the user is relieved of having to worry about the initial
conditions, but encounters the problem of how long the simulation should run
to achieve a condition independent of the initial condition. This can be
determined by letting the simulation run for a period of approximately twice
the time it takes the wind field to move across the area being simulated.
After this amount of time the initial conditions will no longer influence the
model's results.
PROBLEM SETUP
Setup and implementation of the CO model follows a straightforward and
logical sequence regardless of the type of problem to be solved. The procedure
can be considered to consist of three steps as outlined below. Please be
aware that the model is assumed to exist in the horizontal, X-Y, plane, with
complete mixing in the vertical direction. Also, the model operates in metric
units, with all length scales defined in meters; the CO sources are specified
in grams/day.
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NETflORK LAYOUT
Proper network layout is the most fundamental aspect of FEM modeling
and one which becomes considerably easier with experience. Examples of
networks for two different types of problems are shown in the next section
and the reader is referred to these for a graphical interpretation of the
procedure outlined for network layout.
The first step in developing the network is to get a map or diagram of
the prototype system and sketch out the problem's overall boundaries. This
should be done with the prototype's major characteristics in mind so as not
to be overly concerned with local details. As a general rule, the system
should be described in a way such that boundary conditions can be reasonably
specified.
Once the overall limits have been set the next step is to construct
the interior detail. This is done using any combination of straight- or
curved-sided elements (linear, triangular or quadralateral), and will reflect
both internal physical features as well as CO sources. The network should
have the highest number of nodes in locations where CO gradients are expected
to be large, and a fewer number as gradients are expected to diminish. In
all cases, enough nodes and elements must be included to give the minimum
desired spatial detail for the problem.
With the network complete the nodes and elements should be numbered
and checked against the capacity of the program (note: the order of element
numbering is unimportant but node numbering may be important). If program
capacity has been exceeded one can either consider enlarging the program
dimensions (assuming a large enough computer) or restructuring the network to
a lesser number of nodes and elements. It goes without saying that the best
possible network is the smallest one which will adequately and accurately
describe the prototype system.
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NETr';ORK NUMBERING
Each node point in the network must be assigned a unique number for
interpretation of input and output, as well as for internal computation.
The objective in node numbering is to make the maximum difference in node
numbers across any element a minimum. Be sure to remember that numbers
must be assigned to the mid-side nodes of elements as well as the corner
nodes.
In numbering the network, it is most straightforward to simply specify
the numbers in their optimum order. Often this is not done for at least two
reasons; numbering errors and network modification. The program has an option
of overcoming this problem, however.
If one errs in network numbering or discovers an order which will
reduce the maximum node number difference across an element, or if one wishes
to add nodes to an existing network which do not fit with the existing
numbering system, there is no need to renumber and repunch all the data for
the network. An option has been included in the computer programs which
will allow a new internal renumbering of the system, while at the same time
allowing the old, external numbering system to be used for input and output.
Additionally, the program incorporates an lIautomatic" renumbering option
which attempts to find a better order than that specified by the user. If
the user wishes to renumber the nodal order he may invoke this routine, but
there is no guarantee that a better order can or will be found.
DATA PREPARATION
The final step is to make the input data machine ready and perform
the desired simulation. To do this requires that all program inputs be
punched into cards according to the formats specified in Chapter IV. It
is suggested that the user begin with relatively simple problems, and that
more complex and subtle situations be taken on only as experience is gained.
In the next section, several example problems are presented which attempt to
follow this format.
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EXA}WLE PROBLEMS
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NUMBER 1
A simple, steady state problem has been chosen as for first example
of the operation of program ACOSP. The problem is basically a one-dimensional
situation in which the concentration at two ends of an infinitely long region
are specified at kno'<n concentrations; the program computes the resulting
internal concentration distribution. A schematic description of the problem
is shown as Figure III-I.
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Figure III-I. EXA}WLE PROBLE!-l NUBBER 1
In addition to the boundary condition specifications (c = constant @x = 0,
c = 0 @x = 00), a convective velocity is assumed to be moving in the negative
X direction. Under steady state conditions, the analytic solution to the
problem is found from the expression
Ux
c = c e D
o
(III-I)
where
c = the concentration at x > 0,
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c the concentration at x
-
0,
0
U the convective velocity,
D = the diffusion coefficient, and
x = distance.
In order to solve this problem with the computer program, we shall
proceed as follows. First,a network is constructed which is representative
of the problem. Since we are interested in a one-dimensional approximation,
a network which is long relative to its width is suggested; Figure 111-2
shows the network developed for this problem. Each major horizontal and
vertical line is separated by a 0.25 meter spacing, and the overall dimensions
of the network are 1.0 meters wide by 2.5 meters long.
Since there are no internal sources or sinks in the problems, all
internal emissions have been set to zero. The ,wind field is specified at a
value of -0.05 m/sec, which means it moves from right to left. The boundary
conditions reflect the original assumptions, with values of 1.0 specified at
the left end (nodes 1-7) and 0.0 specified at the right end (nodes 131-137).
The program was executed with these specifications and the results
are presented graphically in Figure 111-3. The figure shows the computed
steady state concentration vs. distance from the left end of the network.
The analytical solution, Equation (III-I) is plotted as the solid line, with
the results produced by the computer model designated by the small stars.
As can be Seen in the plot, good agreement is obtained between the
analytical and model solutions, and for practical purposes they are the same.
This plot provides confidence that the numerical technique gives a good
solution to the equations, and that the model will respond to a properly
formulated problem. A complete reproduction of the computer output for this
problem can be found in Appendix B.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2
The second example problem illustrates the dynamic operation of ACOSP.
As in the previous problem, the physical problem is a one-dimentional
situation in which the concentration at each end is of an "infinitely" long
region are specified, and the program computes the resulting concentration
·distribution at internal points as a function of time. A diagrammatic
representation of the problem is shown in Figure 111-4. The main conceptual
difference between this problem and the previous example is that we shall
___..__---" - - - - -....... c VS %
......~at time t
....
-: ....0------+1------· +%
o
Figure 111-4. TIME DEPENDENT EXAMPLE PROBLEM
.. u
begin the solution at time zero with zero concentration at all points except
at x = 0, where a concentration of 1.0 has been defined. Also, the convective
velocity is now directed in the positive or X direction rather than in the
negative direction as was the earlier case. FOr purposes of reference, the
analytic solution for the problem at tine t is given by
c
c
o
=
1
2 e
Ux
D erfc 1+ 2: erfc (III-2)
and all the symbols are as previously defined.
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To solve this problem with ACOSP we use the procedure outlined earlier.
The same criteria for network configuration are valid for this problem as in
the steady state case, and the network shown in Figure 111-2 can be adopted.
Once again there are no internal sources to worry about and all loads are
set to zero. The wind field is input at a constant value of 0.05 m/sec, and
is constant over time. The boundary conditions reflect the original assump-
tions, with values of 1.0 specified at the left end (nodes 1-7). In this
case there is no need to specify the right end boundary conditions, as flow
can only leave the system at the point and thus they have no influence on
the problem solution. This is a general feature of ACOSP in that boundary
conditions need be specified only at points where CO enters the system, and
the program calculates the concentrations at exit points.
The results of the computer solution and the analytic solution,
Equation (111-3), are presented in Figure 111-5. The analytic solution
appears as the solid line, with the model output plotted as stars. The
output is shown for three times, 1, 3 and 6 seconds, and was computed on the
basis of one second time steps.
The agreement between the analytic solution and the computer model is
quite reasonable at all times, and is almost identical as time progresses. The
small inconsistencies after the first step (1 sec.) are a result of the fact
that it is never possible to start a finite approximation to the analytic
solution in a precisely consistent fashion. As the influence of the starting
condition is diminished by stepping through time, however, the two solutions
become more and more coincident, and continue to converge as long as the
simulation continued. In a reassuring fashion, this problem demonstrates
that the program gives a reasonable solution to the governing equations, and
suggests the way in which problems should be set up and operated from the point
of view of network construction and boundary conditions. A complete listing
of the computer output from this problem is also reproduced in Appendix B.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM :>
The third and final exaQple problem is intended to demonstrate the
type of network which might be developed for a real problem, and to indicate
the various element shapes available to the user. The example network,
Figure 111-6, is a'simplification of an actual network used in the
Fairbanks area (the CBD is in the area of dense element construction), and
is representative of prototype network construction.
The first feature to note is the combination of element shapes, and
the relative size of elements. In the area of high emissions, and expected
high concentration gradients, there are a large number of small elements.
At the outer edge of the network, particularly along the top (northern) boundary,
where CO emissions are low, the region is represented by a few large quadra-
laterals. This construction is in line with the idea of moving the network
outward to a point where boundary conditions can be reasonably specified.
For illustration purposes, two curved-sided elements have been included
in the network. Element 66 is a triangle with one curved side, while
element 69 is a quadralateral with a curved side. Such elements are auto-
matically generated in the computer program by specification of the coordinates
of the mid-side.node point. More information on the use of curved sided elements
is given in Chapter IV.
A very simple prototype condition was used for this problem. The wind
field was assumed to be out of the north at 0.25 m/sec, and there was no
east-west wind movement (u = 0, v = -0.25). The boundary conditions were
prescribed as zero CO concentration along the western and northern limits
of the network (13 values), with program computed, natural, boundaries at
all other points.
A schedule of six elements were assumed to produce carbon monoxide
due to automobile emissions, and all other sources were set to zero. The
elements and their relative CO inputs were specified as follows (grams/day/
element):
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Element Travel Idling Starting
18 222,100 75,000 225,000
19 5,114 37,200 127,500
34 39,984 139,800 475,660
51 3,142 9,000 31,280
52 3,142 9,000 31,280
53 1,486,714 0 0
The effective inversion layer was set at an elevation of five meters,
and the diffusion coefficients at 0.1 m2 /sec. The program was operated in
the steady state mode, with an hourly CO distribution factor of 0.08, a
value representative of afternoon, rush hour-conditions.
The results of the program's operation are pretty much as expected,
with virtually no CO predicted in the area north of the sources, the highest
concentrations near the sources and lesser values in the lateral directions.
The maximum
about 3.0
steady
mg/m' ,
state concentration predicted under these conditions was
and ~ell away to roughly one-sixth this level at the
southern boundary. The complete computer output for this problem is reproduced
in Appendix B.
Before leaving this problem, two things should be mentioned. First,
in regard to the network construction, there are a couple of lessons to be
learned. While, in general, the network is well formed it gets quite "busy"
and irregular in the downtown area. As a result of this, the numbering
gets confused, and the problem demands a relatively large amount of computer
storage. A better construction might be found by adding more elements, with ~~~~ ~__
an eye to making the elements more regular in size and to diminishing the number of
of elements which connect to a single node.
The second point has to do with the generation of negative concentrations
as are seen in the computer output. Such values, if small, should not concern
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the user and are a reflection of the solution technique. \{hat they indicate
is that the user's specifications of the problem (network diffusion coefficients
and CO loads) represents a problem that is too "stiff" for the numerical tech-
nique, and small numerical waves result. If relatively large negative concen-
trations appear, the user is cautioned to examine the definition of the
problem, identify its source, and affect its cure. This can usually be most
easily accomplished by adding more detail in the troublesome region or
increasing the mixing coefficients in area.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT AND OUTPUT
INTRODUCTION
This chapter explains the details of the input to, and output from,
the computer program ACOSP. It presumes the reader is familiar with the
governing equation and the finite element method for its solution as
presented in Chapter II. The reader is referred also to the example problems
of Chapter III and the computer output of Appendix B for examples on how the
program operates.
PROGRAM OPTIONS
The computer program ACOSP has a number of options which the user may
invoke as he sees fit. The options are selected and controlled via card
input and are designated by entering certain codes in the input data. Certain
of the options are controlled by what is called an option switch, which is
the FORT~ program variable which internally controls the particular program
option. In the Same order as they are specified, the program options are:
Option 1: OUTPUT PRINT OPTION (Option switch is IPRT)
This option controls the amount of information output on the line
printer during program execution. If the option switch is set to the value
one (1), the program will exercise all its printing capabilities, and produce
the maximum amount of output. If a value of zero (0) is specified the volume of
printing will be reduced somewhat. In the second case neither the input geometric
data nor the input CO load specifications will be printed. The zero option
is most useful when making repeated solutions on a problem which has been
fully checked out geometrically and one wishes to concentrate on the quality
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routing aspects of the model. The value one (1) should always be used
when a new problem is attempted.
Option 2: LINES FOR CONTINUITY (Option switch is NCL)
This option instructs the program to calculate the total mass flow
rate of CO across a specified line of nodes by convective transport. The
option is used as follows. The user sets the option switch to the number
of individual lines across which the flow rate is to be calculated. Later
in the input data stream, just after input of the diffusion coefficients,
the nodal points which specify each line will be read from the card reader.
One input card is used for each line, and up to 16 node points may be
specified along a line. The line may take any type of continuous irregular
shape (not across elements), but the sign of calculated flow will reflect
the direction in which the line was defined. For example, a positive X
direction flow across a line directed upward to the right will be positive,
while the same flow across the Same line specified in the opposite direction
will be negative. A little experience with specification of these lines will
indicate how to make the definitions obtain the best results. If this option
is selected, the program will print the mass flow rates for each line just
after output of the results for the quality simulation. If the option is not
selected, no printing will occur. At the time the output is printed, the
flow across each line is compared to the flow across the first line on a
percentage basis.
Option 3: TYPE OF VELOCITY FJELD (Option switch is NVEL)
In its present form, ACOSP has three options for specification of a
velocity field. If NVEL is made equal to zero, the program will expect to
input exactly one card which contains an X and Y velocity specification. The
values so specified will be assigned to all nodal points in the system, and
the solution will proceed in its normal fashion. If the option switch is
made greater than zero, the program will expect to read as many cards as
the numerical value of NVEL. Two things can happen at this point. If the
VELOCITY FIELD OPTION, explained below, is zero, the program will make a
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linear interp?lation for any velocities not specified between corner nodal
points and proceed normally. If the VELOCITY FIELD OPTION is greater than
zero, the velocity values input at this point will be used as boundary condi-
tions for internally computing a mass consistent estimate of the flow field
at all other points in the network. If the VELOCITY FIELD OPTION is greater
than zero, velocities should be input for all points along the external
boundary of the system (both inflow and outflow) such that flow continuity
is maintained in an overall sense. Please note that any velocity not speci-
fied either, directly or indriectly, will be set to zero.
Option 4: TYPE OF INITIAL CONDITION (Option s"itch is lSI)
In all eases the CO model "ill expect its initial conditions to be
defined, although they have meaning only in time-dependent simulations. If
the option switch is set to zero, the program will expect to input one card,
and to assign the value input to all node points in the system. If the option
switch is greater than zero, the program will expect to read as many initial
condition cards as the numerical value of lSI. Please note that in the second
case, cards are needed only for those node numbers which are active in the
solution, and no data are ever required for missing node numbers.
Option 5: REORDERING OPTION (Option switch is IRa)
In Chapter II, explanation was given of how the FEM collects and stores
the data which interconnects node points. The total amount of computer storage
necessary to accomplish this can be seen to be a function of the numbering
order assigned to the node points. In simple systems the best numbering
system is easy to recognize, but in complicated or modified systems it may
be difficult to recognize the best order, or difficult to repunch all the
input data to get a better numbering system. For this reason, a REORDERING
OPTION has been included in the program, which works in either of two modes.
If the option switch, IRa, is set to a value of one, the program will expect
to input a new internal order for the network node numbers from cards. The
new sequence will tell the program that for storage purposes the network nodes
are to be considered in a different order than that indicated on the element
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cards. If, for example, it was desirable to consider nodes 1, 2 and 3 as
46, 13 and 97, the program input cards would contain 46, 13 and 97 as the
first three entries in the list. Note that if IRO 1, a value must be
input for all node numbers up to and including the maximum number in the
system; if the order of node is not to be changed, its location can be left
blank or set to zero.
In the second operational mode, the option switch is set to two (2)
and the program will attempt to automatically develop a new ordering sequence
which is better than the original. The technique cannot guarantee a better
order, but has proven useful in a number of cases and should always be tried
in difficult and/or complicated networks. One can tell if any improvement
has been made from the storage allocation message printed by the program,
with the smallest total storage being the most desirable.
A final word on renumbering. At first it may appear that using this
program option, especially with lRO = 1, is confusing and difficult. With
experience, however, the user will find that it is much easier to prepare a
new ordering list for input than to restructure, renumber and repunch all
his program output. Also, if one has a problem where the same network is
used for a number of different cases, and the automatic renumbering option
(IRO = 2) gives a better order, the new order can be punched into cards and
input with an attendant savings in computer time. The nodal order, regardless
of how specified, appears in the output with the coordinate points, and will
print as zero if no reordering option of any type has been used.
Option 6: VELOCITY FIELD OPTION (Option switch is IS3)
Under the description of the TYPE OF VELOCITY FIELD option, it was
mentioned that a velocity field for internal network points could be calculated
if suitable boundary velocities were specified. To exercise this feature of
the program, the option switch IS3 is set to the value one. This directs the
program through an internal procedure which solves the so-called "potential
flow problem," and gives a mass consistent flow field at all network grid
points for the specified boundary conditions.
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For those unfamiliar with this solution technique it is formulated
as follows: assume that there exists a potential function ~ such that the
flow at any point is defined by the gradient at that point, or
where
qx the unit flow in the x direction,
qy = the unit flow in the y direction, and
~ = the flow potential function.
(IV-I)
(IV-2)
From the equation of continuity
and Equation (IV-2) may be combined as
3q 13x + 3q 13y =
x y 0, Equation (IV-I)
3 (let) + l (. 3~) = 0
3x 3x 3y 3y (IV-3)
or o (IV-4)
The problem of defining a flow field which satisfies continuity is thus
reduced to finding the solution to Equation (IV-4), and then calculating the
velocities according to Equation (IV-I) and Equation (IV-2). This is the
procedure utilized by ACOSP.
In using this option, the user should keep a couple of things in mind.
First, this expression is at best approximate in that it is a steady state
approximation to a very dynamic and variable problem, and the solution does
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not include the effects of momentum or other physically complicating factors.
Secondly, the user must be careful to define his boundary conditions around
the grid in a manner such that continuity is satisfied in an overall sense.
If the continuity is not satisfied on the outside boundary, the internal
field will also fail to achieve mass continuity, but in an unpredictable
manner ..
Option 7: DYNAMIC INPUT OPTION (Option switch is IS5)
The CO model may be run with either steady (not variable in time)
or dynamic (variable in time) boundary conditions and/or wind fields. If
either of these input is to be dynamic, the option switch must be set to the
value one for proper program operation. This option keys the reading of
the card which defines the dynamic files, but has no other function.
Option 8: VERTICAL DIST OPTION (Option switch is IS8)
ACOSP assumes vertical mixing between the ground surface and the upper
(inversion) layer. Subject to the condition that the wind velocities are
uniform in the vertical, the concentration of CO may be assumed to have a
vertical distribution which is defined in terms of the mean vertical concen-
tration computed by the model. The option of computing such CO distributions,
which can be used to estimate concentrations near the ground or at "nose
level," has been included in the model.
To use the distribution option, the option switch is set equal to
the type of distribution desired (see below). If distribution parameters
are required, they are entered later on the appropriate input card. On output,
the model first prints the mean concentration at eac~ node point, and then
prints the CO concentration at the specified height, subject to the assumed
vertical distribution.
Any of six separate distributions may be specified. The mathematical
definition of each is given below, with the general shape indicated graphi~
cally in Figure IV~I. Note that in all cases the user must select the
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Figure IV-I, VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
elevation at which the local concentration i~ to be computed and, with
certain of the function~ an estimate must be supplied of the ratio of the
ground level CO concentration to the mean concentration.
(1) Linear Distribution
where
c(h) = 2e (1 - h/H) (IV-5)
c(h)
h
= the concentration at height h,
the user specified height for local CO
concentration,
c = the local average vertical CO concentration, and
H the vertical distance to the inversion layer.
(2) Parabolic Distribution
c(h) = 1.5e [1 - (2h/H - 1)2]
where
(IV-6)
c(h)
h
H
=
=
=
=
the concentration at height h,
the user specified height for local CO
concentration,
the local average vertical CO concentration, and
the vertical distance to the inversion layer.
1~8
(3) Triangular Distribution
c(h) = 2c h!h' for 0 :S h :S h' (IV-7)
and
where
dh) 2c (1-(h-h')!(H-h') for h' :S h S H (IV-8)
c(h) = the concentration at height h,
h = the user specified height for local CO concentration,
h' = the user specified height of maximum vertical CO
concentration (referred to as the "vertical distribu-
bution parameter" in the program input instructions),
c = the local average vertical CO concentration, and
H the vertical distance to the inversion layer.
(4) Trapezoidal Distribution
c(h) = c (R - 2h(R-I)!H) (IV-9)
where
dh)
h
the CO concentration at height h,
the user specified height for local CO concentration,
R = the ratio of ground level CO concentration to
average vertical CO concentration. This value is
referred to as the "vertical distribution parameter"
in the program input instructions and must have a
value less than 2.0,
c = the local average vertical CO concentration, and
H the vertical distance to the inversion layer.
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(5) Exponential Distribution
"here
c(h) cR=
1_e-a
( -ah/H -a)e - e (IV-IO)
c(h) = the CO concentration at height h,
h
R
H
the user specified height for local CO concentration,
the ratio of ground level CO concentration to
average vertical CO concentration. This value is
referred to as the "vertical distribution parameter ll
in the program input instructions and must have a
value greater than 2.0,
the vertical distance to the inversion layer, and
a = an internally calculated distribution parameter.
(6) Gaussian Distribution
c(h) = R c e
where
c(h) the CO concentration at height h,
h = the user specified height for local CO concentration,
R = the ratio of ground level CO concentration to
average vertical CO concentration. This value is
referred to as the Tlvertical distribution parameter"
in the program input instructions and must have a
value greater than 2.0,
H = the vertical distance to the inversion layer, and
a = an internally computed distribution parameter.
IV-IO
(IV-H)
Option 9: SCALE FACTORS
In many cases the data for either geometric and/or wind data are
most readily available in units other than the metric units used in the
model. For this reason, the user is allowed to specify a scale factor
for any or all input of this type. The factors are used to convert the
card input values to consistent values for internal use.
A second type of conversion factor is available for CO concentration
units. Internally, the program has concentration units of gm/m'. If the
user wishes to have his input and output in other units, he may input an
appropriate conversion factor and a five character title for column headings.
The program uses a default value of 0.001, which means it expects to have
user units of mg/m'. The conversion factor is found from the relationship
that user mass units x conversion factor = grams.
Option 10: TI1~ CONTROL
The user has control over the time step used by the model, and the
total length of time to be simulated. The basic time step used by the model
is one hour, and this is the shortest period for which wind fields, boundary
conditions and CO sources may be specified. If, however, one hour is long
compared to velocity of the wind and the size of the grid, the user may
specify shorter time steps for internal calculation. If, for instance, a
time step of 0.20 hr. is input, the program will take five internal steps
in each hour, although the output will be printed only once per hour. Under
normal circumstances, a one-hour time step should be used, and shorter values
input only under extraordinary conditions.
To have the program compute a steady state solution, only one simple
action is required; set the length of the time step to zero. All other inputs
will remain the same, and the program will compute, in a single pass, the
steady state solution. When this option is used the CO source loads are
defined to be those input for hour one.
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Option 11: CURVE-SIDED ELEMENTS
Program ACOSP will accept any combination of linear, triangular or
quadrilateral element shapes. Each side of each element is defined in terms
of the spatial coordinates at the three nodal points which lie along the
element side. In all cases there exists a nodal point at each end of an
element side with an internal, or mid-side node at an arbitrary location
between the end points. For straight element sides the position of the mid-
side node is internally calculated from the position of the end nodes, and
lies exactly midway between the end nodes.
If the user wishes to define an element side as being other than straight,
he simply inputs to the program the coordinates of the mid-side node in addition
to the usual specification of the end nodes. The program will then pass a
smooth curve through the three points which define the element side. Ths shape
of the curve is approximately quadratic and will pass exactly through the end
and mid-side nodes. The network shown in Figure 111-6 contains two curved
sided elements, and the shape of these curves is typical of those generated by
the program.
The only practical way for a user to examine the precise shape of a
curved sided element is to plot the internally generated function. A separate
computer routine, coded to accept data in exactly the same format as ACOSP,
has been prepared for network plotting and is available to users upon request.
CARD INPUT FORMATS
The following description indicates the exact FORTRAN card formats
to be used for computer program. All input data are transmitted to the
program via the card reader on logical unit S. The data should be submitted
in the same order as it is described, and the input stream is the same
regardless of whether the simulation is dynamic or steady state. Only one
difference exists in the logical sequence in which data are provided to the
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program. If the DYNAMIC INPUT OPTION (number 7) has been taken, the input
of the boundary conditions and/or wind field data is different from that
used for steady input data. The complete job stream for each case is
covered in this section, and the user is encouraged to make sure he is using
the proper instructions for his particular problem.
In the preparation of the card input all values should be right
justified in the card columns indicated. All real data are read with "E"
type FORTRAN formats, and thus any type of real number representation is
allowed in the input fields.
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Card Sequence
No. /No.
of cards
Card
Columns
FORTRAN
Name Format Type* Description
1/1 1-80 TITLE 20M A Any heading comment
2/1 I- S NCD IS I The number of elements in the
network (~ 300)
6-10 NBX IS I· The total number of nodes
with boundary conditions
specified ($ 100)
11-15 NHAT IS I The number of material types,
i. e. , sets of element diffu-
sion coefficients and decay
rates ($ 20)
16-20 NPX IS I Number of nodes for which
coordinates are specified
21-25 IPRT IS I Control for input echo print:
IPRT = 0, input print
suppressed; IPRT = 1, all
input data printed
26-30 NCL IS I The number of lines along
which mass flux is to be
checked (~ 10)
31-35 NVEL IS I Control of velocity field
type NVEL = 0, uniform
velocity field with only
first node required. If
NVEL> 0, then NVEL velocity
cards will be read. If
IS3 > 0, the NVEL velocities
must define the external
velocities on the network
boundaries
36-40 lSI IS I Control for specification
of initial conditions. If
lSI = 0, a uniform field is
to be used and only the value
of the first node is input;
if lSI > 0, lSI values are
required
*
A = Alphanumeria
I Integer
R = Real
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Card Sequence
No./No.
of cards
'2/1
(cont'd)
Card
Columns
41-45
FORTRAN
Name
IRO
Format
IS
Type* Description
I Control for reordering 0
equation number sequence
IRO = 0, no reordering;
IRO = 1, new equation order
to be read from cards;
IRO = 2, new equation order
to be calculated internally
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
IS2
IS3
ISS
IS8
IS
IS
IS
IS
I
I
I
I
Logic unit for FORTRAN
scratch file for external
loads (must be specified)
User option to calculate
internal wind field. If
IS3 > 0, the program will
use specified wind values as
boundary conditions and
generate a mass consistent
velocity field. The value of
IS3 should be set equal to
the number ofa node at which
velocities are directed out
of the network
Set to 1 if either velocities
or boundary conditions are to
be input in time-dependent
format; otherwise set equal
to zero
User option to output vertical
CO concentrations under
assumed vertical CO distri-
butions. Use the following
codes to specify the desired
vertical distribution. See
above for mathematical defini-
tion of the vertical distri-
butions.
Code Distribution
IV-IS
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
fully mixed (standard)
linear
parabolic
triangular
trapizoidal
exponential
Gaussian
Card Sequence
No./No.
of cards
2/1
(cont'd)
3/1
Card
Columns
66-70
1-10
FORTRAN
Name
IS4
XSCALE
Format
IS
ElO.O
Type* Description
I The number of sets of hourly
distribution schedules used
to distribute CO emissions
throughout a 24-hour period
R Scale factor for X coordinate
card inputs to convert to
meters
4/1
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-65
66-70
1- 5
6-10
11-20
YSCALE
HSCALE
USCALE
VSCALE
CVF
NSU
NTIME
NTSEG
DELT
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
A4,Al
IS
IS
ElO.O
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R
R
R
R
R
A
I
I
R
Scale factor for Y coordinate
card inputs to convert to
meters
Scale factor for depth inputs
to convert to meters
Scale factor for X direction
velocity card inputs to
convert to m/sec.
Scale factor for Y direction
velocity card inputs to
convert to m/sec.
Conversion factor between the
user 1 s concentration units
and the programs internal units
of gm/m 3 • If left blank the
value 0.001 is assumed and the
user's units will be mglm'
Blank
A 5-character alphabetic
description of the user's
concentration units. This
description appears on all
program output and will be
assumed to be mg/m' if left
blank
Length of simulation, hours
Frequency of printout, hours
Length of dynamic time step
in hours, usually one (1.0);
for steady state set equal to
zero
Card Sequence
No./No.
of c~rds
4/1
(cont'd)
Card
Columns
21-30
FORTRAN
Name
HTN
Fonnat
EIO.O
Type* Description
R The height above ground
(meters) at which vertical
CO concentrations are to be
computed. This value is
required only if the option
switch IS8 is greater than
zero
5/NMAT
.6/NCL
7/NPX
31-40
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
1-80
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
ADIST
J
ORT(J ,1)
ORT(J,2)
ORT(J,3)
NBTLIN(N,J)
J
CORD(J,l)
CORD (J, 2)
WD(J)
EIO.O
no
EIO.O
EIO.O
E10.0
1615
no
EIO.O
EIO.O
EIO.O
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R
I
R
R
R
I
I
R
R
R
The "vertical distribution
parameter," necessary for
triangular, trapezoidal
exponential and Gaussian
distributions; see above for
the precise definition. This
value is required only if the
variable IS8 is greater than
zero.
Fluid property type number
X-Diffusion coefficient
(sq.m./sec.)
Y-Diffusion coefficient
(sq.m. /sec.)
The decay rate of CO from an
element (hr.-I). This is the
K value in Equation (11-4)
An array used to define the
nodes in a line across which
the conyective mass flow rate
is to be computed and printed.
Values are input only if
NCL > 0; a line may have up
to 16 nodes and a maximum of
10 lines may be specified
Node number at which coordinate
is to be specified
X-coordinate of node J
Y-coordinate of node J
Vertical distance from the
ground to the upper bounding
(inversion) layer
Card Sequence
No./No.
of cards
8/K
Card
Columns
1-80
FORTRAN
Name
NFlXH(J)
Format
1615
Type* Description
I An array of node numbers in
the order which their asso-
ciated equations are to be
ordered. Number of cards is
K = INTEGER(NP/16) + 1
9/NCD
10/151
1- 5
6-45
46-50
1- 5
6-15
NAHE(N)
NOP(J ,K)
IHAT(J)
N
TOLD(N ,1)
A4
815
15
15
ElO.O
Note:
I
I
I
I
R
Note:
IRO = 0, no cards are read
IRO = 1, K cards are read
NP = maximum network node
number
Any 4 character designation
for an element
The node numbers associated
with element J listed
counter-clock1,ise around the
element. For a linear element
3 nodes will be listed, with
6 and 8 for triangular and
quadralateral elements
respectively. Fill all unused
locations with zeros (the maxi-
mum allowable node number is 1000)
A four digit number which desig-
nates the' emission schedule and
the diffusion/decay coefficients
to be associated with the element.
The first two digits are the
emission schedule, and the second
two the diffusion/decay coeffi-
cients. (Example: to specify
emission schedule 3 and coeffi-
cient set 5, enter 0305)
Node of initial condition
Value of initial condition for
carbon monoxide) user units
If 151 = 0 only one card is
read; if 151 > 0, 151 cards are
required
NOTE: To this point all input specifications are uniform regardless of the type
of simulation desired. At this point, however, if velocities and/or
boundary conditions are to be time dependent, skip the following instruc-
tions and go to the section entitled "Time-Dependent Input Formats."
Please recall that the variable 155 on input card 2 must be set equal
to 1 if time dependent inputs are to be used.
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Input Formats when Neither Velocities Nor
Boundary Conditions are Time Dependent
Ca rd Sequence
No./No.
of cards
.11/NVEL
Card
Columns
1-10
FORTRAN
Name
N
Fonnat
no
Type* Description
I Node number for specified
velocity
l2/NBX
13 /1
11-20
21-30
1-10
11-20
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
UL(N)
VL(N)
NBLOC(L)
SPEC(L ,M)
FIDLE
COLDSF
ALF
BET
ElO.O
ElO.O
no
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
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R
R
Note:
I
R
R
R
R
R
X-velocity of node N
Y-velocity of node N
NVEL = 0 uniform velocity
field and only one velocity
card is read
NVEL > O. A velocity distri-
bution is required and the
program will expect NVEL
input cards. If the value IS3
on input card 2 is greater than
zero the input velocities will
be used as boundary conditions
for a solution to the velocity
distribution based on potential
flo.. theory
Node number of specified
boundary condition
Fixed value of carbon monoxide
at node N, user units
The amount of carbon monoxide
produced by a car at idle,
gm/hr·
The amount of carbon monoxide
produced by a cold start,
gm/start
The coefficient am used to
calculate emissions from
traveling automobiles
(Equation n-6)
The coefficient S used to
calculate emissions from
traveling automobiles
(Equation n-6)
Card Sequence
No./No.
of cards
14/1
Card
Columns
1- 3
FORTRAN
Name
N
Format
13
Typ,,* Description
I The emission schedule sequence
number
15/1
17/1
lS/NE
4-75
. 1- 3
4-75
1- 3
4-75
1- 3
4-75
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
PCTM
N
PCTI
N
PCTS
N
PCTC
N
EMIT(N,l)
EMIT(N,2)
EMIT(N,3)
EMIT (N, 4)
EMIT(N,5)
24F3.0
13
24F3.0
13
24F3.0
13
24F3.0
no
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
ElO.O
R
I
R
I
R
I
R
I
R
R
R
R
R
An array containing the hourly
distribution for total daily
emissions from automobile travel
The emission schedule sequence
number
An array containing the hourly
distribution for total daily
emissions from automobile idling
The emission schedule sequence
number
An array containing the hourly
distribution for total daily
emissions from automobile cold
starts
The emission schedule sequence
number
An array containing the hourly
distribution for CO emissions
from other than automobile
sources
An element number
Average daily automobile
usage in element N, miles
The average speed of auto-
mobiles in element N, mi/hr
Average daily automobile idling
time in element N, hours
Average daily number of cold
starts in element N, starts
Carbon monoxide input to element
N from other than automotive
sources, gm/dav
END OF INPUT SPECIFICATIONS FOR NON-
TI}ffi-DEPENDENT VELOCITIES AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
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Input Formats wh~n Either V~locities or Boundary Conditions
are Time Depend~nt (the Variable IS5#0 on Input Card 2)
Card S"qucnce
No./No.
of cards
H!l
Card
Columns
1- 5
FORTRAN
Name
NTV
Format
15
Typ~* D~scription
I The logical unit number
(scratch) upon which the time
dependent velocities will be
written. Enter zero if
velocities are not time
dependent
6-10
11-15
16-20
l2!11nTV sets 1- 5
6-10
1-10
Read
NVV
NTBC
NBCV
ITM
NPTS
N
15
15
15
15
15
no
I
I
I
I
I
I
The number of sets of velocity
data (only used if NTV > 0)
The logical unit number
(scratch) upon which the time
dependent boundary conditions
will be written. Enter zero
if boundary conditions are not
time dependent
The number of sets of boundary
condition data (only used if
NTBC > 0)
The hour (referenced to the
set of velocity values) at
which the following velocities
apply. The initial hour must
be zero in all cases
The number of velocity values
to be read. Enter zero if one
card is to be read and all
system values set to those
values
Node number for specified
velocity
NPTS
Cards
13!NBVC sets
11-20
21-30
1- 5
UL(N)
VL(N)
ITM
EIO.O
ElO.O
15
IV-2l
R
R
I
X-velocity of node N
Y-velocity of node N
The hour (references to the
set of boundary condition
values) at which the following
boundary conditions apply.
The initial hour must be zero
in all cases
Card Sequence
No.INo.
of cards
Card
Columns
FORTRAN
Name Format Type* Description
-13/NBCV sets
(cont'd) 6-10 NPTS IS I The number of boundary
condition values to be read
Read 1-10 NBLOC(L) no I Node number of specified
NPTS boundary condition
Cards 11-20 SPEC(L,H) E10.0 R Fixed value of carbon monoxide
at node N, user units
END OF INPUT SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIHE-DEPENDENT VELOCITIES
AND/OR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
14/1 11-20 FIDLE ElO.O R The amount of carbon monoxideproduced by a car at idle,
gm/hr
21-30 COLDSF E10.0 R The amount of carbon monoxideproduced by a cold start,
gm/start
31-40 ALF E1D.0 R The coefficient am used to
calculate emissions from
traveling automobiles
(Equation II-6)
41-50 BET E10.0 R The coefficient 13 used to
calculate emissions from
traveling automobiles
(Equation II-6)
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Ca rd S(~qu(?:nce
No./No.
of c,grds
Card
Columns
FORTRAN
Name Format Type* Description
.' 15/1 1- 3 N 13 I The emission schedule sequence
number
4-75 peTM 24F3.0 R An array containing the hourly
distribution for total daily
emissions from automobile travel
16/1 1- 3 N 13 I The emission schedule sequence
number
U)
..... 4~75 PCTI 24F3.0 R An array containing the hourly
"'U) distribution for total daily
'" emissions from automobile idlingU)J-I
~ 17/1 1- 3 N 13 I The emission schedule sequence
"' number
'"
4-75 PCTS 24F3.0 R An array containing the hourly
distribution for total daily
emissions from automobile cold
starts
18/1 1- 3 N 13 I The emission schedule sequence
number
4-75 PCTC 24F3.0 R An array containing the hourly
distribution for CO emissions
from other than automobile
sources
19/NE 1-10 N no I An element number
11-20 EHIT(N,l) ElO.O R Average daily automobile
usage in element N, miles
21-30 EMIT(N,2) ElO.O R The average speed of auto-
mobiles in element N, mi/hr
31-40 DlIT(N,3) ElO.O R Average daily automobile idling
time in element N, hours
41-50 EHIT(N,4) ElO.O R Average daily number of cold
starts in element N, starts
51-60 EMIT(N,5) ElO.O R Carbon monoxide input to element
N from other than automotive
sources, _:gmlday
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PROGRAM OUTPUT
All output from the program ACOSP is via the line printer, FORTRAN
logical unit 6, and closely parallels the format and logic sequence of
the input data. For purposes of illustration, the output produced by a
simulation quite similar to the second example problem is discussed in detail.
The reader is referred to Plates IV-l to IV-8 which are reproductions of the
computer output, and which serve as the illustration for the following
discussion.
The first page of output, Plate IV-I, reproduces an echo check of all
mandatory input data. At the head of each page, after the constant heading
block, comes the information .input on the comment card. The content of the
comment is completely at the user's option, and is intended to provide the
mechanism for distinguishing bet"een computer runs. The next group of output
prints the values of the various option switches, plus the scale and unit
conversion factors. The time and vertical distribution control parameters
come next, and are followed immediately by the various diffusion coefficients.
Please note that the number of different values printed under the heading
"ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS" is equal to the number specified as "DIFFUSION
COEFFS" in the first group of output. If a larger number of diffusion coeffi-
cients had been specified. all would have been printed at this point. Following
the mixing and decay coefficients, the lists of node numbers defining the lines
across which convective mass transport is to be computed are printed. In this
problem the same line has been defined in two directions to show the influence
of order.
In every computer run the output contained on Plate IV-l will be
printed. If the "OUTPUT PRINT OPTION" is set equal to zero, the information
contained in Plate IV-2 to IV-5 will not be printed. In this case the option is
set equal to one and the data were output. Plate IV-2 indicates the location
of the node points, the distance to the upper bounding layer, and the nodal
order. The X and Y coordinates are printed for all points up to the maximum
node number in the network. Note that the coordinates and vertical depths
are printed after scale factor conversion, and are the final values used by
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MATHfMATICAl SIHUlATION Of CANb')N MONOXIDE UISTNIbOllON IN THE ATHOSPHERE
T_,I DI"ENSIO'Al FI/dTE ELfMlNT fOR HORllONTAl PROblEMS Of VARIASlE THICKNESS
INITIAL APPLICATION T(I lH~ FAIHHANKS, ALASHA AIRSH~D",
••••• EXAMPLE PROBLEM FUR DiSCUSSION UF PROGRAM UUTPUT •••••
~ll~RFR OF fLEHfNTS 50
NU~H[R OF A-C 7
DIFFUSIJN COffFS I
CU~NER ~nOfS 44
OUTPUT PRINT OPTION I
LINES FON CONTl"JNITY 2
TVPf Of VEL fIELD 0
TYPE OF INITIAL COND 0
NEONDERING OPTION 0
lOGICAL UNITCsCRATCH) II
VELUCITY FlllD OPTION 0
DYNAMIC TNPUT OPTION 0
VENTICAl DIST OPTION 0
NUH EHISSION SCHEDlS 2
X ~CAlr = .2S0
V sOLf = .2S0
H ~CALE :; 10,0 0 0
U SCALE ? 1• ()O 0
V SCLAE = l, 000
UNITS cnNvERSION II 1.000-03
DnANAl IINlIS ARE HG/M3
TIME CONTRnL AND VERTICAL DISTRibUTION SPECS
TOTAL RUN TI"E{HOUAS) -3
PNINT INTERVAlCHOURS) I
TIM~ STfP(HOURS) ,00
VERT DIST HfIGHT(M) I.BO
VERT DIST PARAHETER J.OO
ELEMENT CHARACTERiSTiCS
NUHBER X DIFFUSION
(Hz/SEC)
1.000-02
Y DiffUSION
(MZ/SEC)
0,000
RATE OF LOSS
(I/HOUR)
0,000
CONTINUNITV CHECK LINES
LINE NODES
I I. IS 10 IT IB 19 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 20 19 18 t7 16 15 I. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Plate IV-I. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAH OUTPUT
MATHEMAIICAL SIMULATION UF CAH~nNMoNOIInE DISTRIBUTIUN IN THE ATHOSPHENE
To"] nlHENSlmlAL FINITE ELEMENT FOR H(JRIlUNTAL PRlIlllEHS OF VARIABLE THICKNESS
INITIAL APPllCAIION TU THE fAIRBANKS. ALASKA AIRSHED., •
••••• EIAHPlE PROBLEM FOR DISCUSSION UF PROGRAM OUTPUT •••••
FIlED NODAL SPECIFICATIONS •••••
NoOE l-lOC Y-lOC HEIGHT NODAL NODE X-LOC Y·LOC HEIGHT NODAL
NUHBE:H (HtIF.RS) (HEIERS) (ME TtRS) ORDER NUMHR (METERS) (METERS) (METE"S) ORDEH
I ,aD ,00 10,0 0 70 1,2';) ,I'> 1 0 • 0 0
? ,00 .13 10,0 0 71 I .7.5 ,88 lU,O 0
3 .00 ,25 1 0 , 0 0 12 1.2~ t I 00 10. 0 0
"
.00 ,50 10 .0 0 13 I. J7 ,00 1 0 .0 0
5 ,00 • 7e, 10 , 0 0 7~. I , 31
• 13 10,0 0
b ,0O ,Bft 10,0 0 75 1,37 .2~ 10,0 0
1 ,00 1,00 10,0 0 7b I, H ,I'> 1u. 0 0
B ,15 ,on J 0 i 0 0 77 I ,31 ,86 10. 0 0
0
• I 3 ,13 10,0 0 7B 1.37 1• 00 10.0 010 ,15 ,2; 10,0 0 19 t .50 ,00 10.0 0
I I ,13 ,15 10.0 0 80 1,50 .13 10.0 0
12
• 15 ,88 10.0 0 8\ 1,50 .25 1 0 , 0 0
.\3 ,I.I 1 .00 10,0 0 8~ 1,;0 .'>0 10,0 0
1" .21;; ,00 10.0 o . 83 1.50 ,15 10.0 0
\S ,.?51 • 13 10,0 0 8~ I • I) 0 ,Bft 10.0 0
1,
.25 ,25 J " • 0 0 85 1,'>0 I .00 10. 0 0
H \ 1 .?~ ,;0 10.0 0 8b 1.b~ ,00 10 , 0 0
.q 1H f~~ .15 10,0 0 81 1,02 , I 3 10, 0 0
I 10 ,~'> ,88 10 .0 0 88 1,t'l2 ,25 1U• a 0N
'"
~o ,~5 1• u0 10,0 0 89 1,/:12 , I'> to, 0 0
~1 • v~ .00 I 0• 0 0 90 t 162 ,H6 1 0 , 0 0
?2 ,3H , I 5 \ 0,0 0 91 I • b2 I ,00 1 0 • 0 0
~3 ,3tl ,~5 1 0 • 0 0 O~ 1.7~ ,no 10,0 0
<" .36 ,/5 lOt_ 0 0 95 1. 7 5 • I 5 to. 0 02'5 .58 ,8A J 0.0 0 9~ 1,71;) .e''' J 0 i 0 0
26 t jij 1,00 10. 0 0 95 1,15 ,50 10,0 0
21 ,'>0 ,00 10,0 0 90 1,75 .7'> 10,0 0
2~ ,'>n ,13 1 0 • 0 0 97 1,75 ,88 10.0 0
~9 ,'>0 .25 10,0 0 9B I ,75 1,00 J 0,0 0
50 ,c,o ,':iO J 0 , 0 0 99 1 , tJ 8 ,00 10, a 0
31 ,so ./~ 10,0 0 Ino 1 ,88 .13 1 0 , ° 0
~2 ,50 ,BB 1 0 • 0 0 1°1 l,n6 ,2'> 10,0 0
13 ,;0 1 ,00 10 , 0 0 102 1 ,B tJ ,7'> 10.0 0
3" ,03 ,00 10,0
°
103 1,88 ,8H 10, 0 0
3; ,bl .13 10, 0 0 10~ 1,86 1,00 10,0 0
3h .03 ,25 10,0 0 10; 2,00 ,00 1a, a 0
J7 ,63 ,.,S 10,0 0 lOb 2,00 , I 3 10,0 0
38 ,6' ,B8 . I 0 , 0 0 107 2,00 .2'> J lI, 0 0
59 , fd I ,00 10, I) 0 lOB 2.00 .50 10,0 0
"0 ,7';' ,un 1 0 , a 0 109 2,00 ,7'> I u. 0 0
"\ ,15 ,13 10,0 0 II 0 2,00 ,88 10 , ° 0
"~ ,75 ,25 1°•0 0 I 11 2. 00 1 ,00 10,0 0
"5 ,7S .;0 10,0 0 11 < 2. Ii! .00 10, 0 0
~" ,75 .15 10,0 0 11 3 2.12 • 13 10.0 0
Plate IV-2. EXA}!PLE OF PROGRA}! OUTPUT
.5 ,IS • FIt:' J (l • Ci 0 1 I • 2,12 ,25 1 0 • 0 0
·6 ,7~ I • 00 10,0 0 II ~ 2.12 ,I~ t 0 i 0 0
07 ,RR ,00 Jr) I 0 0 lib 2,12 ,66 to. 0 0
.8 ,HH ,13 10,0 0 117 2.12 1 .00 10,0 0
.9 ,R6 ,25 10.0 0 116 2,25 ,00 1 0 • 0 0
~O ,R6 ,75 10,0 0 119 2,25 , 13 I 0 , 0 0
51 ,66 ,66 10,0 0 120 2,25 ,25 I 0, 0 0
~2 .B~ 1,00 IOt O 0 121 2,25 ,50 10, 0 0
53 1,00 ,00 10,0 0 122 2,25 .7':; 1 0 • 0 0
5. I .00 ,13 J (1.0 0 123 2,25 ,66 10, 0 0
55 J .00 .2, 10 • I) 0 12. 2.25 1.00 1·0 I 0 0
5b J .00 .)0 10. 0 0 12~ 2, J7 ,00 1 0 • 0 0
~I 1.0 1) ,75 10. 0 0 12b 2, J7 , L! J O. U 0
58 1 .00 ,88 1 0 • 0 0 127 2.37 ,25 10,0 0
50 1,00 1 • U0 10,0 0 126 2,37 ,7> 10 • 0 0
60 I , 12 ,00 10,0 0 129 2.37 ,88 lU,O P
61 1.12 ,13 .10.0 0 130 2, J7 I ,00 10,0 0
6~ I i 12 ,25 J 0.0 0 131 2,50 .00 10 , 0 0
03 1 .12 .75 1 0 .0 0 132 2,50 ,I J 1 0 • 0 0
b. 1 , 12 ,88 10 • I) 0 133 2,50 ,25 to. 0 0
65 I • 12 1 • 00 J 0.0 0 13. 2,50 ,50 10, 0 0
bO 1,25 ,00 1/),0 0 135 2,50 ,75 10, 0 0
67 I • ~5 i 13 10 • 0 0 130 2,~0 ,88 10,0 0
68 1,25 ,25 I 0, 0 0 137 2,50 1,00 10,0 0
b.9 1,25 Ii~O 10,0 0
H
<l
I
N
-.J
Plate IV-2 (continued)
the program. If nodal reordering has been input or internally calculated,
the new order will appear under the column "NODAL ORDER." The user need
concern himself with this order only if he wishes to check input card
specifications or wants to punch an internally generated order for subse-
quent program input.
The element identification, connections, types and areas comprise the
information shown on Plate IV-3. The specifications for each element, up to
the maximum element number in the system, is printed together with its nodal
points taken in a counter-clockwise direction. The element type designation
is also shown, and this value corresponds to the particular set of emission
schedules and coefficients assigned to the element. The element area is
computed internally and is output primarily for reference and data-checking
purposes. The comment "VELOCITIES AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE CONSTANT FOR
RUN" is the next line of output. This comment appears as a result of the fact
that the "DYNAMIC INPUT OPTION" switch has been set to zero. If this were not
the case, the values associated with the input files and number of dynamic
files would be printed at this point.
The data used to compute the CO loads is the next item in the output
stream. Plate IV-4 shows the four constant emission factors used to estimate
the CO loads for a given level of automobile activity within an element, and
is followed by the hourly schedules of distribution factors for each mode of
emission behavior; if more than one emission schedule is input (IS4 > J), each
will be printed on a separate page.
Recall that in steady state simulations the model will use only the
first of these distribution factors. The next illustration, Plate IV-5, shows
the input and computed CO data for each system element from each source. These
daily values, in grams/day/element, are distributed according to the factors
shown on Plate IV-4 and their sum is the total input used by the model. At
this point it should again be mentioned that the output shown on Plates IV-2
through IV-5 will not be printed if the print option switch is turned off.
IV-28
I-1A.THr~ATlCAL SJ"1ULATTil~J OF CARl:lnN MONL\ll;IDE OlSH1IHUTIIJN IN THe. .TMOSPHE.RE.
T-O DI'It>,5Ifj~AL FP'P£ tLEHt'T F'JR HORIZONTAL PRlIHLt"S OF VARIABLE THICKNlSS
INITIAL APPLICATIO' TO INt FAIRBoN_S, 4LAS~A AI~SHEO •••
••••• EXAMPLE PROULEH fOR DiSCUSSION Of PROGRAM OUTPUT •••••
NUDAL CQNNfCTIONS AND MATERIAL NUMBERS" ••
ELEHtNT NODES(COU~TERCLOC_"IStl TYPE ARtAI"2) ELf"ENT NUbESICDUNTEHCLUCK"ISEl TYPE AREA(H2)
XX 1 5 12 20 jj 7 b 0 0 I ,03 2b bM 75 Bl ij2 B3 7b 70 b9 1 , 12
2 5 I J 18 Iq 2u 12 0 0 I ,03 27 Bl BB 9Q Y, qb BY 83 B2 1 , 12
3 IR 25 H 2b 20 Iq 0 0 1 ,U3 28 9Q 101 107 lOB 10q 102 Yb q5 1 , 12Q 16 2Q .11 32 H 25 0 0 1 ,03 2Y 107 II Q 120 121 122 115 109 lOB 1 , 1 c?
5 31 3ft Qb .\0 H .12 0 0 1 ,03 30 120 127 13.\ 13Q 13, 128 122 121 1 , 12
b 31 37 QQ Q'; Qb 18 0 0 1 ,OJ .11 1 B 14 q 3 2 0 0 1 ,03
7 44 51 ,q 52 Qn Q5 0 0 I ,03 J~ 14 15 Ib 10 3 q 0 0 I ,0.1
8 QQ ~o 57 58 5q ~1 0 0 I ,0.1 3.1 I Q 21 27 22 Ib 15 0 0 1 ,OJ
9 57 bQ 72 b'> 5q 59 0 0 I ,01 .IQ 27 28 29 25 Ib 22 0 0 r ,0.1
10 '>7 ,,3 70 71 72 bQ 0 0 1 ,03 35 27 3Q 40 3, ~9 2H 0 0 I ,0.5
II 70 77 BS 7H 72 7I 0 0 I ,03 3b 40 41 Q~ 3b ZO .I'; 0 0 1 ,03
12 10 7b 8.1 MQ H5 H 0 0 I ,OJ 37 40 Q7 5.1 _8 Q2 QI 0 0 I ,03
13 BJ 90 08 q I 85 RQ n 0 1 ,03 38 5.\ 5q 55 40 q2 Q8 0 0 1. ,OJ
I q R.\ B9 qb qT qR 00 0 0 I ,01 H ';.1 bO bb b I 5'; 5Q 0 0 I ,Q .s
15 lib 1(1.5 III Inq O~ 97 0 0 I ,03 QO 6b b7 bB b2 55 bl 0 0 1 ,0.1
H I b % 102 IfJq 110 I I I I (i 3 0 0 I ,0.1 q1 bb 7J 70 74 bR b7 0 0 1 ,03
<l I 7 10q lIb 12q 117 III 110 0 0 I ,03 02 70 BO 81 75 hB 7q 0 0 1 ,0.1
I 18 IfJq 115 122 12.1 J2q 11 h 0 0 1 ,03 4.1 7Y Mb Y< 87 81 80 0 0 1 ,0.1N
'"
19 122 120 1H UO I7Q 123 0 0 1 ,03 Qq 92 q3 qQ HB MI MI 0 0 I ,OJ
2U 1"2 128 13'> 13. 137 I~O 0 0 1 ,03 45 92 Oq 105 100 9Q 0.1 0 0 1 ,0.1
21 .I 10 I h 17 IR II 5 Q 1 .12 Qb 10' lOb 107 101 0_ 100 0 0 1 ,03
22 10 23 2" ~(, \1 2- 18 17 1 • 12 Q7 105 112 116 113 107 lOb 0 0 1 t0 3
2j 20 ~o Q? 03 QQ 31 .II \0 I • 12 QH llH 119 120 IIQ 107 11.\ 0 0 I ,03
,,0 Q2 Qq ,., 56 57 ';0 QQ Q.I 1 ,12 Qq 11M 12, 131 12b 120 119 0 0 I ,OJ
2' 55 b2 b8 bO 70 bJ '7 5b 1 .IZ Xx50 131 132 133 127 120 12b 0 0 I ,03
••••• VELOCITIES AND UUUNDARY CUNDITIONS ARE CONSTANT FOR THIS RUN , ••••
Plate IV-3. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT
3UI.I"14~Y OF P~PlJT f)AIA USED TO CALC.IJLATE:. CAntill'" MONOXIDE LOADS
FUR INPUT Tt) TH~ FAJA~At~KS AIR IJU4LITY MOMOD~L."
••••• EXAMPLf PRORLEM fUR DISCUSSIUN UF PRUGRAM OUTPUt •••••
G'1/HR AT IDLf ,00
G"/CULDSTAR' ,00
SPlED fol5Sln. FACTnR ALPHA ,00
SPHD E"ISS1(1N FACTUR ellA ,00
, ...... , EHTSSlnN SCHEUULE /Ill1Mtif R 1 , , , .. ,
FRACTl O. (IF DAILY C n LOAD FOR TRAVlLING, lOll NG. STARTING AND OTHER SOURCES .....
HOUR TtlAVlL lOll NG STARTING UTIiER
I ,oon ,000 ,000 ,000
2 ,noD ,(lUO ,000 ,000
3 ,UOll ,uoo ,000 ,000
"
,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
5 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
0 ,ono ,uoo ,000 ,000
7 ,000 ,uoo .000 ,(IOU
e ,oon ,000 ,001l ,000
Q ,(J 00 .000 ,000 ,000
10 ,oon ,000 ,on(l ,000
H II ,n nI) ,ouo ,000 ,uo<l
<: I d ,000 ,ono ,000 ,000I
w 13 ,Ollll ,uoo ,000 ,000
a
1" ,000 ,aDO ,000 ,UOtl15 , t) 0 (I ,uoo ,000 ,DOD
10 ,000 ,uoo ,OOfl ,000
I 1 ,000 ,oo/) ,OllO ,000
I H ,llnU ,000 ,000 ,Ouo
IQ .000 .uou ,000 ,000
21) ,OI)l) ,000 ,000 ,000
d I ,oou ,000 ,000 ,oou
22 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
n .000 ,000 ,000 ,000
2" ,000 .000 ,uoo ,000
Plate IV-4. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT
, , , , , E~J~SIUN SCHfDllLE NlJ~U~~ 2 , , , , ,
FRACTION OF DAILY C 0 LOAD FOR TRAVELING, I DLI NG, STARTING AND OTHER SOURCES •••••
HOUR TRAVfL lOll NG STARTING OTHER
\ ,000 ,oon ,000 ,000
2 ,000 ,noo ,uoo ,(JOO
j ,000 .000 ,000 ,aDO
-
,000 ,DOD ,000 ,ODD
~ ,oou ,000 ,000 ,000
b ,1l00 ,000 ,ODU ,000
7 ,000 ,aDO ,000 ,000
B ,ana ,000 ,000 ,000
• ,000 ,000 ,000 ,00010 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000-
11 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
\2 ,1)00 ,000 ,000 ,0 0 {I
1.1 ,000 ,000 ,aDO ,DOD
,. ,000 ,uoo ,000 ,000
15 ,DOD ,000 ,000 ,000
1b ,000 ,DOD ,000 ,000
17 ,000 ,(l(lO .000 ,UOO
1" ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
\. ,flOO ,U(lO ,000 ,000
20 ,ono ,000 ,aDO ,000
?I ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000
22 ,000 ,uoo ,ouo ,000
H 2.1 ,nou ,000 ,000 ,DOD
<I
I l_ ,000 .000 .000 ,000
w
....
Plate IV-4. (continued)
SU M/'1Ah'Y OF INPUT DATA lIolO TO eALCIJLA1E CAHHl1~ ~ONlJXIOE LOADS
Fuu Jt.JPlJ' 1!I THE fAJRHANI(S A]H (WALI'Y MOM/JOEL •••
••••• EXA~PLE PROHLEM FOH DISCUSSION OF PRO(;RAM UUTPUl t_."•
DAILY M:A5S IN~U1S OF e 0 FOR EACH ELEMENT FHOM EAtH SORCE
THE LOAD INPUT U~jTS ARE (G~/DAY/ELlME~T)",
••••• : •• , •••••• 04T4 I fJP UT5, iI , •••••• , • , , ••• , •• ,., •• CALCULATED CO E~rssrONS'iI •••• iI.'I"""'"
NUMHER MILES S~ffD IDLING CLD STS OTHER TRAVEL IDLI~G STARTS OTHEH TOTAL CO LUAD
HEM[~T (OA Y) (MPH) (H/DY) (DAY) (DA Y) (GM/DYl (GM/DYl (GM/OYl (GM/DYl (GM/DYl (G~/M2)
XX \" , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
3 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, i OO
4 ,0 ,(I ,0 ,0 ,0 ,.0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
~ , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 0, iOO
6 , I) ,0 ,0 , u , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
7 , U ,0 ,u ,0 ,u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,00
~ ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
9 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 ,° , u , 0 ,0 o, ,0010 ,0 , 0 , u ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
II ,0 ,0 , u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
12 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
1.1 ,0 , 0 ,° , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 o, ,00
I" , 0 ,U I (j ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,° ,0 o, ,0015 ,0 , I) ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,OQ
16 ,0 ,0 , u , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
17 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,00
H 18 ,0 ,(I ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
<l
I 19 , fl , 0 ,0 ,0 , u , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 o, ,00
w ~o , u , fl , U ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00N ~I , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , u ,0 , 0 , 0 o, ,00
22 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
~3 , 0 , 0 ;0 ,u , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 o, ,00
2" ,0 ,0 ,u , 0 ,0 , 0 ,° ,0 ,0 0, ,0025 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
26 ,0 , u , u .1:) ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 0, ,00
27 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,00
2M , 0 ,0 ,u ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 o, ,00
29 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 0, ,00
.10 ,u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 °, ,OU31 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,00
32 , 0 ,0 ,u ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
31 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , u , 0 ,0 0, ,OU
3" , 0 ,u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, i OO
35 ,0 ,0 ,U , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,00
.Ib ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, i 0 0
.II , U ,u ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 , 0 o, ,00
3M , U ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 o, ,00
.19 , 0 ~. 0 , u ,0 , u ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0 0, ,00
"U ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , u ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 0, ,DO
Plate IV-5. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUtPUT
SUMM.RY OF INPUT n.T. IIS'" TQ CALCULAn C'RHON MONliXIDE LO~DS
fOR INPUT Tn THf FAIRBANKS ~IR UUALITY HnMOUEL •• _
••••• f.XA~PlE PRDHLlH FUH DISCUSSION UF PRUGHAM OUTPUT *i***
D~IlY M'SS INPUTS nF C 0 FO~ E~CH ELEMENT FHOM ~~CH SORCE
THE LO'D INPUT UNITS AR~ (GM/D.Y/ELEMENTI",
~UMB~~
ELEME~T
"I
"l
OJ
04
4S
4b
4T
4B
"Oq
xxSO
••••••••••••••• OA1A INPUTS,.! •• ,., •••••••• , ••
MILES SPEED IDLING CLD STS OTHE~
(D~YI (MPHI (H/DY) (DAY) (DAY)
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,a ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,a ,0 .0 ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,0 .~ ,0 ,0
,a ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
, •• "CALCULATEO CO
TRAVEL IDLING
(GMIDYI (GM/DY)
.0 .0
,0 ,0
I 0 ,0
• (). .0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
EfofISSIONS •••••• , •• , ••••• ,t ••
STARTS OTHER TOTAL
(GMIDYI (GH/DY) IGM/DY)
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,a 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
,0 ,0 0,
CO LOAD
(GMIM21
,00
,DO
,00
,00
,DO
,00
,DO
,00
,00
,00
H
"f
w
w
. ,.,SETUP CALL FOR C 0 ROUTING".
",NUMBER OF EQU'TIO~S IS 130 ",TUTAL STORAGE IS
Plate IV-5.
26qa •••••
(continued)
The next line of output (on Plate IV-5 in this case) is very important
and should be understood fully. Either of several messages will now be
printed which indicate a call to the subroutine SETUP. These calls will be
for velocity generation and/or CO routing. The mQssage for CO routing will
always appear, and will be preceded by the velocity generation message if
the VELOCITY FIELD OPTION has been taken. The message will appear two extra
times if the REORDERING OPTION has been used.
Regardless of the type of call the user should interpret the output
as follows. The number of equations should be exactly equal to the total
number of node points in the system minus the number of specified boundary
conditions. This is a straightfon~ard calculation for the CO routing; for
the velocity field calculation it is the total number of active node points
minus one. Use this value to check the prop~r specification of the number
of boundary conditions. The second piece of information is the total storage
requirement needed by the problem. If this value is 25,000 or less it will
so state and the program will continue. If the requirement is more than
25,000, the program will print a message and stop. In order to continue,
the problem must be recast such that its storage requirement is less than
25,000. This will mean a decrease in the number of nodes in the system Or
renumbering for greater efficiency. The first thing to do is to tr~ the
REORDERING OPTION. If this does not correct the problem the user 1Jill either
have to find a better order manually, reduce and renumber the network, or
contact the author of the program to expand the program limits (assuming
a computer with larger core storage is available).
Assuming storage requirements have been met, the output now turns to
actual simulation results, and is simply repeated over and over until the
simulation is complete. For dynamic problems the first output, Plate IV-6,
shows the initial conditions for the mean concentrations. Each node number,
its CO concentration (in user units) and the wind velocities for each direction
are printed in tabular form under the appropriate heading. IVherever a
boundary condition has been specified, a star will appear to the right of
the number. This pattern of output, with the hour to which it applies, is
printed at the designated frequency until the total run time has elapsed.
IV-34
MATHEMATIChL SJMlILATH1N OF CAHMllN M["OXIDf olSTHIHLJIION IN THE ,TMOSPHoHE
Tw~ DJ!~tNslnNhL FINIT[ fL[~[~T fa~ HflUIlI1NTAL PHUHLEMS UF V'HI'BlE THICKNtSS
INITIAL ,PPLlCATIiJN TO THE F'IHtl'NKS. Al'SKA AI HMH:.L> , .,
f1f1 ••• EXAHPlf PHOBlfM FOH DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT *••• *
INITIAL CONDITIONS
."CONCFNTRATION5 A~E MfAN VlRTIC~L VALUES."
,oo OUTPUT FOR NODES 1 Ttl 137 .. , THE SYMBOL • OENOTtS A SPECifiED V'lUE '"
NODt cnNC X-vEL V-vEL NODE CONC X-VEL Y-VEL NODE CONC X.VEL y-vEL NODE CONC X-VoL V-Vol
NUM MG/H3 M/Sf.( H/SFC NUM M6/M3 M/Sf.C M/SEC NUM M6/M3 H/SEC H/Sf.C NUH H6/MJ M/Sf.C M/Sf.C
I 1,00" ,oc; ,00 .lo ,00 ,Oli ,00 71 ,00 ,O~ ,00 100 ,00 ,OS ,00
2 1.00. ,OS ,00 37 ,00 ,OS ,0O 72 ,DO ,OS ,00 107 ,00 ,OS ,0O
3 I .00" ,0" ,00 .lB ,00 ,or; ,00 73 ,00 ,O~ ,00 lOB ,uo ,OS ,UO
"
I ,00. ,05 ,aD J9 ,00 .05 ,00 7. ,00 ,OS ,00 109 ,00 ,OS ,UO
5 I • 00 • ,05 ,00 "0 ,00 ,05 ,00 75 ,00 ,os ,00 I 10 ,00 ,OS ,00
b 1.00. ,OS ,00 • I ,00 ,05 ,0O 70 ,00 ,05 ,aD 11 I ,UO ,OS ,00
7 I.QO· ,05 ,00 "2 ,00 ,01j. ,00 77 ,00 ,05 ,DO 112 ,00 ,os ,UO
B ,00 ,05 ,00 .3 ,00 ,05 ,00 7B , 00· ,US ,00 I I 3 ,00 ,05 ,00
9 ,00 ,US ,00 •• ,00 ,os ,00 79 ,00 ,OS ,OU 11 • ,00 ,05 ,UO10 ,00 ,OS ,00 "5 ,00 ,OS ,00 80 ,00 ,05 ,00 115 ,00 ,OS ,00
I I ,UO ,OS ,00 .0 ,00 ,U5 ,00 61 ,00 ,05 ,00 110 ,00 ,os ,00
-12 ,00 ,0, ,0O .7 ,00 ,05 ,00 82 ,00 ,OS ,00 117 ,00 ,OS ,UO
13 ,00 ,OS ,0O .8 ,00 ,05 ,00 83 ,00 ,OS ,00 liB ,00 .05 ,UO
I. ,00 ,n~ .. ou "'I ,00 , os ,00 6" ,00 ,05 ,00 I 19 ,00 ,05 ,00
H 15 ,00 ,0" ,00 50 ,00 ,05 ,00 65 ,00 ,O~ ,00 I~O ,00 ,OS ,DO
<: 10 ,0O ,OS ,0O 51 ,00 ,05 ,00 Bo ,00 ,OS ,00 121 ,00 ,uS ,00
I 17 ,00 ,0" ,00 52 ,00 ,OS ,00 67 ,00 ,05 ,00 122 ,00 ,US ,00W
Ln 16 ,00 ,OS ,00 ~3 ,00 ,OS ,0O 68 ,00 ,os ,00 123 ,00 ,OS ,00
19 ,00 ,or; ,00 5" ,00 ,OS ,0O 69 ,00 ,05 ,00 12. ,00 ,OS ,00
20 ,00 ,05 ,no ~S ,00 ,OS ,00 90 ,00 ,OS .00 125 ,00 ,OS ,00
21 ,00 ,OS ,00 "0 ,UO ,OS ,00 91 ,00 ,OS ,00 120 ,00 ,OS ,00
22 ,no ,O~ ,00 "7 ,00 ,U5 ,00 92 ,00 ,O~ ,00 127 ,00 ,05 ,00
23 ,00 ,0, ,00 "8 ,00 ,OS .00 93 ,00 ,US ,00 1~6 ,00 ,OS ,00
2" ,00 ,0, ,0 0 ,,9 .00 ,OS ,0O 9. ,00 ,(I S ,00 _1~9 ,00 ,O~ ,00
2, ,ou ,O~ ,00 00 ,00 ,0S ,00 95 ,00 ,Olj ,00 130 ,00 ,05 ,00
20 ,0O ,05 ,0O 01 ,0O ,05 ,0O 90 ,00 ,oS ,00 131 ,00 ,05 ,00
27 ,0O ,0" ,00 02 ,00 ,U!j ,DO 97 ,00 ,OS ,00 1.l2 ,00 ,05 ,00
28 ,00 ,05 ,00 03 ,uO ,OS ,00 9B ,00 ,05 ,00 133 ,00 ,0; .00
<Q ,0O ,0" ,00 0" ,00 ,OS ,00 99 ,ou ,ali ,00 13. ,00 ,05 ,00
30 ,00 ,0, ,no 05 ,UO ,05 ,OU lOa ,00 ,OS ,00 I >5 ,00 ,0, ,00
31 , {l (I ,0) ,00 00 ,00 ,05 ,00 I 0 1 ,00 ,05 ,00 13b ,00 ,U5 ,00
3< ,00 ,0" ,DO oT ,00 ,OS ,00 102 ,00 ,(15, ,00 137 ,00 ,OS ,00
H ,00 ,os ,00 08 ,00 ,OS .,°(l 10.l ,00 ,05 ,00
3" ,00 ,05 .00 09 ,00 ,05 ,00 10. ,0O ,OS ,00
35 ,00 ,0, ,OU 70 ,00 ,05 ,00 105 ,00 ,05 ,00
Plate IV-6. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT
If the VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OPTION has been used, the concentrations at
the given height under theassurned distribution are printed in the same format
directly after the mean concentrations. Plates IV-7 and IV-B are examples of
mean and vertically distributed output.
The output for steady state simulations is the same as sho,;n with
two minor exceptions a Since the initial conditions havana influence on
the steady state results, they are not printed. Secondly, since time is
not defined for steady state, the hour designation is replaced by a message
indicating that the results are "STEADY STATE."
After each print cycle, the convective mass flow will be computed
and printed for each "CONTINUITY LINE." The percentage calculations
reference the first line designated, and the sign of the result depends on
the order in which the nodes were input. This conditions is seen on
Plate IV-B, where the calculation for the same line has a different sign
depending on order in which its nodal points were input. The units of the
output are mass flow in concentration (user units) x velocity x area = mass/time.
Please note that the mass flows follow the last page of output and will follow
the mean concentrations if vertical concentrations are not computed.
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"'ATHf:MATICAl 5 P1tJL ATi n"; (If' CAHfHl"J I'4(JN(JX IDE:. r)J 5 TRI RI.IT I ON IN iHE ATHnS~HERE
TI'lI] Olltf.NSlfHoAL FINITE [1.E~lf:NT fr)R Hn~TZUNTAl PHUHLl~S OF VARIAULE THICKNESS
INITIAL A~~lItAllflN ru lHl FAI~~ANKSf ALASKA AIHSHE:.U".
• "111"* EXAH~LE ~RUULEM FOR DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT *" ....
, .. HfSULTS AF TER 1 MOURS UF DYNAMIC SIMULATION, ••
",CONCENTRATIONS ARE MEAN VERTICAL VALUES,. ,
.. , fTUTPUT FOR NnOES 1 TO 117 ... THE SYMBOL • DENOTES A S~ECIFIED VALUE , ..
NODE [0'[ X_Vf l V,VEL NODE CONC X·VEL Y-VEL NUDE CUNe X'VEL Y-VEL NODE cm~c X-VlL Y"V!:.l
NU" t-lG/H ~ M/src M/SEC NUM HG/M5 M/SEc M/SEC ~lllr1 MG/M5 M/Sl.C H/5EC NUM MG/" J H/SEC M/SEC
1 1 .. 01)* ,(\') ,no 30 ,0 1 ,05 ,DO 71 ,00 ,0' ,DO lOb ,DO ,l>~ ,un
2 1 , 00" ,05 ,DO 57 • 01 ,05 ,0O 72 ,DO ,0' ,DO 107 .00 ,05 ,DO
J 1 , l> 0 111 ,0' ,DO 38 , 01 ,0'> ,00 B • 00 ' 1 05 ,00 108 ,DO ,OS ,DO
"
1 ,00. ,O~ ,00 3q ,01 ,O'i ,0O 7" ,00 ,OS ,00 10q ,DO ,OS ,DO
~ 1 , (10" ,0, ,00 "0 ,DO ,0'> ,00 75 ,0O ,o~ ,DO 110 ,0O ,0' ,DO
b t ,01) JI ,05 ,0O
" 1 ,00 ,O~ ,0O 7b ,DO ,I)S ,DO 111 ,DO i 05 ,DO7 1,00* ,05 ,0O "2 ,DO ,05 ,DO 77 ,0O ,u~ ,DO I 12 ,DO ,05 ,DO
8 ,"" ,Ol) ,0O " I ,DO ,OS ,DO 70 ,00 ,05 ,DO 115 ,DO ,OS ,ilOq , a ~ .05 ,0O
""
,DO ,Olj ,00 7q ,DO ,O&.) ,0O 11" ,DO ,O~ ,00
10 ,,42 ,OS ,DO "5 ,0O ,05 ,DO 80 ,DO ,OS ,0O 11 5 ,DO ,OS .00
11 ,4~ ,0, ,DO Rb ,0O ,OS ,00 81 ,00 ,0' ,00 lIb ,DO ,05 ' ,00
12 ,"J .(11) ,00 07 ,00 ,05 ,00 02 ,DO ,05 ,00 117 ,DO ,0, ,00
1 j
,"" ,0'> ,DO Ail .00 ,oS ,00 8J ,00 ,oS ,DO .IIS ,00 ,01;) ,0 °
1" ,12 ,1J';l ,0O "q ,00 ,0' ,00 8U ,00 ,oS ,00 11 q -.00 ,0, ,DO
H 1'> , I" ,0'> ,00 50 ,00 ,a':> ,0(1 e, ,00 ,0' ,0O 120 ,0O ,05 ,00
<: Ib ,15 ,05 ,00 ,1 ,DO ,ot.J .f10 8. ,DO ,0' ,DO 121 ,DO ,os ,00I
w 17 , I J ,0' ,00 52 ,00 ,OS ,0O 8/ ,DO ,0; ,00 1<2 ,00 ,01) ,DO
..., 18 , 1 I ,0" ,0O 53 i OO ,os ,0O 88 ,DO ,os ,DO 123 ",00 ,0" ,00
lq , 1• .or; ,00 5" ,00 ,O':i iDa aq ,aD ,os ,00 1~" ,DO ,0'> ,00
20 ,12 ,(Ie; ,0O 55 ,00 ,1Jlj ,DO 0O ,00 ,os ,00 1~'> ,00 ,os ,DO
21 ,O~ ,0' ,no ~b ,00 ;05 ,00 ql ,DO ,05 ,00 l~b -,00 ,O~ ,DO
22 ,Ot; .fllj ,on 57 ,DO ,05 ,DO q2 ,DO ,oS ,0O 127 ,0O ,0" ,DO
21 ,01.) ,fie; .0(1 5~ ,0O ,0'> ,DO QJ ,DO iO~ ,DO 128 ,DO ,OS ,vO
21' ,0" .05 ,00 5q i OO , OS ,DO qR ,DO ,O~ ,DO ·12q -,00 ,0; ,DO
25 ,OS ,05 .Oll b<l ,00 .01;) ,0O q5 ,00 ,05 ,DO 1.10 ,DO ,05 ,DO
20 ,0" ,O~ ,00 b I ,DO ;05 ,0O qb ,00 ,OS ,DO 151 ,DO ,0" ,00
21 ,02 .0, ,00 02 ,00 ,OS ,0O q7 ,00 ,05 ,DO 132 -,00 ,as ,00
2H , II? ,05 ,Oil 03 ,0O .O~ ,DO qa ,00 ,OS ,00 lH ,DO ,OS ,aD
2q ,n2 ,05 ,Otl 0" i OO iO~ ,0O qq ,DO ,os ,0O 13. ,DO ,0; i<JO
3') ,02 ,oS ,00 b5 ,0O iDS ,DO 100 ,00 ,OS ,DO 135 ,DO ,os ,UO
·51 ,ot! .O~ ,00 bb • 0 f) ,O~ , ,00 10 1 ,DO ,O~ ,DO 13b -,00 ,OS ,DO
J2 ,02 ,n; ,00 b7 ,00 ,05 ,DO 102 ,DO ,O~ ,DO 137 ,DO ,O~ ,DO
3~ ,02 ,05 ,00 oR ,00 ,os ,00 103 ,DO ,05 ,DO
Ju i 0 1 ,O~ ,00 bq .00 ,os .00 10" ,00 .OS ,DO
35 ,01 ,05 ,DO 70 ,00 ,os ,0O IDS ,DO , O~ ,DO
Plate IV-7. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT
MA1~~MATJCAL SIMUlATJUN OF C.»firJN 11UNlJ)( I ot. fJ! 5 TR I ~lJTI llN IN THE ATMOSPHER~
T... 0 DP~f.NSTLlfJAL FPlITE ELl:."'Ulf follH HliHILnrrrAL PR/JRI.t:_~iS W· VARIABLI: THICKNI:.SS
INITIAL APPLICATION TO THI:. FAIR~ANKS, ALASKA AIRSHlO",
."'''''''. EXAMPLE P"O~LEM fOR DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT .* •••
",Rf:SULTS AFTER I HOURS OF DINAMIC SIMULATION."
CONCENTRATIONS ARI: 1,60 METERS ABOVI: GROU'D",ASSUMI:D VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION IS GAUSSIAN
'" OUTPUT FOR NOIlLS I TO 137 .. , IHI: SIM~OL • DENOTES A SPECIFIED VALUE .. , ,
NODf CnNC x.VEL I.V~L NOUf. CONC X-VEL Y-VtL NUDE CONC "VEL I·VLL NODE CUNC X-VEL I·VlL
NUM /ol{i/M 3 M/S[C "/OrC NUM MG/M3 H/SlC "/SEC NUM MG/M3 M/SEC MISLC NUM HG/M 5 HISlC M/SI:.C
I 2,3q" ,O~ .00 lb ,02 ,OS ,DO 71 ~OO ,05 ,00 lOb ,00 ,OS ,DO
2 2 • .!q .. ,(15 ,0 t) 37 ,tl2 ,05 ,00 72 ,DO ,05 ,DO 107 ,DO ,05 ,DO
.I 2,:sqf, .05 .00 38 ,02 ,OS ,DO 73 ,DO ,OS ,DO 108 ,DO ,OS ,DO
4 2, .sq. ,05 ,DO 39 ,02 ,05 .00 74 ,DO .O~ ,DO 109 ,DO ,05 ,00
5 ?, :sq. ,05 ,OU 40 ,°1 ,US ,DO 75 ,DO iOS ,DO 110 ,DO ,05 ,DO
b 2.3q .. ,O~ ,DO 41 ,°1 ,OS ,DO 70 ,DO ,OS ,DO 11 1 ,0O ,05 ,00
7 l • .5Q4 ,IlS ,DO 42 ,0 I .OS iOO 77 ,DO ,OS ,DO 112 ,DO ,OS ,vO
8 1,'05 ,OS ,DO 43 ,°1 ,O~ ,DO 76 ,DO ,05 ,00 11 3 ,DO ,OS ,DO9 1,02 ,05 ,00 44 ,0 I ,05 .00 79 ,DO ,OS ,DO 114 ,DO , t,~ ,00
10 1 .00 ,0" .00 45 ,0 I ,OS .00 60 ,DO ,05 ,DO I 15 ,DO ,05 ,DO
11 1,00 ,O~ .00 40 ,°I .05 ,DO 81 .00 ,OS ,00 11 0 ,DO ,OS ,DO12 1.0? ,05 ,00 47 .uo ,OCi .00 62 ,00 ,OS ,DO I 17 ,UO ,OS ,DO
15 1• 0S ,OS .00 46 ,DO ,Olj ,00 63 ,DO ,05 ,DO .118 ,DO ,05 ,00
H 14 ,2 Q ,05 ,00 49 ,DO ,05 ,0O 64 ,DO ,OS .00 119 -,00 ,OS ,DO
<l 15 ,33 .05 ,00 50 ,00 ,05 ,00 65 ,DO ,OS ,DO 120 ,00 ,OS .00
f 10 ,3l ,or; ,00 51 ,DO ,OS ,DO 6b ,00 ,05 ,DO 121 ,00 ,05 ,DOw
CXl I 7 .32 ,Or, ,DO 52 ,DO ,uS ,00 67 ,DO ,OS .00 122 ,DO ,OS ,00
1M ,3 I .or, ,DO 53 ,DO ,OS ,0O 66 ,DO ,0:; .00 1~ 3 -,00 ,as ,DO
19 , :5 S .05 ,00 54 ,DO ,0') ,00 69 ,DO ,0-; ,DO 1<4 ,DO ,05 ,DO
20 ,29 ,0, ,Ou 5'> ,00 ,os ,DO 90 ,DO ,05 ,DO 125 .00 .O~ ,00
21 ,10 ,o'S ,0O 50 ,DO .OS ,DO 91 .00 ,0) ,DO 12b ·,00 ,05 ,00
2~ ,13 ,05 ,00 57 ,DO .0'S ,DO 92 ,DO , 05 ,DO 127 ,DO ,0" ,DO
23 ,12 ,U., ,00 56 ,00 ,05 ~(lO 93 ,DO ,05 • 00 126 ,DO ,OS ,UO
?4 , t l ,0 Ii ,DO 59 ,0O ,0' ,DO 94 ,DO ,a" ,00 1~9 -,aD , OS ,DO
2'i • 1 .S . os .00 60 ,00 .1)1) ,00 9S ,DO ,Os ,DO 130 ,00 ,OS ,DO
i'o • 10 ,os .00 01 ,00 ,OS ,DO 90 ,DO ,os ,00 131 ,00 .os ,vO
27 ,04 ,05 ,flO b2 .00 .05 ,00 97 .00 ,05 ,DO 132 -,00 ,OS .00
26 ,01) ,05 .00 01 ,DO ,os .00 9ij ,00 ,O~ ,DO 133 ,DO ,05 ,DO
29 .05 .n,; .no 04 ,0O .05 ,00 99 ,DO ,OS ,00 134 ,DO ,05 ,0O
30 ,0') .u5 ,00 bS ,DO ,0'> ,(10 100 ,DO ,05 ,Otl 135 ,DO ,0') ,00
31 ,os .V., ,00 bb .(10 ,OS .00 101 .00 ,OS ,00 13b -,00 ,os ,DO
l~ ,0'; ,0'5 ,00 07 .00 ,os ,00 102 ,00 ,05 ,00 137 ,00 ,O~ ,00
31 ,04 ,0,) ,00 oB ,DO ,05 ,DO 103 ,DO ,os ,DO
J" ,02 ,05 ,DO b9 ,DO .O!:i • 00 104 ,DO ,os ,a 0
3S ,02 .05 .00 70 ,00 ,05 ,0O IDS ,DO ,05 ,DO
J
CON1INU~ITY CHECKS
LIN[ TflTAL X-FLlJoOJ I·FLUW P[RCl NT
I b,hAI-O?' b,b81-02 0,000 100,0
2 -b.blJt-O'? -b,bOI-02 0,(100 .100,0
Plate IV-B. EXA}!PLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT
V. COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
INTRODUCTION
The computer program which embodies the features of the CO model is
written in the FORTRfu~ IV computer language, and is composed of somewhat
over 2000 source statement cards. The program features one main or executive
routine, ACOSP, and twelve operational subroutines; a BLOCK DATA subroutine
is also included. The program has been run on Univac, IBM and Hone~vell
computer systems, and is written to be as system indegendent as possible.
This chapter develops the information necessary to explore the logic
of the computer program in detail. A narrative description of the function
and operation of each active program routine is included, together with a
flow chart for the logic of the program's sequential operations. It should
be noted that the documentation provided below is not intended as a line-by-
line explanation of each FORT~ statement, but rather as a mechanism of
understanding, at a fine level, the sequence and logic of the computer
solution. For the sake of completeness, a definition of all program variables
allocated in FORT~ labeled 'common' has also been prepared.
PROGRAM LIMITATIONS AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The program ACOSP requires a large-scale digital computer system with
approximately 60,000 words .of tOore storage and a FORT~ IV compiler.
Additionally the program needs one "scratch tape" capability for all simula-
tions, and three if dynamic boundary conditions and wind fields are used.
All card input is through the system card reader, logical unit 5, and printed
output on the system line printer, logical unit 6.
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The program's present dimension statements have the size limitations
listed below.' Problems whose size is in exceSs of these limits will necessi-
tate recoding certain parts'of the program.
Haximum number of elements 300
Maximum node number = 1000
Maximum number of boundary conditions = 100
Maximum number of sets of diffusion coefficients = 20
Maximum number of continuity check lines = 10
Maximum equation storage = 25,000
PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
OVERALL PROGRAM LOGIC
Program ACOSP is comprised of one main routine, ACOSP, and thirteen
subroutines (including one BLOCK DATA subroutine). Program execution is
initiated in ACOSP and continues in a sequential manner as suggested in
Figure V-I. Note that the operation of subroutines CHECK, RENUM, VDIST and
VELGEN are under control of user options, and mayor may not be executed in
a given computer run.
Main Program ACOSP: (Flowchart is Figure V-2)
Program ACOSP is the executive routine for the carbon monoxide model
and as such directs the main flow of operation during program execution. It
contains no unique mathematical functions and is comprised mainly of logical
operations and subroutine calls. ACOSP is the entry point for program
execution and provides the normal program termination. The only other point
of normal program termination is found in subroutine SETUP.
ACOSP begins by initializing a large number of program arrays and
variables. The intent is to zero out all arrays prior to progra~ execution
such that the model will be computer system independent. Next, calls are made
to subroutines INPUT, VELGEN, COEMIS and SETOP to accomplish data input and
bookkeeping functions prior to beginning simulation.
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Figure V-I. OVERALL PROGRAM LOGIC--PROGRA}! ACOSP,
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ENTRY
Zero Otlt all
system arrays to their
dimension limits
Call subroutine INPUT
Call subroutine VELGEN
Call subroutine COEMIS
Call subrOtltine SETUP
Initialize time step
loop par¢meters for
either steady state or
dynamic solution
Call subroutine PRINT
Cal.l 5\1bro\1tine INPUT2
Set time factor Q • 1.0
for first atep and 1.5
thereafter. Zero arrays
SI( and RI for first
two time steps
Begin time
step loop
No
Call s\1bro\1tine INPUT2
Call s\1bro\1tine FANDSL
Compute final
concentrations derivatives
from Equation (A-23).
Solution is in vector R1
Is thiB a
print cycle?
Yes
Call subroutine PRINT
Call subroutine CHECK
cycle values been
Call subroutine PRINT
Call subroutine CHECK
STOP
End of
time loop
Figure V-2. FLOWCHART--MAIN PROGRAM ACOSP
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Next, the routine sets the time parameters in accordance with the user
specifications. If a steady state solution is requested, the program will
process one time loop step, and the various parameters are set accordingly.
Dynamic operation requires a number of solution steps and the loop limits
and time step are set by input. Note that for dynamic solutions with time
steps shorter than one hour, the program will loop through the iteration
cycle until an even hour has been reached. In dynamic operation, the time
factor is set to 1.00 for the first step and thereafter to 1.50. Subroutine
FANDSL is next called to form and solve the equations, with the solution
returned in the array Rl; the time derivative is computed from Equation (A-23).
The program then checks to see if an output cycle has been reached and, if
so, calls subroutines PRINT and CHECK. After finishing the time loop, the
program makes sure the results of the last time step have been printed, after
which it terminates execution.
Subroutine CHECK: (Flowchart is Figure V-3)
Subroutine CHECK has the purpose of computing and printing the convec-
tive mass flux which crosses a user specified line which is defined in terms
of a list of node numbers. The output from this routine is helpful in that
a user can define lines along both inte~al and external sections of the
network and the program will automatically determine the net convective mass
flux and thus provide information on overall patterns of CO movement, allowing
comparisons to be made for different types of wind fields and emission patterns.
CHECK is called from ACOSP for each print cycle, and makes no further subroutine
calls itself.
To compute the fluxes, the program integrates the components of flow
in each orthogonal direction, and sums the components for the total. The
program does this by entering a loop on the number of input lines and a
nested loop on the user specified list of nodal connections. Each set of
three nodes in a line is assumed to define an element side, and is integrated
by computing the flux at each node point and weighting the end points by the
factor 1/6 and the mid-point by 2/3. This process is repeated until either
a zero node number, or the 16th node number has been reached. CHECK prints
~5
RETURN
ENTRY
Continuity
checks requested
Yes
Figure V-3.
Compute X and Y
flow components for each
element fac·e. and
eoncinuity line
Compute net fllnl
and compute percencage
relative co first
line specified
Print component
and total flows
for each line
RETURN
FLOWCHART--SUBROUTlNE CHECK
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the flux rate across each line and makes a percentage comparison for each
line compared to the first line computed. lfhen the flux crossing all lines
(maximum = 10) has been computed and printed control is returned to the
calling routine.
Subroutine COEMIS: (Flowchart is Figure V-4)
Subroutine COEMIS has the purpose of reading the data for, and com-
puting the hourly rates of, carbon monoxide emissions from automobiles. The
routine uses as its basis the mathematical functions indicated in Chapter II,
Equation (11-5) through Equation (11-9), and makes an estimate of the CO
load (in grams) for each element in the system for each hour of simulation.
COEMIS is called once from ACOSP during each program execution, and makes no
further subroutine calls itself.
In an operational sense, COEMIS begins by reading from the card reader
the four constant emission factors. Next, the specified number of hourly distri-
bution functions associated with traveling, idling, starting, and other sources
are read. This input is followed by a loop which inputs the emission activity
associated with each system element. From these data the component and the total
emission rates are computed for each element by hour and written to scratch
file IS2. This tape is simply rewound and reread over and over in dynamic
operation. Finally, the program checks to see if the user desires printed
output. If so, a summary of the CO loads is printed;. otherwise, control is
sent directly back to ACOSP.
Before leaving COE~IIS, two things should be pointed out. First, if a
steady state problem is to be run, the appropriate emission factors must
be read in as the first hour's values for proper program operation.
Secondly, even though CO~IIS expects data for each element in the system, if
there are elements with zero loads their cards may be omitted from the input
stream and the program will still operate properly.
~7
ENTRY
Initialize
all \lorking
arrays
Read constant
emission factors
Read hourly
distribution
factors
Read travel,
idle and starting
rates
Compute component and
total hourly emissions for
each element in the
system
Emission
rates to be
Yes Print
emission rates
..-------""
( RETU~RN)
Figure V-4. FLOWCHART--SUBROUTINE CO~IIS
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Subroutine ~~~DSL: (Flowchart is Figure V-5)
Subroutine FANDSL has the purpose of accumulating the contribution of
each nodal point to each system equation, and then of solving the resulting
set of simultaneous equations for the CO concentrations. The routine
accumulates the nodal contributions on an element by element basis; the R.H.S.
vector is calculated and modified at the same time. F£~DSL is fairly general
in nature and is suitable for both solution to the CO problem and the potential
flow problem.
During program operation this routine is called once for each time
step. If an internally generated flow field is requested, FANDSL will
be called from VELGEN. In normal operation FANDSL will be called from ACOSP
once for a steady state solution and once for each time step in a dynamic
problem. In return, FANDSL calls STIFR once for each element active in the
problem, and returns control directly to the calling routine.
Operationally, FANDSL begins by zeroing out the temporary part of the
R.H.S. vector, RI. It then loops through all elements with a call to STIFR.
The nodal contribution from each element is returned in ESTIFM, and stored
and accumulated in SK. If the velocity field has not been updated there is
no change made to SK; in either case, the R.H.S: vector is updated. Subsequent
to completion of the formation of SK, the resulting set of equations,
Equation (A-26), is solved. This is done by Gaussian elimination, with the
forward elimination omitted if there has been no change in the velocity field.
The back substitution is completed in all cases, and the solution vector
resides in the array Rl. Control is then passed back to the calling routine
where the Rl vector is used to supply the desired solution.
Subroutine INPUT: (Flowchart is Figure V-6)
The purpose of subroutine INPUT is to read from the card reader
(logical unit 5), and to output on the line printer (logical unit 6) the
majority of non-time-dependent data needed by ACOSP. The routine works in a
sequential fashion, reading and printing data, making certain calculations
ENTRY
Initialize
\Jorking R.U.S.
Vec.tor. Rt
Call STIFR for
each element; update
global matrix SK and
R.a.S. vector Rl
l.Iind field been
erform forWard eliminatio
for Gaussian elimination
solution of equations
Modify R.B.S. and
complete back
substitution; solution in
old R.a.S. vector. R1
RETURN
No
Figure V-5. FLOWCHART--SUBROUTINE FANDSL
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Read data
frolll first five
input: t:ards
ENTR't
Et:ho print data
input from first
five input cards
Co~pute ~issing mid-side
node coordinates and <:l'ro
out missing node numbers
• 0
Are flow
continuity lines
to be
Read lines
for flow checking
Print linea
for flow checking
Read nodal
coordinates
,Read
element data
Value of
reordering option
No
• 1
Call subroutine SIZE
r.
input data
to be printed
Yes
Print nodal
coordinate data
Print element
data
Input initial
conditions
No
• 2
Call subroutine
Readne'W
equation order
Call subroutine INPUT2
RETURN
Figure V-5. FLOWCHART--SUBROUTINE INPUT
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and generally getting the program going. The only program data not read
in INPUT are those associated with the boundary conditions, the wind field
and the CO emissions, which are read in subroutines INPUT2 and COEMIS.
Subroutine INPUT is called from ACOSP once in each program execution,
and calls subroutines INPUT2 and SIZE. Upon completion, control is given
back to ACOSP.
INPUT always begins by reading and printing the first five program
control cards. This input consists of the title, program options, scale
factors, time parameters and diffusion/decay coefficients. Next is the
optional input of the lines for mass flow checking but no cards are read
unless requested by the user. The network coordinate and element data come
next, but are not printed at this time. If the user has specified either of
the nOn-zero renumbering options the cards are read or subroutine RENUM
called as required. INPUT then computes the coordinates for any mid-side
nodes which have not been input, applies the various scale factors, and
zeros out the coordinates of nodes which are not included in the network (up
to the maximum node number in the network). Subroutine SIZE is then called
to compute all element areas.
If the print option switch, IPRT, is turned on, the coordinate and
element data are nOw printed; otherwise output of these values is omitted.
The initial conditions are the next input, with the option of either applying
a single value to all system nodes or reading a specified number of cards.
Subroutine INPUT2 is called to input, then called to read the wind and
boundary condition data, after which program control is returned to' ACOSP.
Subroutine INPUT2: (Flowchart is Figure V-7)
Subroutine INPUT2 has the purpose of performing the input/output
functions for all wind field and boundary condition data. In reality, the
routine is composed of two logically separate parts, each of which has a
separate function. The first part is programmed to input data from the card
reader and, for dynamic problems, to write it to scratch files. The second
part of the routine is used to rewind the scratch files and to.input the wind,
boundary condition and CO emission data as the solution progresses in time.
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The choice of which section of the routine is used is made through a variable
named KEY, which is in the calling sequence. If KEY = 1, the first part of
the routine is used; if KEY = 2, the second.
Control reaches INPUT2 from two points. INPUT calls INPUT2 once
during program execution to execute the first part of the routine. This
happens only once; thereafter all calls come from ACOSP and are directed
to the second half of the routine. INPUT2 is called once from ACOSP to
rewind all the files, and then once for each time step. INPUT2 makes no
subroutine calls of its own.
The routine starts its operations by checking the D111AMIC INPUT OPTION.
If this option has been selected a card is read, setting up the time-dependent
files; otherwise the wind and B-C data will be constant for the run. The wind
field card data are then input, with a scratch file built if the data are
dynamic. Unless a wind field is to be internally calculated, the program will
interpolate any missing velocities at mid-side nodes. The input of B-C data
is next, and follows the same pattern. The initial data are read, and a
scratch file built if the data are time varient. This operation completes
the first section of the routine, and control is given back to ACOSP.
The second section of the program simply reads the data files as
appropriate, and rewinds them when necessary. The first input is the wind
data, followed by the boundary condition data, and the operation is completed
by input of the CO emissions. The emission file is always read, but the wind
and B-C files are used only if they have been set up by user specification.
Subroutine PRINT: (Flowchart is Figure V-B)
Subroutine PRINT has the purpose of outputting on the line printer
(logical unit 6) the CO concentrations at all node points in the system.
The output is presented in terms of user units and provides the X and Y
wind velocities in addition to the quality values. PRINT outputs both
the mean vertical concentrations and the concentrations at a particular
height under an assumed vertical distribution. Subroutine PRINT is called
only from ACOSP, and calls subroutine VOIST if so specified. Control is
always returned to ACOSP.
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Operationally, PRINT begins by copying the internal concentration
units (gm/m') into the array TA and converting them to user units; the
stars that indicate boundary conditions are entered into array TB for output.
Appropriate page headings are next determined and output, followed by the
concentrations and velocities at each node point up to the maximum nodal
number in the network. The routine checks to see if VOIST is to be called,
or if it already has been and the results printed. In either case, if the
output is found to be complete, control is returned to ACOSP. If output
is not complete, VOIST is called and the printing operation repeated.
Subroutine PRINT is the only routine in the program which prints nodal
concentrations and wind velocities.
Subroutine RENUM: (Flowchart is Figure V-9)
Subroutine RENUM has the purpose of developing an internal order for
the system of network equations which will result in a more efficient storage
allocation than was specified by the user. The routine uses a systematic
trial and error procedure, and essentially tries a very large number of com-
binations to find the best sequence. Because of its trial and error nature
the routine cannot be guaranteed to improve, let along optimize, the numbering
sequence although it has done a good job in many difficult cases.
Subroutine RENUM is called from INPUT based on the value of the
REORDERING OPTION. At most it will be called once in program execution and
may not be executed at all. RENUM calls setup three times to find the storage
requirements of its sequences, and returns control to INPUT.
The routine tries two separate passes through the data, once forward
through the elements and once backwards. It first develops a list of all
nodes connected to all other nodes from the element connections. It then
works through this list in a systematic fashion, trying numbering sequences
starting at different points. It will keep a sequence going until it finds
it worse than the best previous attempt, or until complete. When complete,
three ordering sequences are potentially available: the original, the one
from the forward pass and the one from the backward pass. SETUP is called
for each, and the best moved into the array NFIXH. Control is then passed
back to INPUT.
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Subroutine SETUP: (Flowchart is Figure V-IO)
Subroutine SETUP has the purpose of developing bookkeeping arrays which
define the location of each equation in the storage and solution scheme and
also of assessing the total storage requirement of a problem. The routine
contains several novel features which make the program flexible and allow
the user or the program to internally renumber the system equations with no
outward restructuring of the problem. The major intent of the routine is to
allow the global coefficient matrix, SK, to be stored as a one-dimensional
array, resulting in a considerable reduction in computer storage.
SETUP is called whenever it is necessary to structure a problem for
solution or to find the storage requirements of a problem; SETUP may be called
from VELGEN in a solution to the wind field problem, from RENUM as the program
tries to improve its equation order, or from ACOSP in normal operation. In no
case does SETUP make any further calls, and control is returned directly to
the calling routine.
Operationally, the routine begins by finding those node points for
which equations are to be formed. All nodes not mentioned in the definition
of an element, or nodes for which a boundary conditions have been specified
are deleted from consideration. Next, the order of the equations is
developed, either as a straight sequence or in a manner indicated by an
override in array NFIXH.. A loop for each element develops the connectivity
of each equation, and the maximum number of columns to the left, NLEFT, to
the right, NRIGHT, is calculated. The final information saved is the sequential
location of the diagonal term which is put in the array NFLX, and the maximum
column to the right, NRIGHT. These two pieces of information allow the
storage allocation to be handled as a one-dimensional array. The final opera-
tion is to compare the problem to the program's limits. If excess storage
is required, the program halts; otherwise, it returns control to the calling
routine. In either case, a message is printed indicating the results of
the storage allocation.
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Subroutine SIZE: (Flowchart is Figure V-II)
Subroutine SIZE has the single purpose of calculating the area for
each element in the network. In the case of linear elements, SIZE computes
the length of the element. This subroutine is needed as the calculation of
the area (or length) of an element with curved sides is not straightforward
in the general sense.
To compute element areas, SIZE in effect integrates (numerically)
a constant function over the element with the result that the value of the
integration is the element area. To do this, the routine uses the expres-
sions given as Equation (A-36), Equation (A-37) and Equation (A-38). The
technique is quite similar to the numerical integration used in the general
solution to the convection-diffusion equation t and relies on many of the
same factors. SIZE is called once, from subroutine INPUT, in each program
execution, and makes no further subroutine calls.
Logically, the routine consists of one large DO loop for each network
element. Within this loop the program finds the type of element (linear,
triangular or quadralateral) and copies the proper numerical integration
factors into working storage locations. A loop is then executed for each
numerical integration point (3 for linear, 7 for triangular and 9 for quad-
ralateral) for the particular element, and the result summed into XAREA.
At the conclusion of these two loops, control returns to INPUT.
Subroutine STIFR: (Flowchart is Figure V-12)
Subroutine STIFR has the purpose of developing the known part of the
left and right hand side of Equation (A-17) for a single element. The
routine uses numerical integration techniques to evaluate and sum the contri-
bution of each node point in an element to the overall equation for that node.
Additionally, the routine modifies the element R.H.S. vector and eliminates
the boundary condition values on an element-by-element basis.
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This routine is called from FANDSL for each element in the network
for each solution step. It makes no further subroutine calls and returns
control to FANDSL.
The routine begins by assigning the proper diffusion coefficients
(for CO or velocity generation) and then copies the proper numerical integra-
tion factors for the type element into working storage; the elemen~s nodal
coordinates are all localized to minimize numerical problems. A loop on the
number of numerical integration points is now entered. First the Jacobian
is formed, and the shape function derivatives transformed into local coordinates.
Next, the value of the various system variables is evaluated at the integration
point. If a new wind field has been specified, the contribution to each node
point is summed into ESTIFM and copied to ELN; otherwise only the R.H.S. vector
FDK is modified for time dependence. If no new boundary conditions are input,
the formation is complete, and control given back to FANDSL. \vith new boundary
conditions, the effects are eliminated from the element array ELN and stored
in the permanent R.H.S. vector, RSAVE. Control is now returned to FA,~SL.
Subroutine VDIST: (Flowchart is Figure V-13)
Subroutine VDIST has the purpose of computing the expected CO concentra-
tion at a known distance above the ground according to an assumed vertical
distribution, provided the mean vertical concentration is known. This routine
is used to provide estimat~s of the CO concentrations which might be exper-
ienced at a local -IInose height" for a given vertically mixed concentration
computed by the mathematical model.
To make vertical estimates, VDIST may use any of six mathematical
functions which are formulated to relate the vertical distribution of CO to
its mean concentration. The distribution functions available are defined as
Equation (IV-5) to Equation (IV-II) in Chapter IV, and require the user to
provide one or two parameters for proper operation. Subroutine VDIST is
called only if the user has elected the VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OPTION in the
program input. It is called from subroutine PRINT, and makes no further
subroutine calls.
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Operationally, VDIST simply moves to the proper calculation loop
based only on the value of the option switch, IS8, and computes the verti-
cal concentration from the mean concentration (array TOLD), and the distri-
bution parameters HTN and ADIST. The results, in user units, are returned
to PRINT in the array TA.
Subroutine VELGEN: (Flowchart is Figure V-14)
Subroutine VELGEN has the purpose of developing a solution to the
"potential flow problem" as formulated in Equation (IV-4). In doing so,
VELGEN employs the same procedures and subroutines which are used in the CO
simulation, but solves a different problem and interprets the answers in
a different way. As an operational device, VELGEN copies the variables
used for CO simulation into temporary storage, uses regular storage for
its solution, and then restores the main arrays to their original values.
VELGEN is called once from ACOSP, and if operational will call
SETUP and FANDSL; control is returned to ACOSP.
The routine begins by copying all necessary arrays to temporary
storage, and calling SETUP. Next, the R.H.S. vector is modified to reflect
the fact that the specified velocities are gradients of the function rather
than function itself. This requires special programming to differentiate
the function at the specified points. FANTISL is then called to solve the
problem, and returns the value of the function at all node points. Since
these values are in the transformed coordinates, they have to be modified
back to the global coordinate system. The final velocities are stored in
the UL and VL arrays, the original arrays restored, and control given back
to ACOSP.
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VARIABLES IN LABELED FORTRAN COMMON
In the program ACOSP all FORTRAN variables are defined in the routine
in which they are used except for those values passed through LABELED CO~~ION.
It may be helpful therefore to define these values with the knowledge that
the reader can work out any other local definition in which he may be
interested.
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Variable
Name
In CONj'lON
BLOCK
Variable
Definition
ADIST BLK 1
ALPHA BLK 1
ATENP(I, J) BLK 2
BVAL{I) BLK 2
CORD{I,J) BLK 3
CVF BLK 1
DECAY{I,J) BLK 4
DELT BLK 1
DNAL{I,J) BLK L
User-supplied parameter for vertical concentra-
tion distributions
Weighting factor in time-integration scheme
Not used
Not used
X and Y coordinates of a node
Conversion factor to convert user mass units
to grams
Not used
The time step, seconds
Derivatives of linear element shape functions
evaluated at numerical integration points
(defined in BLOCK DATA)
DNAR{I,J)
DNAT{I,J)
DNBR{I,J)
DNBT (I, J)
ELN (I, J ,K)
ESTIFl1(I,J)
EXTLD(I)
F(I)
FDK(I)
BLK R
BLK T
BLK R
BLK T
BLK 4
BLK 2
BLK 4
BLK 2
BLK 2
X derivatives of quadrilateral element shape
functions evaluated at numerical integration
points (defined in BLOCK DATA)
X derivatives of triangular element shape
function evaluated at numerical integration
points (defined in BLOCK DATA)
Y derivatives of quadrilateral element shape
functions evaluated at numerical integration
points (defined in BLOCK DATA)
Y derivatives of triangular element shape
function evaluated at numerical integration
points (defined in BLOCK DATA)
A permanent array of the element equations
which is preserved until the wind field is
updated
Element contribution for node point equations
The element CO source inputs, gm/sec/m2
Temporary element R.H.S. vector
Temporary element R.H.S. vector.
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V.,riable
Name
HTN
IBN (I)
I n COl-a-ION
BLOCK
BLK 1
BLK 3
Variable
Definition
Height above ground at which vertical distri-
butions are to be evaluated
An array of those nodes which have specified
velocities to be used as boundary conditions
during internal calculation of the wind field
IMAT(I) BLK 4
IPRT BLK 1
lSI BLK 1
182 BLK 1
IS3 BLK 1
lSI, BLK 1
ISS BLK 1
IS6 BLK 1
A code number for each element which indicates
which diffusion coefficients to use
Option switch for printed output
Option switch for initial conditions
Logical unit number of emissions scratch file
Option switch for velocity field
Temporary value of number of input element cards
Option switch for dynamic inputs
Controls formation of system equations and
equals one if new velocity field has been
input; otherwise is zero
IS7 BLK 1 Controls elimination of boundary conditions and
equals one if new B-C's have been-input; other-
wise is zero
IS8 BLK 1
189 BLK 1
IT BLK 1
Ll BLK 1
LK BLK 1
MAXROW BLK 1
MAXSTO BLK 1
~mAND BLK 1
NAME (I) BLK 4
NB(I,J) BLK 3
Option switch for vertical distributions
Not used
Time loop index
Working variable used in SETUP
Loop index on quality constituents = 1
Maximum allowable number of equations for
problem
Maximum allowable storage for global coefficient
matrix
Not used
A four-character alphameric identifier for element I.
Bookkeeping array used to develop list of
equation order
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Variable
Name
In CO~l}lON
BLOCK
Variable
Defini tion
NBLOC(I) BLK 2
NBTLIN(I,J) BLK 2
NBX BLK 1
NCL BLK 1
NCN BLK 1
NCYC BLK 1
NDF BLK 1
NE BLK 1
NFIX(I) BLK 3
NFIXH(I) BLK 3
NMAT BLK 1
NOP(I,J) BLK 4
NP BLK 1
NPR BLK 1
NPX BLK 1
NQAL BLK 1
NRIGHT(I) BLK 3
NSN BLK 1
NSTEP BLK 1
NSU(I) BLK 2
NSZF BLK 1
Node numbers at which boundary conditions
are to be applied
Array of node numbers defining flux calcula-
tion lines
Number of specified CO boundary conditions
Maximum number of lines across which convective
transfer is to be calculated
Number of corner nodes for a particular
element (3, 6 or 8)
Not used
Number of degrees of freedom = 1
Maximum network element number
A temporary bookkeeping array used in the
formation of the equation count
An array containing the order in which the
nodes are to be considered in equation formation
Number of different set of element diffusion
coefficients
The node numbers (counter clockwise) around
an element
Maximum network node number
Not used
Number of user input coordinate points
Number of different quality constituents = 1
Number of columns to the right of the diagonal
for a particular equation
Not used
Current simulation step, hours
User concentration units
Maximum equation (row) number
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Variable
Name
In C01·U·10N
BLOCK
Variable
Definition
NTIHE BLK 1
NTSEG BLK I
NVEL BLK I
ORT(l,J) BLK 2
RI(l) BLK 3
RSAVE(l,J) BLK 3
SPEC(l,J) BLK 2
SSF BLK I
TA(l) BLK 3
TB (I) BLK 3
TITLE (I) BLK 2
TOLD(I,J) BLK 3
UL(I) BLK 3
UScALE BLK 1
VL(I) BLK 3
VScALE BLK 1
WAIT(I) BLK 2
WAITL(I) BLK L
HAITR(I) BLK R
WAITT(I) BLK T
Total simulation time, hours
Output print interval, hours
Option switch for type or velocity field
card input
Array of element diffusion coefficients
R.H.S. vector before solution, solution vector
after
The permanent part of the R.H.S. vector which
reflects elimination of boundary conditions
Array of specified CO boundary conditions
One for dynamic simulations and zero for
steady state problems
Temporary array used in VDIST, PRINT and VELGEN
Temporary array used in PRINT and VELGEN
User input comment
First column contains internal value of CO
concentrations, and second column its time
derivative
The X direction velocities, m/sec
Scale factor for X velocities to convert
inputs to m/sec
The Y direction velocities, m/sec
Scale factor for Y velocities to convert inputs
to m/sec
Temporary storage of weighting factors for
numerical integration
Weighting factors for numerical integration
of linear elements (defined in BLOCK DATA)
Heighting factors for numerical integration
of triangles (defined in BLOCK DATA)
Weighting factors for numerical integration of .
triangles (defined in BLOCK DATA)
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Variable
H3.me
WD(I)
WSCALE
XAREA(I)
XKCOEF(I)
XNL(I,J)
XNR(I,J)
XNT(I,J)
XSCALE
YKCOEF(I)
YSCALE
In CO}U·ION
BLOCK
BLK 3
BLK 1
BLK 4
BLK 3
BLK L
BLK R
BLK T
BLK 1
BLK 3
BLK 1
Vari.,ble
Definition
The distance to the inversion layer
Scale factor for height of inversion laye!
to convert inputs to meters
The element area, m2
Not used
Linear element shape functions evaluated at
numerical integration points (defined in
BLOCK DATA)
Quadrilateral element shape functions evaluated
at the numerical integration points (defined
in BLOCK DATA)
Triangular element shape functions evaluated
at the numerical integration points (defined
in BLOCK DATA)
Scale factor for X coordinates to convert inputs
to meters
Not used
Scale factor for Y coordinates to convert
inputs to meters
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
INTRODUCTION
As the basis for prediction of carbon monoxide in the atmosphere,
it is necessary to develop a mathematical expression for the temporal and
spatial behavior of carbon monoxide concentrations which can be formulated
in terms of known physical quantities. Such an expression is available
through the use of the so-called convection-diffusion equation for turbulent,
incompressible flow. This relationship, which is developed in the following
paragraphs, expresses a mass balance for material movement in a fixed, or
Euclidian, frame of reference. The derivation given below first indicates
the basic differential equation to be solved and then outlines the applica-
tion of the Finite Element Method (FEM) to the solution of the equation.
Further explanation and information concerning the solution to the
convection-diffusion by the Fffi1 technique can be found in several references
[1,2J, and the reader should investigate these sources for more detailed
information if so desired.
CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION FOR TURBULENT FLOW
Consider a small fluid control volume with dimensions dx, dy and dz
as suggested graphically in Figure A-I.
[lJ Smith, I.M., R.V.Farraday, B.A.O'Connor. "Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin
Finite Elements for Diffusion-Convection Problems." Water Resources
Research, Vol. 9, No.3, June 1973. pp 593-606
[2] Zienkiewicz, O.C. The Finite Element Method in Engineering Science.
McGraw-Hill. London. 1971. 521 p.
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Figure A-I. Flux of Substance c Through a Fluid Element
If it can be assumed that carbon monoxide is a substance which is
transported by convection and turbulent mixing, and that molecular diffusion
can be neglected relative to macroscopic turbulent mixing, then the mass flux
of substance into the element in the X direction is (pcu) dxdy, where
u = instantaneous fluid velocity component in the X
direction,
andmass of solution=
volume of solution
of materialinstantaneous concentration
mass of substance
mass of solution
density
=
p =
c =
The net change (inflow-outflow) in mass of the volume due to flow in the X
direction is given by
a(pcu) dxdy - [ (pcu) dxdy + ax (pcu) dxdydz] (pcu) dxdydz (A-I)
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Performing a similar operation for the other coordinate directions, and
setting the time rate of change of mass of substance within the volume to
the net inflow-outflow, and accounting for local sources and sinks of
material, yields the equation (after dividing by the volume, dxdydz)
where
a a
at (pc) + ax (pcu) +~ay a(pcv) + az (pew) - pcr + pkc = 0 (A-2)
v = instantaneous fluid velocity in the Y direction,
w = instantaneous fluid velocity in the Z direction,
cr = any local sources of mass of substance, and
k the rate of decay of material from the control volume.
In most applications the density change due to changes in the diffusing
substance is in the order of a few percent and may be safely neglected. If
this is the case, as can be reasonably assumed to be for CO, Equation (A-2)
can be simplified to the form
ac a
- + - (cu)at ax
a
+-
ay
a(cv) + az (cw) - cr + kc = 0 (A-3)
Now, while Equation (A-3) is a good approximation at a particular
instant in time, in a turbulent shear flow, velocities can be expected to
fluctuate around some average or mean value as suggested in Figure ~A-2).
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Figure A-2. Turbulent Unsteady Flow
The velocity field shown in this figure suggests that while a mean velocity
exists for the flow, there may be large deviations about this value at any
particular in~tant of time. To handle this mathematically, we shall define
the instantaneous velocities and concentrations in Equation (A-3) in terms
of a time average value (denoted by an overbar) and a fluctuating term
(denoted by a prime). When this is done we can write the expressions
+
~
u u u
+
~
v v v
= +
~
w w w
= +
~
c c c
By substitution of the instantaneous velocities and concentrations into
Equation (A-3) and after averaging each term with respect to time,
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d(C + C')
dt + ;X [(e + C')(U + U')]
d ,-,
+ dY [(C + c )(v + v )]
d+ az [(e + C')(W + W')] cr + k (e + c) = 0 (A-4)
From the definition of our terms, the time average of fluctuating
. (i fl1tu ' dt 0) d h d f fl .component ~s zero .e., _, an t e pro uct 0 a uctuat~ng
and a mean term such as uc~ is also zero. Recognizing this condition,
Equation (A-4) may be simplified to
+ d (u'c')dX
d
+ dY (vc) + d (v'c')dZ
+ l (we)dZ + d (w'c')dZ cr + ke = 0 (A-5)
Further, from basic fluid mechanics we know that the time averaged
continuity equation for an incompressive fluid of constant density has the
form
o (A-6)
which when substituted into Equation (A-5) results in
de
at + - deu dX + - dev dy + - dCw-dZ + d (u'c')dX + d (v'c')dY
+ d (w'c')az cr + ke = 0
A-5
(A-7)
In Equation (A-7) the fluctuation product terms such as u'c'
represent the flux of mass due to turbulent mixing, while the terms such as
- ae
u ax represent the changes due to average field velocities.
In order to simplify the turbulent mixing terms, a turbulent analogy
is made with Fick's law of diffusion. This analogy assumes that the mass
flux is in the direction of decreasing concentration. If this is the case,
then
, ,
= D aeu c
axtx
, , Dty
ae
v c =
ay
, , Dtz
ae
w c = - az
With these substitutions, Equation (A-7) becomes the three-dimensional
convective-diffusion equation for turbulent incompressible flow:
ae
- ac - ae ae a (D ae ) a ( Dty
ae )
at + u ax + v ay + w- ax - ay ayaz tx ax
a ( D ae ) a + ke aaz az =tz (A-B)
The turbulent diffusion coefficients D ,Dt , Dt are not necessarilytx y z
the same in the three coordinate directions. The subscript t is used to
designate diffusion due to the macroscopic turbulence of the fluid. The
first four terms of Equation (A-B), with the exception of ae/at, represent
the convective mass transfer associated with the fluid velocity. The terms
on the right represent the nonadvective turbulent mass transfer. In the
following development the bars denoting the time averages and the t subscripts.
on the diffusion coefficients are omitted.
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CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION fOR TWO DIMENSIONS
Equation (A-B) is the complete statement of the convection-diffusion
equation in three dimensions. For the purposes of CO modeling, we shall
reduce this expression to a two-dimensional equation in the x-y plane by
assuming complete mixing in the third, or z, direction and integrating each
term along the z axis. If we assume the limit of the integration is some
known value, h, a typical term has the form
fh ac du - zo ax a fhu -a cdzx 0 au ax (ch) (A-9)
Using this approach on each term of Equation A-B, and differentiating and
expanding the terms, we find the relationship
h E.£ + uh E.£ + cu ah + vh ac + cv
at ax ax ay
ah D h a'c _
ay - x ax'
D h a'c
y ay 2
_ D ah E.£ _ D ah E.£ - hcr + khc = 0
. x ax ax y ay ay (A-IO)
Equation (A-IO) is the final form of the two-dimensional, vertically integrated,
convection-diffusion equation for a conservative substance in an incompressible,
turbulent shear flow. Please note that this expression applies to conditions
over a particular, infinitesimal control volume, and that this equation must
be integrated over the problem domain to achieve a solution. The method of
doing this is presented next.
A-7
APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The concept of the FE}! has been outlined in Chapter 2. The details
of how it is applied to our particular problem is now presented.
To develop a proper mathematical form for the application of the
finite element method to Equation (A-IO), we shall take advantage of Galerkin's
technique which is a particular form of the method of weighted residuals.
The idea behind this approach is that if a trial function satisfying the
boundary conditions is written for a differential equation, there may be
some error. Mathematically, if a function is of the form o(x,y,~) 0,
and we assume a solution g(x,y,~), we will have the condition
where W is any function of the coordinates x and y. This general procedure
is known as the method of weighted residuals, and if the weighting function, W,
is made equal to the shape functions defining the trial functions (see
Chapter 2), the technique is called the Galerkin's method. For example,
employing the normal finite element definition for variables, we can write
g(x,y,~) = R # 0
where
R = the solution residual or error.
The best trial solution will be one that,
the residual (error) to a minimum at all points.
this is to formulate the problem such that
ffWR dxdy = 0
(A-II)
in SOme sense, reduces
One obvious way to achieve
(A-12)
~ (x,y,t) =
A-8
(A-13)
,..,.here
<j>(x,y,t) = the value of <j> at an arbitrary point in time
and space in element i ,
<N>. = the finite element shape (a row vector) , and~
{<j>e} i = the values of <j> at the nodal points of
element i (a column vector).
If Galerkin's method is applied to Equation (A-13) we obtain
ff <N> i <j> dxdy = 0 (A-14)
Equation (A-14) is the generalized statement for the application of Galerkin's
method to the state variables of finite element i. This definition results
in one linear, independent equation for each nodal point for each element.
In the final solution the contribution from all elements are combined for
each nodal point and solved as one set of equations.
The final statement of the finite element model is developed as
follows. First, for each element in the system the Galerkin method is applied
to Equation (A-IO). This leads to the general form
If <N> { h ~~ + uh ~~ + cu ~= + vh ~; +
D h a2 c _
y ~ D ah ac D ah.£!:. _ 0 + kc } dxdy = 0x ax ax - y ay ay (A-IS)
where
the concentration of -3c = CO, ML
u = the average velocity in the X direction, LT- 1
v the average velocity in the Y direction, LT- 1
h the height of the bounding layer, L,
A-9
D = the turbulent ffilxlng coefficient associated with
x direction, L2 T-1the x ,
D the turbulent mixing coefficient associated withy the ydirection, L2 T- 1,
0 a local term for sources or sinks .of CO. Mr-1L-2,
(note change in units from ho to 0)
k = the decay rate of CO, T- 1 and,
<N> the finite element shape functions, unitless.
Next, to achieve the necessary inter-element consistency in the order of the
approximation, we shall reduce the second order derivatives of Equation (A-15)
to first order terms by an application of Green's transformation. This is
accomplished by writing the identity
a 2 cj>II p ax 2 dxdy = 1 P acj> dy _ If E.£~ dxdl' ax ax ax y (A-16)
Recognizing that p = hD <N>, and that ~p = hD <N, > + DN ~h , Equation
oX x oX
(A-16) can be substituted into Equation (A-15), yielding
II [ <N> { h ££ + uh ac + cu ah + vh ~ + cv ah - 0 + kc }at ax ax ay ay
+ D h <N >T ££ + D h <N, > ~yc J dxdy
x 'x ax y y 0
a (A-I?)
In Equation (A-I?) it should be recognized that for all interior element
boundaries the line integrals exactly cancel and their net influence at any
node is zero. For external element boundaries, however, these terms do not
cancel and appropriate boundary conditions must be specified or assumed.
Equation (A-I?) is the form of the. transport equation for carbon monoxide
and is the expression coded for solution in the computer code. The equation
A-IO
is numerically integrated for each element in the system and a system of
linear, simultaneous equations developed. These are then integrated in
time to provide the desired temporal and spatial description for carbon
monoxide.
INTEGRATION IN TIME
The expression developed above is valid at all points in space at
a particular instant in time. If a steady state solution is desired
( ~~ = 0 ), the appropriate terms are set to zero and a single solution is
made of the equations. If a dynamic problem is specified, however, it is
necessary to integrate Equation (A-I?) in time as well as space. This is
accomplished as follows. First, it is assumed that the value of c at a
particular paint varies over a discrete time interval according to the
relationship
c = c
I
(A-IS)
where
c the value of c at the beginning of the time step,
I
c = the value of c at the time t ,
t = elapsed time from the beginning of the interval, and
a,b = coefficients.
If Equation (A-IS) is differentiated w.r.t. t, we find
=
a-I
a + abt (A-l9)
which can be substituted into Equation (A-IS) to eliminate b and gives
= (A-20)
A-ll
dC
or ( at)1 = a. If this relationship
used to denote the value at the end of
dCWe also know that at t = 0, at = a,
is applied, and the subscript 2 is
time interval ( t = 6t ), we find
dC( at )2 = dCc I ) + ( 1 - C! ) ( dt ) I (A-21)
Note that if C! = 1, this reduces to the conventional linear integration
scheme and if C! = 2, the scheme is identical to the quadratic integration
method. A value of C! = 1.5 has been found stable for large time steps and
also to give good accuracy.
To incorporate Equation (A-21) into the CO model, we make use of the
idea that our solution is to be valid at a particular instant in time (the end
of the time step), and that complete information is available for c and its
time derivative at the beginning of the time step. This being the case,
Equation (A-21) can be rearranged as
or
where
dC( at ) 2
dC( at )2
=
=
C! c + ( 1 _ C!) ( dC )
6t 2 at I
C!
6t c 2 + P
C!
- - c6t I (A-22)
(A-23)
p = } and
p known values at time 2
It can be deduced from Equation (A-17) that once the spatial and
temporal terms have been collected for all elements in the system, the
resulting set of equations will have the form
A-12
where
[H] {ac} + [K] {C} - {R}at o (A-24)
[H]
[K]
[C]
{R]
= a matrix of the weighting functions,
= a matrix of diffusion, convection and weighting
function terms,
= a vector of the time derivatives of carbon monoxide
at the end of the time step,
= a vector of the values of carbon monoxide at the
end of the time step, and
= a vector of constant values.
If Equation (A-23) is put in matrix form, it can be substituted into
Equation (A-24) with the result
or
:t [H] {C} + [K] {C} - {R} + {p} = 0 (A-25)
where
[K*] {C} {R*} = 0 (A-26)
[K*] C(= r,t [H] + [K]
= {R} - {p}
Equation (A-26) represents the final formulation of the CO model; when
integrated and solved these equations are said to simulate the behavior of
CO within the airshed.
A-13
INTEGRATION IN SPACE
It will be noted that Equation (A~26) is a system of integral
equations which must be evaluated in the solution process. For reasons
of speed and efficiency, these equations are integrated numerically rather
than analytically in the computer model. A brief explanation of numerical
integration is as follows.
The process of numerical integration is the evaluation of the function
at specified locations within the element and then multiplying the value of
the function by appropriate weighting factors and summing the result, i.e.,
where
ffA g (x,y) dxdy = A (A-27)
A
q
= the area of the element,
= a specified weighting factor,
= the specified coordinate locations for evaluation of g, and
the number of integration points.
In this process, xi and Yi are invariant with respect to actual shape
of the element. Appropriate numbers of points and their locations for given
orders of error are available in the literature. In the CO model a three-
point scheme is used on linear elements, a seven-point scheme on triangles
and a nine-point procedure for quadralaterals. The location and weighting
factors for each of the two dimensional elements in the CO model is indicated
in Figure (A-3).
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Figure A-3. Numerical Integration Relationships
A-IS
CURVED ELEMENTS
The CO model has the added feature that the sides of any of its
elements (linear, triangular, or quadrilateral) may take on a curved shape.
This is accomplished by means of a coordinate transformation as outlined
below.
Recalling that basic finite element definition takes the form
~ = <N> {~e}, it seems a logical process to also consider the idea that the
coordinates of an element could also be expressed in terms of a shape func-
tion, say <N'>, and its specified coordinate points. If this is the case
we can write
x
y
=
=
(A-28)
(A-29)
1'hen the shape functions for the coordinates are equal to the shape functions
for the state variables ( <N'> = <N> ) the elements are said to be isoparametrie;
this is the case for the CO model.
Next, we wish to develop the expressions necessary to transform the
arbitrarily specified, curved sided elements into a standard form in order
that we may carry out an efficient and proper formulation, integration and
solution to the problem. To do this, we must recognize first that two trans-
formations are necessary. Since <N> is defined in terms of the local (curvi-
linear) coordinates, the first transformation is necessary to devise a means
expressing the global derivatives in terms of the local derivatives. The
second transformation is used to define the surface over which the numerical
integration is to be carried out in terms of the local coordinates after an
appropriate change in limits of integration.
A~6
For example, consider a set of local coordinates (associated with
the numerical integration elements) S, n, and a corresponding set of global
coordi.nates x and y. By usual rules of partial differentiation we can wri.te,
for example, the S derivative of the shape function as
aN. ay
~
+ ay as (A-3D)
If this process is carried out for all terms, in matrix form we have
the expression
aN. ax ay aN. aNi~ [~.
"'] ~~ ax ax[J] (A-31)aN. ax ay aN. aN.~
-' -'
~ ~
an an an ay ay
In the above, the left-hand side can be evaluated as the functions of
Ni and are specified in local coordinates. Further, as x and yare explicitly
given by the relation defining the curvilinear coordinates, the matrix [J]
can be found explicitly in terms of the local coordinates. This matrix is
known as the Jacobian matrix.
To find the global derivatives we invert [J] and write
aN. aN.
~ ~
ax ~
=
[J]-l (A-32)
aN. aN.
~ ~
ay an
A-17
In terms of the shape function defining the coordinate transformation
we have
[J] (A-33)
aN' aN'
1 2 X Y1
[ as as ]
1
or [J] = (A-34)
aN' aN' x
2 Y21 2
ail ail
or, in the case of a two dimensional element
[J] C'
21
(A-35)
For which we can find the expression
=
1
det [J] [
J 22
-J
21
-J ].12
J
1 1
(A-36)
and det [J] = J J - J J
11 22 12 21
A-IS
To transform the variables and the region with respect to the
integration is a process which involves the determinant of [J]. For
instance,
dxdy = det [J] ds dn (A-37)
This type of transformation is valid irrespective of the number of
coordinates used. For its justification the reader is referred to standard
mathematical texts.
We have now reduced the evaluation of the element properties to that
of finding integrals of the form,
(G (s,n,s,)] ds dn (A-38)
if the curvilinear coordinates are of the normalized type. Indeed, the
integration is carried out within the normalized area and not in the complicated
distorted shape, thus accounting for the simple integration limits.
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SUMM~~Y uF IN~Ul DAIA u~~O lU CALCULATt [A~bU~ M()I~uxlDt LUAUS
fUk INPUI TU I~~ ~Al~~A~~S Al~ ~UALIIY ~UMUUlL •••
••••• lX.MPLE PkO"LlM NuMHt" 1 •••• SllAD, STATt PRO"LlM olTH CUNS1AN] buUNDA"Y
liM/HH Al liJLE.
G"·/l.lILV~1A~l
S~ltu tMJSSIU11 fACtGH ALPHA
SPtlU t~lSSlUl~ ~~CIUN btlA
.00
.Du
.&U
.00
F"AClIUN UF "AlLY L U LuAU FuR lk'VELlNG, IULU"G, A.'U STARliNG .....
'"IIn
HUU"
1
<
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",
b
1
b
4
1u
11
1<
1.\
1 u
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1 I
1b
14
2u
<1
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<.I
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1t<..lIJt.L
.uOO
.L)1.10
.ouu
.UUO
.OUO
.uuu
.UUU
.OIJtJ
.Vvll
• U 1l.U
.uvO
.01.10
.OUO
.Ouu
.oou
.VvU
.1.100
.OUI.1
.ou{J
.uUu
.uOU
.uuu
.0uO
.OUO
IUU 1lOG
.{lOU
.ouo
.UUO
.00u
• II (I 0
.uOO
• UII 0
.!.iUO
• {llJ 0
.!JOO
.GUO
.uuu
.OUO
.OUO
.liOu
.00lJ
• ou u
• tJ uu
.OUH
• uII (j
.voo
.llOll
.000
.aoll
STARlINI;
.UOO
.ouu
.onu
.uuu
.0 I) 0
.ouu
.ouo
.uun
.Ouv
.ouu
.UUU
.Ouo
.ouu
.UUlJ
.OUlJ
.OUI)
• Out)
.{JOO
.oou
.(lUU
.ouu
.oou
.OUU
.0Uu
~UM"'AIJ r lJF I,eu I ~A I A LJ~lU III tALLULAI! tARtiUh MUNUXIUl LUADS
FUk INeUI ru f~t ~AJk~AhKS AlH ~0ALlry kU~U~lL •••
••••• l~AMPLE P~~bL~~1 l~lJ~bEH J .... SltAU, STAll e"UnLlM .ITH CONSTANT 8UUNUA"'
UAILY MASS INPUTS U~ t U FOh lAtH eLlMeNT rhUM lAtH SU~C!
lHl LUAU INPUT U~ITS Akt (G~/O~~/tLlMlNT) •••
eLeMl" 1 TRA>tL IOLUI'G SIA~ll'G eLlMlNI lkAHL IULUNG 51Akll'"
1 .uo .00 .ou ~ .00 .ou .00
3 .ou .uo .00
"
.ou .uu .ou
~ .vo .ou • llO 0 .ou .ou .uo
7 • {I 0 .00 .00 ~ .00 .00 .ou
9 .uu .uo .00 I 0 .00 .uo .00
11 .uu .00 .00 12 .00 .00 .00
U .Oti .uo .uo I A .00 .00 .00
IS .lJO .uu .uo 1" .00 .00 .001 I .UIl .ou .00 18 .00 .IJ 0 .ou
19 .uu .00 .00 20 .00 .uu .ou
< 1 .po .uu .00 2< .uo .00 .uu
d .00 .00 .00 2A .00 .OU . .uo
2~ • II (j .OQ .ou 20 .00 .00 .uu
<7 .Uli .uo .00 i'b .uo .• 0 U .00
'"
<~ .uu .00 .uo 3" .00 .00 .00
I 31 .Ou .liO .00 3< .Ou .ou .uu
'"
,3 .00 .uu .00 'A .00 .uu .00
;" .00 .ou .00 30 .Oli • II U- .00
if .liO .ou .00 3b .lllJ .ou .uo
;,
.uo .00 ,00 "U .00 .00 .uu
Al .GO .uo .00 "2 .00 .uu .00
Al .Uti .00 .00 "A .00 .uo .Ou
14S •uu .ou .00
""
.00 .00 •uO.
AI , .uo .ou .00
""
.00 .uo .vu
A9 .uu .ou .00 ~o .00 .00 .00
••• ~tIUP CALL FUh C U kUUllhG •••
••• NUMolH uF fWUAIIU~S 15 1<3 ••• IUTAL SlU~AGt IS ~b1:l7 •••••
M"'ntM.IILAL 51.ULAIJU. Uf CAkeUN MUNUXIUt DJSlkJbUllu~ IN IHt AIMUSPHEAt
r~u UJ~tl~HIU~Al tlNll!: lLtM~Nl ,Uk HuRILU'IAL PkU"LtM5 Uf VA~IABLE IHleK~tsS
INJIIAL A~PLILA1!LH I~ lHl FAIWU~~K5, ALASKA AlkSHED •••
••••• txAM~Lt PkUblt~ ~U~btU 1 ..... SltADY SIAlt PkUbLtM "IIH eUNSTA~T bUUNDARY
••••• 5ItAOl' ~1D.fl:. 5ULUTlll~l•••••
••• CUNClhJHArlul~5 Akl: ~tAI~ VlkllCAL VALUl5 •••
..... lHJr"uI Futl NuUt5 I 1IJ U7 ... IHE S\MbUL * DENUIE5 A Sptel,IED VALUE '"
~UDE (lJl~C X·vI:L 'y""HL NutH:. eo'c X-HL Y-VEL NODE CUNC X-VEL Y-VEL NUDE (LJ~C x"vEL 1-vlL
NUM Mli/t-·j HISle N/5t.t.: NLJI'\ MG/M3 M/SEL M/Ste NUM MG/';3 M/SEC MISEC I\oUM MG/M3 M/~tC MI ::itC
I 1 .. U IJ" -.oS .00 .lb .. (I~ ".0; ,uo II .00 -.05 .00 lOb -.00 -.05 .00
e I.I.'!)· -.O':J .OV .ll .0; -.0; .00 7e .00 -.O~ .00 107 .00 -.05 .00
.l 1 .. (I u 1Io .... U'i .OU .lb .. (. £I -.0; .00 73 .00 -.v5 .00 lub .uo -.05 .vO
"
l.l/u· -.0; ,0" .l9 .05 -.05 .00 7" .(lU -.05 .00 Iv9 .00 -.0; .00
5 1.1.JI)1I; -.OS .00 "0 .03 -.05 .00 75 .00 -.v';) .1Ia 110 -.00 -.us .. () lJ
b 1 .. uu" -.v':J .. VI,)
" I .02 -.05 .VO 7b .00 -.05 .1i0 11 1 .00 -.05 .007 1 .. uu" -.0':J .OU
""
.u3 -.lJ':J .00 77 .00 -.05 .00 112 .vo -.05 .00
B .;; -.0':J .ou ; .oe -.05 .uo 7B .00 -.0; .00 I 13 -.GO -,0, .00
9 .,; -.0, .00
""
.O.l -.0; .00 79 .00 -.05 ,00 1 1" .(1) -.05 .00
I 0 .':Jt.l
-.0" .. l'lJ "; .02 ".u':J .00 "IJ -.00 -.U5 .00 I I; .00 -.u':J .uv
11 .;" -.u~ .00 "b .03 -.uS .00 e I .00 -.0, .OV II b -.00 -.05 .00
'"
Ie .;3 ".0; .vu "., • (12 ".0; .00 ~" .IJO -.0; .00 117 .00 -.0; .00I
"
1; .;; -.0; .00
""
• 0 I -.O~ .00 B.l .00 -.u5 .uo 11 " .00 - .. u5 .OJ)
I" • ; I -.uS .lJO "9 .oe -.05 .00 e4 -.OU -.05 .00 119 -.00 -.05 .uo
15 .e" -.0" .tiO ;0 .oe -.05 .00 "; .00 -.0':1 .00 120 .00 -.0; .00
Ib .e9 -.0'), .00 01 • 0 I -.0';) .00 ijb .00 -.ui;) .00 lCl .uv -.0; .00
II .eo
-.0" .00 ~" .02 -.O~ .00 til -.00 -.0; .00 122 .00 -.05 .00lij .e<; -.0':1 .u(I ~3 • 0 I - .u; .00 B" .00 -.0; .00 123 -.vo -.0; ,00
19
.""
-.0':1 .00 s" .00 -.U5 .00 "9 .00 -.05 .00 Ie" .00 -.05 .00
2" • ; I -.OS .00 55 .01 -.05 .00 90 -.'Ou -.0; .00 1~5 .00 -.uS .00
Cl • I I -.U'i .ou ;b • 0 I -.0, ,0 u 91 .00 -.0, .00 leb -.00 -.u5 .00
22 .1 ; -.U; .uu ;1 .01 -.05 .00 ge .00 -.IJ~ .00 127 .00 -.0; .00
2; .1 b -.uS .00 5" .00 -.0" .00 93 .... 00 -.OS .00 Ie" .00 ".05 .00
2" • 1b -.0; .Ou ;9 ,0 I -.U; .00 9" .00 -.05 .O~ I,>' -.00 -.0; .00
e, • I; ".0; .00 bO .01 -.0; .Ou 95 .00 -.0; .00 130 .00 -.0; .(to
eb • I I -.0'; .. li U bl .00 -.u5 .00 9b .00 -.OS .00 131 • 00" -.05 .00
e 7 .. 1t} -.0':> • lJ U oe .01 -.05 .00 97 -.00 -.0; .00 D2 .00· -.0; .00
<d .00 -.0; .00 b;
• 0 1 -.05 .00 9" .00 -.o~ .00 D3 .00· -.05 .uO
e9· .09 -.0, .00 b" .00 -.05 .00 99 .00 -.05 .00 DV .00* -.OS .00
.l0
.0" -.05 .ou b, .01 -.0, .00 100 -.00 -.05 .00 1;; .00· -.05 .ou
31 .uq -.0; .tlO bb .00 -.vS .00 I 0 I .00 -.0; .00 I;b .vo· -.0; .00
3e .tiij -.u':> ,LU b/ .00 -.o~ .00 102 .00 -.O~ .00 13/ .001l -.IlS .00
B • 10 -.0; .. ou oij .00 -.05 .00 103 -.00 -.0; .00
3" .0; -.05 .00 b9 .IJO -.65 .00 104 .00 -.05 .00
3; .ov -.05 .00 70 .00 -.05 .00 105 .00 -.05 .Oll
~flN
'"100
MIThl~.TILll SJ~UlIIJUN wF C'HuU' ~UhU'lut UJSI"JbUT1U~ IN '"l AIMOSlhtHE
r~u Ul~tl~SlUNAL ~1~11~ ~L~M~N' fuh H0HIZUNT6L P~u~LlM~ Uf VAHIAtiLE THICKNtSS
INItiAL APPLiCAllGh IU lH~ FAIHtiA~Kb, ALA~KA Alh&H~D •••
••••• lAAMPl~ PkUbLtM NU~HtH 2 .~.. DYNANICPHU~LtM ~lTH tUN5rAI~r &UUNUAHy ••••••
'vU~:btH uF tLt~t~15 SO
HUfoll:'t,t- ufo ti .. c ,
Dl~fuSlU~ CutFFS 1
CUH'lt~ ~UVtS uu
UuTt-llJl "'~lrvT LJI-Illlf~ J
L HIt.:' f Uri LU;v I 1bl..l~d n c
r,pl: Uf vl:.L f-lt.ll) U
T'fPI: uF l'lliUL LL1~U 0
NtUWUtHll~6 uPIJU~ 0
Lu~lL4L U~lJl5(~~IC~) 11
vtLuCII, FltLu uPI!UN 0
U(NA~liC l~jJu, UP11G~ 0
VtHTICll qJSI lJI'TJU~ 0
Jl. SLALl: = .2,0
Y SCALI:. = .2,U
l"O SCALE. = I U. 11 UU
U SCAlt = 1.1.100
V 5CLAt ; 1• 00 U
UNits CU~",E~SIu~ 15 1.0UO-OJ
EAltHNAL UI~IISAWt M6/Mj
TINlt. CUf\jIHtJL ..Hill v!:I{IIC/lL IJI::iPtlblJTJUI'I Sf-'ttS
TU'~L ~U~ IJ~t(HUUHS) -b
PWJ~J INlthV~L(HUU~~) J
'l~f:. 511:.r-(tlU 1JI-L:) .OU
vl:.~r U151 HtlGrlJ(~J l.tO
V£HT UlST PU~AMllf:.H j.UU
tltMtNI C"A"AlIE"lSlllS
NUM~tH x t) H I-lJ~ llll~
lM~/H.(')
1.000-02
Y UIFf\JSIU~
(MUHll
0.000
CUN11NUI'lJ rr CrttCK L1l':tS
liNE l'lUUt5
I 1" I, 10 17 Ib 19 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0<. <,0 19 1b 17 10 I, 1" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.;, ... ~tluClrltS A~D bUUNUAHY CU~UlllU~S ARt CO~SrANI FOH ThIS HUN •••••
fI,4It-1l:.I",ATIL4l :Jlr·;LLlJ.lIIJl~ Ur lAt;t1UI~ ~,ur'lU}l.JUI: Dl~IHlBUlltJ'" IN rHI: IJ.T~IUSPHt:HI:
hHJ LJl""tl\l~lL"'Ul F If'd II:. I:L~"'I:I~1 f Uk HUI< 11U~ T'l PHlIbltM~ U, ••HIAdl. IHICK~.~S
INlllll 'PPlIC'TIC- ru Tl"Il FAIHbANK~, ALA5KA Al~SH~l) •••
••••• I:~AMPlE ~~UbltM I~U~6t~ i .••• DYNAMIC PHUtil.M _11H eUN51ANl dLJUN[}AHy ••••••
F!}l.EU ~uOAL S~l:l1rlLM1Ju~S •••••
NUUt: A-LlIC Y-lUe Htl GH! t\jLJlJAL NLi I) !:. '-lOC Y-LUe HUGH! J\lOUAL
NUf'oltit: H IMEI.t<5J (I'.ltI<5) I",", t I<S J OI<D.H NUMI::lt.~ (METEk~J eMU""S) lM.ltkS) Ui<DtH
1 .Oli "vI) 1u. (I 0 70 1 • 2~ • 7~ 10 • 0 0
2 .00 .-1 j 10. V 0 71 1 .25 • BB 10.0 0; .vO .2~ Iv.O 0 72 1.2'> l.uO 10.0 0
v
.00 .50 1u• U 0 13 1. :H .00 10 • 0 0
> .ou ./5 J O. u 0 /v I • ; 7 .13 10 • 0 0
b .00 .Bd 10.0 0 7~ I .; 7 .c~ J 0.0 0
/ .OlJ 1 • (I Il 10.0 0 7b 1 • J 7 • 7~ 10 • 0 0
.b .IJ .00 10 • 0 0 77 1 • ; 7 .b" 10.0 0
• • I .I • I ; 10.0 0 78 1 • J 7 1.0iJ 10.0 010 .1.> .<'> 10.0 0 79 1 • '> 0 .00 10.0 0
J I • J J .7~ 10. Il 0 BO 1.50 • I.! J 0 • 0 0
Ie
• 1 .I .B8 10.0 0 BI I. '>0 .25 10.0 0
D • I ; I .00 10. II 0 B2 I • ~O .50 10.0 0
Iv .2'> .Ov 10;0 U 0 B; I. 50 .7 r, 10.0 0
'"
I> .<5 .I; 10 • 0 0 bV I. '>0 •• B 10.0 0I
\0 lb .25 .25 10. 0 0 BS J. 50 1• 00 10.0 0
17 .2~ .i;)t) 10.0 0 ~6 J. b2 .00 10. 0 0
1. .25 .7~ 10 • 0 0 B7 1. b2 .D 10 • 0 0
1. .25 .bB 10. U 0 "8 J. b2 .2~ 10 • 0 0
20 .~r, 1 • (10 10 • U 0 B9 l.b2
• 7~ 10.0 0
21 .;e .00 I U• U U 90 1 • bC .. tl-b 10.0 0
<2 • .lB • I ; 1u. 0 0 91 1 .02 I .00 10.0 0
2;
.J" .2~ 10.0 U 92 1 • /5 .00 10.0 0
2" • ~Ii ·/" I U. 0 0 9J 1 • 7~ • 1; 10 • 0 02~ .j!:! •• 0 10.0 0 4v 1 .75 .25 10 • 0 0
20 • jt<. J.fJu 10 • 0 0 95 1• 7 '> .~O 10.0 U
d .'>0 .00 10.0 0 90 1• 75 .75 10.0 0
2b .5v • 1; 10 • 0 0 97 1 • IS .BB 10.0 '0
24 .'>0 .25 10. u 0 9B 1 • 75 1.00 10.0 0
;lJ .lJu .SU 10 • 0 0 99 I • Bd .00 10. U 0
;1 .50 .7~ 10. U 0 100 I. b8 • I.! 10.0 0
.1< .~U .bl> 10. v 0 101 1• B0 .",> I 0 • 0 0;; • ':tv 1.0 U 10. U 0 102 I. "H .75 1U. 0 0
.I" .0J .vv lU.O 0 10; 1. bB • tit1 10 • 0 0
i~ .bi • 1; 10.0 0 10v 1 .08 J • 00 10 • 0 0
;0 .b;
""
10.0 0 10~ <.00 .00 10.0 U
; I .0.1 .7~ 1(I. U 0 lOb 2.00 • I.! 10.0 0
," .0; .~" 1I) • U 0 101 2.00 .25 10 • 0 U
i' ... oj 1 • 0 u 10 .. 0 0 108 2.00 .so 10. U 0
"U • .,':t .vu 111 • U 0 109 2.00 • 75 10 • 0 0VI • /1;, • I .I Ill. U 0 110 2.00 ./'it:! 10.0 0
"2 .1'> .2'> 10.0 u 11 I 2.00 1.00 1 0 • u 0
Vi
• 7" .• '> II 10.0 0 11 < <.12 .00 10.0 0
vv
• I ~ .7'> 10.0 0 11.l 2.1< • 1; 10 • 0 0
~
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o
o
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o
o
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~
o
o
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o
o
o
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o
o
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M4ThtMA,rCAL Sl~uLArrll~ ~~ CANbUN MUNU'IDt DII/N10UT1U. I. THE AIMUSP_tNt
T~O ~lMtl~5IuN4L flhl1t lLtMtj~T ~Uk HUHjll'~lAL PkUbLlMS Of VAMIAbLt THICKNESS
INITIAL 4PPLICAII0~ JU lht FAlk~ANK~, ALA~~A 41kbHtO •••
••••• eXAMPLE P~Ublt~ ~U~~tk 2 •••• DYNAMIC PHUOLtM NIIH CUNS1A.I bOU.OANY ••••••
••• Hf:.SUL15 AFTf:.~ 2 HlJUkS Uf DYNAMIC IIPULA/IUN •••
••• CONCf:.NrkATIUNS 4kE ~lAN ~ekTICAL ~AlUt:.S •••
.,. OUJPUr I-UH r~UUI:S 1 /u 131 ••• THt SYMbuL * DtNultl A IPtCIFltD ~ALuE ...
.00£ Cur~l .II-VtL y"vt:.L NUl'l: C(jt~L ,·VtL Y-veL NuDE CUNC X-vEL '·VEL .UUt CONC x-vtL Y-vtL
NUM Mli/r-li MIStC M/lte NUM "'''/M; MIStL MIStC .UM MG/"'3 MIStC MISEC MsM ~!GI'" .i M/StC MISte
1 1 .0 u • .u' .vli ;b .U2 .0, .00 71 .00 .05 .00 lOb .00 .05 .UO
2 l.lll.1. .0' .ULl .l1 .02 .05 .00 12 .00 .0, .00 10 1 .00 .05 .00
3 1 • UU• • uS .uu ;0 .02 .05 .00 73 .00 .05 .00 lOb .00 .05 .uo
• 1. vo. .05 .UO j~ .02 .05 .00 1_ .on .05 .00 1U9 .00 .05 .005 1 • u V" .05 ."0 "0 • 0 1 .0, .00 15 .00 .05 .00 110 .00 •0' .00
b 1 • Uu ... .0') .00
" I .01 .0, .00 70 .00 .05 .00 .11 I .00
.0, .00
1 1 • uu " .u'.i .00 "2 • 0 I .05 .00 17 .00, .05 .uo 112 .00 .05 .00
0 .00 .u, .UO _3 • u I .u5 .00 lb .00 .05 .00 113 .00 .05 .00q
.0 I
· lJ" • UU .- .01 .05 .00 lq .00 .0, .00 11_ .00 • .,5 .0010 .bO .05 .00 ", • 0 I .05 .00 NO .00 .0' .00 liS .00 .0' .Ov
I 1 .00 .u, .(lV "0 • 0 I .OS .00 bl .00 .05 .00 11 b .00 .05 .00
12 .bl .0, .uO ,,7 .00 .05 .00 H2 .00 .05 .00 1 11 .00 .0, .00
Ij .bb .05 • 1I 0 "N .ou .0, .00 N3 .00 .05 .00 lib .00 .05 .00
'"
I" .j2 .05 .00 "q .00 .05 .00 N_ .00 .0, .00 II q -.00 .05 .00I,.... IS .3v .05 .00 ,0 .00 .05 .00 N5 .00 .0, .00 IcO .00 .05 .00
0- I b .3c .u5 .00
"
.00 .0, .00 bo .00 .0, .00 1<1 .00 .05 .00
1/ .33 .0, .ou 52 .00 .05 .00 81 .00 .0':1 .00 In .00 .0' ,DO
IN .j2 .uS .uu 53 .uo .05 .00 bb .00 .05 .00 12; -.1.10 .0, .00
10 ,j" .05 .uO 5_ .ou .0, .00 bO .00 .05 .00 12" .00 .u5 .00
20 .32 .O~ • uO '5 .00 .05 .00 00 .00 .0' ,00 le, .00 .05 .uO
21 • I j .0, .vO '0 .uO .uS .00 01 .00 .0' .00 1.20 ·.00 .0, .00
U .10 ,0, .uo 51 .oU .U5 .uu q2 .00 .0' .00 1 i 1 .00 .05 .00
23 • I v .05 .uu ':it! .00 .05 .00 q; .00 .0' .00 Icb .00 ,0, .002_
• I. .U5 .UI) 5~ .00 .lJ~ .00 ~" .00 .05 .00 12q -.00 .05 .00
2,
• 1 ';) .05 .0" bO .00 .05 .00 q5 .00 .05 .00 130 .00 .05 .00
20 .U .05 .00 01 .00 .U'.i .00 % .00 .05 .00 l.l1 .00 .us .00
21 ."b .0, .uo b2 .00 .05 .00 q7 .00 .0' .00 132 -.00 .O~ .00
26 .Ob .u, .00 03 .00 .0' .00 qB .00 .uS .00 1.l; .00 .os .uo
<!q .UO .0, .00 04 .00 .uS .00 qq .00 .os .00 13. .00 .05 .00
30 .UO .05 .ou 05 .00 .0' .00 100 .00 .05 .00 1>5 .00 .05 .00
31 .00 .us .ou Ob .uo .05 .00 I 0 1 .00 .05 ,00 13b -.00 .05 .ou
32 .00 • uS .00 01 .00 .0, .00 102 .00 .05 .00 137 .00 .05 .00
33 .00 .O~ .00 ob .00 .0' .00 103 .UO .0<:> .00
34 .02 .0, .00 00 .00 .05 .00 104 .00 .05 .00
3S .02 .0' .00 10 .00 .0, .00 lOS .00 .05 .00
CUI'lJ INUi~j TY CHl("'~
LINE lurAL A·f-LlJr, Y-rLU~ PtNCENT
1 I.bbU-Ol !.bbl,j"Ol 0.000 100.0
2 -l.bbl..l-Ol -1.b04-01 0.000 "100.0
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MAltll:.l'\t.rlC:'L St""llLAIIlJU UF CAHbUN fvtLJ/lILJ~lDI.: LlISrklHUrl(JJ'14 IN IHe. ATM(lSPhe."t
r~u Ol~t~~lu~AL fI~lll.: I.:LtM(NJ fUh HU~lL~~IAL ~~UtlLtMS Of VI"llbLe. ThICKNe.SS
INITIAL APPLICATIU~ Tu Tht fAIHbA~KS, ALASKA 11k8hoO •••
••• ~~lAA~PLl P~~bLtM '~~~~lW ~ •••• U~NAMlt ~A(JtlLI.:M ~lTH tUI~S(ANT tlUU~DAHr•••• ~ •
••• ~ESUlf::i AFft:.J{ " hUUkS Uf O'NAMIC SIMULATION •••
••• COhlt:t.r~lkA'lul~S ARt:. "·Lil.Il 'vt .. llCAL vALUE:.S •••
'" UUTPUI FUH NUUe.S I TLJ 137 ... The. SYMBUl • De.NUTe.S A SPe.lIFltD VAluE •• ,
NUDE (.UI'~L. A-"t:.L y-vl:.L NUUt C~t~t ). .. II E.L '-Vtl NUOt C~NC x-vel '-Vel ~Uut CuM': X-vl:.l Y-Vel
NUM Ml,,""j M/StC M/5tL. I~UM MG/P; I'lt5U: MISH NUM MvI M; M/ltl M/SoC ,,",UM MGt,..::> M/StC M/StC
1 t • IJ lJ .It .0;; .00 30 • 11 .0'> .uO 71 .00 .0'> .00 100 .vo .05 .00
~ J • uu.It .HS .vu 3/ • 11 .05 .ou 72 .00 .05 .00 10/ .00 .uS .00
; J • Uu .. .u, .00 ;b • 12 .05 .00 73 .00 .0;; .00 lub .GO .05 .00
"
t.L1U· .Q~ .00 34
• 11 .0, .00 7" .00 .OS .00 109 .00 .05 .00
'> 1 • uu. .u;; ~ t, U "0 .OS .0'> .00 7'> .00 .05 .00 1 10 .00 .05 .00
0 1 • iJ u· .U;; .UU
" 1 .00 .U;; .00 70 .00 .0;; .00 11 1 .00 .05 .007 1 • uU.It • IJ '] .0 u "2 .05 .05 • U0 17 .00 .05 .00 112 .00 .05 .00
8
.0' .1J':t .()lJ ".I .UO .05 .1lO /8 .00 .0;; .00 ·1 D .00 .U~ .00
9 .0;
.U' .IIU
""
.0, .u, .00 79 .00 .0; .00 11 " .00 .OS .00
10 .0" .u, .uu "5 .uo .0'> .00 bO .00 .0' .00 11'> .00 .05 .00
11 .02 • IJ" .vu "0 .0, .0'> .00 til .00 .0' .00 lib .00 .0;; .00
'"
12 .0, ~..r':t .vu
"'
.u2 .05 .00 02 .00 .0;; .00 1 17 .00 .0'> .00
I I; .0; .u;; • uu
""
.OJ .0, .00 ti; .00 .0;; .00 lIb .uu .v5 .vu
....
1" .ou .0;; • I) U .9 .03 .0, .011 b. .00 .05 .00 119 .00 .0;; • II 0OJ 15 .01 .0, .00 '>0 .OJ .05 .00 tiS .OU .05 .00 120 .00 .OS .vo
lb .nO .1I., .0 v ,I .0.1 .05 .00 bb .00 .0'> .00 121 .00 .0'> .00
1 7 .0 1 .0':> .IJO '>2 .O~ .0;; .00 b7 .00 .05 .00 122 .00 .05 .VO
I b .0U .0'> .vo OJ • 01 .0;; .00 ~b .00 .0;; .00 123 .00 .05 .00
19 .01 .0;; .uv ,. .01 .u~ .00 b9 .00 .0, .00 12" .00 .0, .00
~O .tlU .0, .\I~ 55 • 01 .o~ .00 90 .00 .0;; .00 125 .uo .05 .00
21 .';'1 • v;; • {,(I '0 • 01 .0;; .vO 91 .00 .0, .00 1"0 -.liO .05 .00
h .H .0;; .Illl
"
• 0 1 .0;; .00 92 .00 .0, .00 12 1 .00 .0S .00
2.1 .3'1 .0;; .lllJ '>M • 0 1 .vl) .UO 9.1 .00 .0, .00 12" .00 .0'> .00
~" • .1" .115 .OU '>9 • 0 1 .0;; .vO 9. .00 .0;; .00 12" -.GO .0;; .00
<'> .H .u;; .uD 00 .00 .0'> .00 9, .00 .0' .00 130 .00 .05 .00
<!b • .1" .0;; .110 01 • 0 1 .0' .0'0 9b .UO .05 .00 131 .00 .05 .00
27 .21 .v;; .u0 b2 .01 .0, .00 97 .00 .0'> .00 1.12 -.00 .u5 .Oil
2b .2~ • I;';) .011 b; • 0 1 .05 .00 9B .00 .0;; .00 133 .00 .0;; .00
29 .,,~ .u, .uu 0" • 0 1 .0'> .00 94 .00 .05 .00 l~!j .00 .05 .00;0 .
.n .v':J .00 "'> .00 .0;; .00 100 .00 .0'> .00 135 .00 .0, .00
3 l .N .05 .00 ob .00 .0;; .00 101 .00 .0;; .00 Bb -.OU .05· .00
.12 .2J .0;; • IJ 1I 07 .00 .0'> .lIO 102 .00 .05 .00 In .00 .0'> .00
3.1 .21 .v' .00 b" .00 .0, .00 10.1 • (I 0 .O~ .00
3. • 11 .U'i • ')0 b9 .00 .0, .00 104 .00 .05 .00
;,> • 1 t! .0'> .00 70 .00 • I',> .00 Iv, .00 .0, .00
CUNrll~u~llr CH~CKS
LINE lUI AL X-FL~r. I-fLU" l-'lI-lCt:. 1'<1 1
1 3.0.D-OI .I.0j3-u1 (J.O{tO 100.0
~ -.1.033-01 -3.0;.l-01 0.000 -100.0
MAT~tMA'!CAL ~l~ULArlUN Of LAkUUN Mu'UXlvl Ol5ThlHUIIUN IN lHl A1MOSPHlHl
r~u Ol~~~SlONAL flhlll ~L~MlNT FUk HlIWllu~IAL ~kUtlL~MS Of VAHIA"LE THIC,NE55
INlljll AOOllCATIUN IU IhE. FAlf-/uANkS, AlAS'A AIR5HlO •••
•• ; •• tXAMPLE PhUbLtM ~U~HtH i ••.• UYNAMIC PHUuLlM _ITH CUNSTANT 8UUNDAHY ••••••
... "ESuLlS .. rl~ " ttl'\J~:; UF DY'.MIC 5IMULA1IUN •••
••• CU~Ct~IWA'lUN5 AWE ~tAlt VtWljC~L ~ALUES~ ••
OUlout fU" NUUlS I lU 131 .. . 1"" 51MuuL • DlNUllS A 5PttlfllU VALUl ...
NUIlE CUN[ ..... vI:.L Y-I'tl NUUl Curle X-utl Y-vll NUOE CUNC X-uH Y-\ft.L Nuof. CUI\lC ).·vtL Y-ull
NUM Mt; II" j 1'<\ l::it:. C ~/Ste I"UM MG/M3 M/Ste M/St.C NUM Mb/M3 f;\/~t.[ tJI/Sf.C 'u" ....·l,jO·j M/SlC M/SH
1 1 • U(j " .uS .IlU ;0 • 1~ .0, .OU 11 .0 1 .0, .00 100 .0 u .05 .ou
2 1 • 0 l) " .u~ .uu ;) • I" .0, .00 u • 0 1 .0, .00 107 .00 .0, .00; 1 • Vu- ,os .00 ;" • I" .V5 .vv 13 .00 .u~ .00 108 .00 .0, .vv
"
1 • u0. .0, .Ov ;q
• 1" .0, .00 14 .00 .0, .00 10q ,ov .0, .GO
5 I.UO_ .0, .tJU 4V • 1v .v, .00 15 .vo .05 .00 . 110 .00 .V5 .00
0 l.vO. .U'i ,uo 41 • 10 • (I c:, .00 10 .00 .0, .00 1 I 1 ,00 .115 .00
1 1.uu4 .05 .uo 42 dO .0, .00 17 .ou .05 .00 j 12 .00 ,0, .IIU
8 ,bl
.v" .uu ,,; • 10 • ul;, .00 1M .00 ,0, .00 lU .00 .U' .00
"
.01
• v5 •no
""
• 1u .v, .00 19 .00 .05 .00 ' 11 4 .00 .05 .ov
10 .UO .u" .uu "5 .1 V .0, .Ou 80 .00 .05 .00 11 , .00 .01;) .00
1 1 ."0 ~o') .VU "b • 1v .0, .00 61 .vo .05 .00 11 b ,00 .0, .ou
12 , " I ,U' .VO 41 .v, .05 .00 d2 .00 .0, .00 1 I ) .00 .05 .Ou
11 ."1 .0., .vo 06 .u" .0, .00 H; .00 .0., .00 1 1!I ,00 .0, .0 u
OJ 1" .00 .u'i .00 09 .us .0, .vo d4 .00 .0, .00 11 q ,00 .05 .00I I,
.0" ,v, .vv ,0 .0, ,v., .00 8, .vo .Ii~ .00 1"0 .00 .0., .0(1I-'
'"
10 .00
.0' .UIi .,1 .v., .05 ,00 ~o .00 .0, .00 121 ,00 .0, .00
1 I
.0" ,v5 .HU
""
.0, .u5 .ov b7 .vv .0, .00 1<2 .ou .v, .00
1" .00 ,05 • vO
,;
',02 .U'::l .00 80 ,00 .0" .00 123 .00 .v., .11 0
1~
.0" .uS .uv 54 .03 .US .00 b9 .00 .0, .00 12q .00 .uS ,110
"0 .b:j .0, .vo 5, .u2 ,0, .00 90 .00 .05 .OU 125 .uo .05 .00
21 .1.19 ,v5 wUU '0 .02 .v, .00 91 ,00 .v, .00 120 .00 .05 .co
a
."" .0, .011 ,1 .0'"' .0, ,VO 92 .VO .U., .00 121 .00 .0, .. uu
2; ,"" .0' .Vu ,0 .03 .05 .ov 93 .00 .v., .00 12b .00 .0, .Ou
2" .0" .0';) • (I U ,q .0" .05 .00 94 .00 .us • Ul, 129 .00 .0, .uo
25 ./J~ .uS .OV 00 , U1 .0" .00 os .00 • vI;) .00 1.:10 ,ov .us .00
20
."" .U" • (llj oj • v 1 ,05 .00 % .vo ,os .00 131 .00
,0, .00
27 • ; I • I) '::I .uv 0< • 0 1 .0, .ou 91 .uU ,0, ,00 1'2 -.00 .05 ,00
28 .;" .0::> .uo oj • 0 1 .0., ,00 q" ,00 .05 .00 13; .00 .05 • \ill
2v • ; I • I) S .00 0" .01 .o~ ,00 Oq .00 • O~· .00 1;4 .00 ,0, .00
;0
.'"
,0, .vu 0, • v I .05 .00 100 .00 ,0, .00 1;, .00 .05 .00
;1 .; I .0., .lIO 00 , VI .lJi;) .00 10 1 ,00 ,05 .00 130 -.OU .05 ,00
32
.'2 .uS • flU 07 • V1 .05 ,Vu lV2 .00 .u5 .00 1;1 .00 .05 .00
B • j 1 .u, .(lv 00 • 0 1 .0" .ov 10; .00 .0, .00
;4
• 1"
.0, .uo oq , 0 I ,0, .00 104 .vo ,0, .00
35
• I" .0., .lltJ 10 • 01 .0, .00 IV5 .00 .05 .00
ellNflNu.lfl CHllK5
UNl JUJAl )( -r Lll~~ Y-llUW Plt<ClN1
1 .}. lJ ct!-Ul 3.lJC't!-ul O.OOu 100.0
2 -;."n-01 -j.l.ltc-Ol 0.000 -100.0
~AT~~MATJtAL SIMULA1JUI~ Uf CARbVN MV_UXIUl DISlklUUTION IN IHl AIMUSPMtkl
Tr"J UJMl:.lli~luI\IAL ~1l~J1l:. E:lI:.MI:.IlJ F(Jk HO~lLlJtdAL "kU6LE.M~ {JF VAklAblt IHIC~NtSS
1~111~L APPLllATIUN Iv THI:. rAIRtiANKS, ALA~KA AlkSHI:.O •••
••••• CXAMPL~ P~u~LlM NUMbl:.R 2 •••• DyNAMIC PkObllM ollH CUNSrAN] bOUNDA~Y ••••••
••• RlSUlIS AFllil b HVUkb {Jf Dr~AMl( SIMULATIUN •••
••• CUNLEhTHA'lUI~S A~1:. ~I:.A~ ~I:.HTltAL VALUI:.S •••
QVIPVI FLl~ IWUES 1 IV 137 ••• IHl SYMbOL' DlNOIlS A SPtClfitU VAlVt '"
NDUl (ur~c X.. VtL 'r-\lI:..L NUUl CUI'.C X-Vll Y-vll NOUf. CUNC x-Vll Y-Vll NODf. cur~c X-VI:.L Y-V!:L
NUM Mli/Mj M/SlC "'/St:C I~Ut-'1 "'&/""',3 M/SlC M/SlC NUM fi,G/WS M/stC M/SlC NUM MG,I-'3 M/SlC M/SlC
I J • IJ II .. .U'> .00 30 .<5 .0, .00 /1 • 0 1 .05 .00 100 .00 .os .OV
2 J • u0 .. .u5 .ou 37 .2'> .u'> .00 Ii! .01 .0'> .00 107 .00 .05 .00
.I J .0 {J • .u'> .ou ;b .20 .05 .00 7.1 • V1 • (I~ .00 lOb .00 .os .ov
• 1 • V'J • .0'> .UU j9 • 2'> .05 .ou
./.
.0 I .0'> .\)0 109 .00 .0'> .00
5 J • IJ Ll .. .0, .ou .0 .15 .uS .00 15 .01 .05 .00 110 .00 .0'> .vo
b I • uO" .vS .ou .1 • I 0 .iJ~ .00 70 • 0 1 .0'> .00 I 11 .00 .u5 .ou
7 1 • uu , .us .00 .< .15 .0'> .ou 77 .0 I .(Ji;) .00 112 .00 .0'> .UO
6 .d9 .0'> .lJU .3 • 15 .0'> .00 7b • 0 1 .05 .uo I 1.\ .00 .0, .Oll
9 .t1q .U? • tn,!
""
• 1'> .0'> • 00 79 .ou .0> .00 11 • .00 .u'> .00
10 .#19 .v, .uo .'>
• 1b .0'> .ov bO .00 .0'> .00 I 1'> .00 .0'> .00
1 1 .d9 .0':> .. uu .b • j ':> .0'> .00 bl .00 .u,:> .UO 110 .UO .o~ .00
Ii .09 .O'J .D. ./ .Ob .u'> .00 M2 .00 .05 .00 117 • (Ill diS .00
I.l .d4 .u:;, .UO .0 .09 .0':> .ou 63 .00 .05 .00 1 j b .00 .05 .00
td Iu • I'l .l)~ .uo "4 .06 .0'> .00 bu .00 .0'> .00 119 .00 .05 .00
I 1'> ·/ . .0'> .00 50 .08 .Olj .00 b5 .00 .0':> .00 120 .00 .0'> .00N
0 10 .7. .05 .00 '>1 .09 .u5 .00 bO .ou .0'> .00 1< I .00 .0':> .00
1/ ·/. .V'i .vl) '>2 .v8 .0'> .00 b7 .00 .0':> .00 122 .00 .05 .00
1b • 7. .01;) .00 '>.1 .ou .05 .1l0 bb .00 .0'> .00 1<.1 .00 .u5 .. au
1~ • I (j .0,> .uo '>. .05 .0'> .{/(J b9 .00 .0'> .00 12u .00 .0'> .00
20
• 7" • 0'> .00 '>'> .0 • .0'> .00 90 .00 .05 .00 )<':> .OU .0':> .00
21 • , 7 • \15 • l' (J 50 • 0'> .05 .00 91 .00 .0'> .00 I2b .00 .05 .00
2i! ·., / .0'> .00 57 .0. .05 .00 92 .00 .0'> .00 12/ .00 .05 .00
2.1 .. 'Jb .05 .ou '>B .05 .0'> .00 9.1 .00 .05 .00 leH .00 .05 .00
2u .'>0 .0'> .00 ,>9 .0. .05 .00 9u .00 .0'> .00 129 .00 .0'> .UO
25 • '> 7 .0'> .ou 00 .02 .05 .00 ~S .00 .0'> .lIv 130 .00 .05 .00
2b .5 7 .0'> .UO 01 .0< .0'> .00 9b .00 .0'> .00 1~ 1 .00 .0':> .ou
2/
• j9 .. U':a .OU 02 .02 .05 .00 9/ .00 .0'> .00 1;< .bO .05 .00
2H .( 1) .uS .00 oJ .02 .0'> .00 9H .00 .0'> .00 133 .00 .0':> .00
29 ._0 .0'> .Vu bU .0< .U5 .00 99 .00 .0'> .00 l~Ll .00 .. (.II;) .00
30 .UO .0'> .uo 0' .02 .05 .ou 100 .00 .v5 .00 1;'> .00 .05 .00
;1
."0 .0':> .uU 00 .01 .0'> .00 10 1 .00 .0'> .00 130 .00 .0'> .00
.1< .UO .0, • 0 I) bl .01 .0'> .00 10< .00 .05 .00 IH .00 '. v5 .00
.l.l . .;Y .05 .uo oH .01 .0'> .00 10; .00 .05 .vo
.lu .e,:> .0'> .uo b9 .01 .05 .00 IOU .00 .0'> .00
3':> .20 .0'> .00 70 .01 .0'> .00 105 .OlJ .05 .00
CUNTl~UNJlr CHttKS
lINl lVIAL X-Eo LVft V-flU. PlH«Nr
1 3.709'01 .1.709-01 0.000 100.0
2 -;./09-01 -3.709-Ul O.OUO -100.0
'"IN
f-'
·IIHtMI11CIL Sl~ULIIIUN OF ClkHON MONUxID~ UISlklHUllUN IN IH~ ATMUSPHEkE
r.u UI-E,SIUOIL flNllt ~L~MENI fUH HUkllONllL PhUHL~MS UF VlkIA~LE THICKNESS
1.IIIIL IPPLICIIIU_ lu THE FAIH~INKS, ILISKA AIHSHED •••
EAA~PLt P~UdLEM ~UMdEH J ••• fAl~tlA~K~ ~El~OHK
~UMot~ uF ~LtME~IS bb
~U~ot~ uF ij-C )j
Ul"UolU' CU~FFS I
CU~~~~ ~u~ES 159
uulfUI PHINr UP110. I
LliitS FUN CUNTl~U~lrY 0
I,Pt uF VeL FI~LU 0
Ir~t ur l~lTIAL (ONO 0
HtU~UtHINb UPTIU~ 0
LUGILIL UNITI,Ck"1CH) II
VELOLIT, FIELD uPIION u
U"~4~JC l~PUI UPflON 0
VtNJICILUIST OPTIUN a
x SCILt = •Ju'i
, SCALt. = .Ju,
to 5LALt. = 1.000
U ,jCALt = I.OOY
v SCLlt = 1.000
u~llS (O~vt~~lU~ 15 l~OOO-Ol
tA'tkl~AL u~lr5 AH~ MG/M]
'l~t CUI~IHUL AI~U Vf:.HflLAL DlsrHIHUTJUN 5PlC5
lurAL "UN TI~tIHUUkSl 1
P~ll~1 l~rt~vAL(HOuHS) 1
rl"E ollP(HUukS) .00
vtf<1 L1151 Htll,jHI (tol) .00
v~Nl DIST PIRIMtrlk .00
ELEktNT CHAHICrtklSllCS
~UMliI:.H x Dif FUSlUN
(M2/SHI
1.000-01
Y DIFfUSIUN
(MUStC)
1.000-01
••••• vELUCITIES AND HUUNUARY CONDITIONS AHE CONSTANT FUR THIS kUN •••••
·AIH~"AIICAL ~1~ULATluN U~ CANUUN MUNUaIU~ DISINIBUTION IN IH~ ATMUSPHENt
rou UI.ENSIONAL FINIT~ tL~MENT FON HUNllONTAL PNUBLEMS UF VARIABLE THICKNESS
I_IIIAL APPLICATIUN TU THt FAI"BANKS, ALASKA AIRSHED •••
tXAMPLE PNUBLtM NUMbtN 3 ••• FAIRBANKS NEI_URK
~lx~O NUUAL SPtllFICATIUNS •••••
NUUl x '"tue '-Lue HEIGHT NODAL NUDt X-LOC Y-LUC HUGHT NUDAL
NUMUtN (MtltNSI (MtTt"SI (METE"SI U"DE" NUMBtR (ME TENS) (,'tf b< S) (ME TENS) ONUb<
I 17421 •• ' 360003.53 5.0 U BI 202B9.39 369Ul1.57 5.0 0
2 174'>3.99 367672.62 5.0 0 82 20026.39 .l69307.BO 5.0 o·
3 174bO.53 .loB7"1.70 5.0 0 83 20672.B7 .l09i36.66 5.0 0
"
1/535.33 37U310."7 5.0 0 84 21734.96 369163.26 5.0 0, 17564.14 ·371679.2" S.O 0 85 21623.30 .l69U"I.S2 5.0 0
0 16076.6' 306861.U7 5.0 0 B6 22070 .63 .106472.11 5.0 0
7 1~42'.40 36797".75 5.0 0 67 21576.94 366"07.U" 5.0 0
6 19429."6 .169.14,.97 5.0 0 ~B 21181.85 306"02.61 s.o 0
9 16456.uO 3090".1.64 5.0 0 89 21161.85 308416 •..13 5.0 0
I 0 16500.01 370012.60 ,.0 0 90. 21264.11 366166.>1 5.0 0
11 16897.<0 .170900.79 5.0 0 91 21291.06 307%3.13 5.0 0
12 2021U.37 369922.34 S.O 0 92 20735.02 .167212.4, 5.0 0
I.! 19967.26 371163.41 5.0 0 93 2175.1.56 367136.08 ~.o 0
14 19/04.15 37240".46 5.0 0 94 20545.04 306602.13 5.0 0
to 15 16 7.l2. 25 3b71 70.61 !:».O 0 95 2079.1.72 366000.36 5.0 0
I 10 19255.17 307324.00 5.0 0 96 20335.67 .l6"2Ul.67 5.0 0N
N 1 7 1911.1."0 307030.79 5.0 0 97 22178,69 3712~4.C7 5.0 0
16 190th).t:ib 30b25d.29 5.0 0 96 21330.59 3/0626.07 5.0 0
19 19""4.55 306090.95 5.0 0 99 20545.04 306<14.13 5.0 0
20 191Jb2.01 .l06i18.06 5.0 0 100 20289.39 308053.51 5.0 . 0
21 lClb-il3.bQ 306903.01 5.0 0 101 22970.05 370<29.13 ~.O 0
U 1905-1.03 3b929'1.Ll9 S.O 0 102 20533 .42 307980 • .17 5.0 0
<3 1981".92 369030.16 5.0 0 103 20277.77 366225.75 5.0 0
2" 20249.h8 3095~ /.66 5.0 0 104 21160.17 .l6d513 .94 5.0 0
2, 20566.66 309722."" 5.0 0 105 20766.75 30"'lb.59 5.0 0
20 <0I7U •• 6 3/0<75.61 s.o 0 106 206UO.69 366BU2.1.1 5.0 0
21 20547.37 371516.06 5.0 0 107 21725.09 3bB4t1I.lJl 5.0 0
2d <U512.93 372371.95 5.0 0 108 2210".52 306207.16 5.0 0
29 19/76.09 367"77.39 5,,0 0 109 22"11.30 30bl37."0 5.0 U
3U 196bO.35 3t:d~Oijij.~tJ 5.0 0 110 23010.91 3.6011.93 5.0 0
31 19b91.91 306272,n 5.0 0 III 2299 •• 65 367066.50 5.0 0
3C 19"91.97 306304.77 5.0 0 112 21767.52 .1015"".79 . I) .. 0 0
33 19671.16 30b355.90 5.0 0 113 2.293.25 308321.~8 5.0 0
31-1 <U2d9.39 .109"53.00 5.0 0 114 2.812.09 370236."3 5.0 0
35 20903.3b 309522.00 5.0 0 115 2369".07 3702.1.1.17 5.0 0
30 211&4b.99 3700/,.7. 5.0 0 116 2.1129."" 369910.13 5.0 0
3 / 20022.12 301731.69 5.U 0 I 17 2285S.20 369021.57 5.0 0
38 21361.72 .lUn9.41 5.0 0 116 22701.81 309!45.97 5.0 0
39 16674.1" .1721"1.80 5.0 0 119 22090.5/ .109020.'9 5.0 0
"U 2161b.05 309308.79 5.0 0 120 22061.27 360067.9Q 5.0 0
41 200bl:l.bU 306569.72 5.0 0 121 22n4.60 309401.75 5.0 0
02 20066.00 .lob711."9 5.0 0 122 20269.39 306516,59 5.0 0
".I 19036.32 307784.18 5.0 0 123 20536.07 366518.59 5.0 0
""
202d9.39 366602.13 5.0 0 124 20536.07 366"72.11 5.0 0
4~ <llu~.15 30B902.4q 5.0 0 12~ <1581.~q 308~Uq.2q 5.0 0
90 2IU~B.o/ .10'110/.01 5.0 0 120 216~1.32 .108949.22 ~.O 0
9/ <11'11.14 .108655.71, 5.0 0 127 21/53.58 3bB<16.06 5.0 0
08 20/80./~ j6842~.0< ~.o 0 128 216/'1.20 3081/'1.27 5.0 0
o~ 20d(}lJ.b9 34/q/4./~ ~.O 0 In 20538.0/ 3084.1q.~7 5.0 0
50 20250.80 30/344.q2 5.0 0 130 2157q.27 3084~6.lo 5.0 0
51 22140.3~ 3/233'1.41 ~.O 0 131 2105l.04 .1664'15.35 5.0 0
52 21350.1~ )71484. J ij 5.0 0 132 21656.2'1 36B025.50 5.0 0
53 20206.15 301QQI.9Q 5.0 0 133 21566.24 .I060H.45 5.0 0
54 22153.3< .1/042'1.00 5.0 0 U4 2170'1.42 308171.'12 5.0 0
55 21632.00 .I/0UI5 • .I1 5.U 0 I.I~ 21Iq~.7q loO/6~.66 5.0 0
~o 21~/4.02 3b9906.6.1 5.0 0 136 21776.62 308627.82 5.0 0
51 < I 391 .11< l09015.oq 5.0 0 137 a074.30 3614/5.07 5.0 0
~6 lljt,lq.l~ 309352.95 ~ .. o 0 U6 22086.25 :l07661./q 5.0 0
59 21621.q~ jbt1174.24 5.0 0 1Jq 23667.10 312:l16.4Q 5.0 0
00 <lOqO.bQ 308/0'1.5'1 5.0 0 140 2463/.66 .I71206.uu 5.0 0
01 21161.40 30/951.51 5.0 0 141 <3936.55 306>76.'U 5.0 0
b2 2IlUbtl.t:-O .Ib6Q30.q.l 5.0 0 142 235'14.26 30/501.00 5.0 U·
01 2020'1 • .1'1 301120.01 !:I.o 0 143 2028Q.H 30bboU • .IO 5.0 0
o· ~Ulb~.lb 30/~Q.l.ou ~.O 0 199 23282.83 .Ib95~2.32 5.0 0
o~ 2121.lLl.bU :lb7l/5.20 5.0 0 195 d78L96 jbtl~ltl.7b 5.u 0
60 c!lcTl.l~ jb75~b.L11 5.0 0 146 21776.82 .Ion96.03 !j.O 0
01 a'1lu.qo .17<.13'1.91 ~.O 0 14/ 22070.03 .I093~~.</ 5.0 0
'"
08 aq41.51 3/1':84.27 5.0 0 146 2404/.46 31,'1'115.37 5.0 0
I 09 1~89/.81 .Ib8b20.85 5.0 0 14'1 23'11'1.04 31120l.30 5.0 0
N IU a055 • .13 .ib9tjlS.LlLl 5.0 0 150 201Bo.7~ :106412.11 5.0 0
'" 71 2r!bo U.62 jbCi 7tH'. (ILl 5.0 0 lSI 2028'1.3'1 .I0806b.05 5.0 0
1< 2215.1.1'1 3bQc'bb.9S 5.0 0 152 207'13./2 306<00.19 ~.O 0
13 r!2l.lcl.5b jbb Ub2.81 5.0 0 1~.1 20'160.02 3009b0 .11 5.0 0
/. 22121./0 3060IB.5.1 5.0 0 154 22343.'10 3bq334.35 5.0 0
"
221q5.u3 lb/612.0/ 5.0 0 1~5 U058.ul 307052.00 5.0 0
70 t!.2302.49 30b9bo.Oq 5.0 0 156 U376./0 301:18'1.00 5.0 0
11 205.18.UI 3btlbbO.3b 5.0 0 157 2486l.a 31Uq7.51 5.0 0
16 20~ql.53 3b/jl./lb.43 5.0 0 158 233~3.65 307174.55 5.0 0
1'1 <U382.30 30'1150./4 5.0 0 15'1 223<l0.38 306600.80 5.0 0
60 20335.6/ 308q/o.U 5.0 0
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~UMMAk' UF INPUT DAIA U~ED TU CALlULATL CAH~U. MUNUXIDE LUADS
FUN 14PUI lU rHE FAIH~AhKS AIR UUALITr PUMUULL •••
LXAMPLL P.U~LEM NUM~LH 3 ••• FAIR~ANKS NET"ORK
GM/HH A1 IDLE
G,\\/LULUS I AI'C r
SPLLU tMI~SIUN FACTUN ALPHA
SPLLa EMISSIUN FACTUH bLIA
bOO.DO
340.00
200.00
-.55
FRAC IIO,j UF DAILY C U lOAD FUN THAVLllNG, IDLtl~G, AND STARTING •••••
HUUR IhAlltL IDlEl"G STARliNG
I ,UliO .O~O .o/jO
2 .000 .ouo .000
~ .000 .ouo .000
4 .000 .QUO .000
5 .uoo .000 .000
b .. l) (j 0 .000 .000
1 .000 .OuO .000
0 .uvo .000 .. 0'00
tP 9 .ouo .000 .000
I 10 .000 .QUO .000N
\.n 1 1 .000 .000 .000
12 .ouo .ovo .000
I ~ .vUO .000 .000
1" .ouo .ouo .000
I~ .. U IJ V .000 .000
1 b .000 .000 .000
1 1 .001.1 .000 .000
1~ .000 .00u .000
19 .. t) 0 0 .01l0 .000
20 .0uO .000 .000
21 .voo .oou .000
a .000 .• 00u .000
23 .000 .000 .000
24 .OUO .000 .000
SUMMAk'f UF INPUT VATA USED TU CALCULATt CAR~UN ~UNOXIDE LOADS
FUH INPuT TO IHE FAIH~AN<S AIH'UUALITY ~OMUDEL •••
l~AM~LE PHUHL~~ NUHtlEH j ." ~AI~bANKS N~TwURK
DAILY ~ASS INPUTS UF C U FOR EACH tLEMENT FHUM tACH SORCE
THt LUAD INPur UNITS AHt (GM/DAY/tLEMENT1 •••
EU:Ml::.r~T IHAVtL IDLE! NG STARliNG ELEMtNT THAVEL IDLE! NG STARTING
1 .00 .00 .00 l .00 .00 .00
3 .00 .00 .00 0 .00 .00 .00
5 .00 .00 .00 0 .00 .00 .00
I .00 ,Ou ,00 5 .00 .00 .00
9 ,aD .00 .00 10 .00 .00 .00
II .00 .00 .00 12 .00 .00 .00
I 3 .00 .00 .00 14 .00 .00 .00l' .00 .00 .00 10 .00 .00 .001 I .00 .00 .00 'IS Z22100.01 75000.00 255000.00
19 5113.'0 37200.00 Insoo.oo lO ,DO .00 .00
21 .00 .00 .00 Z2 .00 .00 .00
2.l .uo .00 .00 lO .00 .0. 0 .00
<'5 .00 .00 .00 20 .00 .00 .00
C7 .00 .00 .00 25 .00 .00 .00
"9 .00 .00 .00 .l0 .00 .00 .00
OJ 31 .00 .00 .00 32 ,0 o· .00 .00
I
.l.l .00 .00 .00 30 39984.10 139600.00 475000.00N
'"
3, ,00 .(jO .00 30 .00 .00 .00
31 .00 ,vO .00 3S .00 .00 .00
H ,uO .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00
41 .00 .00 .00 02 .00 .00 .00
"3 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00
0,
.00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00
"7 .00 .01/ .00 46 .00 .00 .00
""
.00 .00 .00 '0 .00 .00 .00
, I 310<'.0' 9000.00 H250.00 52 3142.05 9000.00 31260.00
5.l lq8b7Pl,bij .00 .00 '0 .00 ,00 .00
s;
.00 .00 .00 50 .00 .00 .00
57 .00 .00 .00 s~ .00 .00 .00
59 .00 .00 .00 bO .00 .00 .00
01 .00 .00 .00 bl .00 .00 .00
o.l .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00
65 .00 .00 .00 bo .00 .00 .00
07 .00 .00 .00 o~ .00 .00 .00
oQ
.00 .00 .00 70 .00 .00 ',DO
7 I .00 .00 .00 7l .00 ,DO .00
, •• S~lUP CALL fU~ t 0 HUUTING •••
••• NO"dtR OF EQUATIONS 15 140 ••• TUTAL STORAGE 15 !~701 .....
~4rH~I~AIILAL Sl~UlAIIG~ UF (AMbUN ~UNU)lDE OlSlHl~UTlU~ IN IMt A1MUSPMtHE
I~u UI~!:.'~~lUI~AL fINIT!:. tL~ME~T. FUR HURlluNTAL PHUHltMS OF VAHIA~Lt TMIC'NtSS
l~lllAL APPLICATIO~ lu tHE fAIHtlA~KS, ALAS'A AIHSMtD •••
tAA~'PLE ~HuHLt~ ~U~HtR 3 ••• fAlkHANKS NE1~UHK
••••• SrtAO~ 5TAT~ SOLUTIUN •••••
••• CUI.LtNIH~Tlul.S A~E ~tAN VERTICAL VALUES •••
••• UUIPUl FUN ~UDE5 1 IU 159 ••• IMt SYM~DL • UtNUltS A SPECIfiED VALUE •••
r..UOt. C(NL X-VI:.L Y-vtL NUUt CONC X-VEL Y-VtL NUUE CUNC X-VEL Y-VEL NODE CUI~C x-vE.L Y-vtL
,.,.LJ"l I~G/",j M/51:.C ~/St:.C NOM MG/"'] M/Sle MIStC NUM MO/M3 MISEC MlstC NOM MG/M] M/St.C M/SlC
1 .UU· .00 -.<'5 41 .05 .00 -.<'5 81 .25 .00 -.25 121 .35 .00 -.l,;)
2 .uti· ,,0'; -.2'> "2 • 11 .00 -.<'5 S2 .23 .00 -.<'5 122 d9 .00 -.2,
3 .vo_ • I) 0 -.25 "J • 01 .00 -.25 "3 •• 23 .00 -.25 123 ."" .00 -.25
"
.vu* .UO -.2S
""
.<'" .00 -.d~ S" .19 .00 -.25 12" .JS .00 -.c,>
5 .0u. .00 -.c~ "5 .83 .00 -.25 S5 .0" .00 -.25 125 ."9 .00 -.25
0 .0. .00 -.25 "0 .92 .00 ".25 80 -.23 .00 -.25 12b .29 .00 -125
1 ~uu .00 -.L'~ "I .S" .00 -.2'> 87 ."8 .00 -.<'5 127 .3" .00 -12"
s -.02 .00
-.'?' "S .75 .00 -.25 S8 .S2 .00 -.25 12~ .27 .00 -.2"
9 .0 1 .00 -.<'5 49 .74 .00 -IC:~ S9 .S8 .00 -.lS 129 .3S .00 -.<'5
10 • (; I .00 -.<'5 ~o .1" .00 -ItS 90 .70 .00 -.25 130 .50 .00 - .l5
'"
11 • vo .00 -125 51 .00 • .00 -.25 91 .77 .00 -.25 131 .20 .00 -.2';,
I 12 -.UlJ .00 ".2';, 5<' -. I 7 .VO -.25 92 .b7 .00 -.25 132 .29 .00 -.25
N 13 • III .00 -.<'5 53 • 19 .00 -.dS 93 .3~ .00 -.25 133 ."5 .00 -.2t:t
" 1" .UD. .00 -.25 5" -11 U .00 "'lc5 94 ."S .00 -.25 13" .25 .00 -Ili;)
l' • 1v .00 -.tS 55 -.19 .00 -.25 95 .72 .00 -.<'5 135 .6" .00 -.<'5
I b -. v t .00 -.25 5b -.19 .00 -.25 9b .7b .00 -.25 13b .2q .00 -.25
1 / • I) l .00 -.<,5 5/ .Sb .00 -.25 97 .00 .uu -.25 137 -.28 .OU -.2t:t
In .tJ~ .00 -.<'5 5S 1.00 .00 -.~5 9S • 17 .00 -.25 138 -.2b .VO -.<'5
19 .v<, .00 -.25 59 .02 .00 .... 25 99
." 2 •0 0 -. <5 139 .00 .• .00 -.25
<0
-. 1U .00 -.<5 bO .45 .00 ".25 100 ,19 .00 -.2~ 1"0 .13 .00 -.<'''
<'l ,10 .OU -.25 b1 .n .00 -.25 10 1 • 1t> .00 -.25 1" 1 .00 .OU -.<'5
a •v I .00 -.c::':) b2 .05 .00 .... 25 102 .37 .00 -.25 1"2 • 1b .00 -.25
<'~ .... uS .OU -.25 03 .20 .00 -.25 103 .20 .00 -.<''' tLl3 .2b .00 -.2,
<'" • .l" .00 -.<5 0" .70 .00 -.25 10~ .S<' .00 -.25 I"" -IOq .00 -.2~
<"> • 1b • til) -.25 05 .77 .00 -.25 lu5 .11 .00 -.<'5 1"5 -.05 .00 -.c:~
<'0 - • 0 / .00 -.e:5 bb .7 b .00 ".25 lOb .b8 .00 -.25 l.b -.45 .00 -It':)
'"
• I) V .00 ".tS 07 .00* .00 -.25 10 7 • LI 7' .00 -.25 1~7 •• O~ .00 -leS
<'. • lJ 'J t .00 .... d':) bS .33 .00 -.25 108 ... 1~ .00 -.25 1.8 .29 .vo -.<'5
<'.
.v" .00 -.<'5 b9 IV,) .00 -.~5 109 2.90 .00 -;,~5 1"9 .00 .00 -.<'5
30 • v/ .00 -.C:5 70 .3<' .00 -.25 110 .5. .00 -.2S 1~0 ~ 1 0 1 .00 -.<'5
31 • v I .lJU -It~ 71 1.od .po -.25 III • b" .UO -.25 151 .21 .00 -.25
3<' • UI .00 -.2~ 72 2.bQ .00 -.25 112 .25 .00 -.25 152 .73 .00 -.C:5
B .U .vo -.25 73 2. en .00 -.25 113 • 0 7 .0u -.25 1~3 .S2 .00 -.<5
3" • 1b .0u .... ~5 74 -.0/ .00 -. c~ 11" .10 .00 -.25 15. 1.29 .00 -.<'53, .. / .00 ·.~5 /5 2.S3 .00 -.25 115 .... 00 .00
- .2> 155 -.37 .00 -.25
30 .i.llj .00 -.25 7b 2.51 .00 -.25 11 b .0" .00 -.25 15b 2.b5 .00 -.~':)
31
• l.l .00 -.<'5 77 .31 .00 -.25 11 7 .bb .00 -.25 157 .00* .00 -.25
3S .VOt .00 -.25 7S ."b .00 -.<'5 118 2.07 .00 -.25 158 .00 .00 .... tS
39 .uu t .00 -125 79 ,13 .00 -.25 119 -.17 .00 .... 25 159 2.S2 .00 -.25
"0 -.u~ .00 -.25 80 .08 .00 ".25 120 -.18 .00 -.25
